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The Dirac Equation and Its Relationship to the Fine Structure Constant
According to the Planck Vacuum Theory
William C. Daywitt
National Institute for Standards and Technology (retired), Boulder, Colorado. E-mail: wcdaywitt@me.com

The Dirac equation and the fine structure constant are complementary and cannot be
understood separately. The manifestly covariant Dirac equation in the Planck vacuum
(PV) theory (8) is a coupling-charge equation, where e2∗ is the squared coupling charge
that couples the equation to the PV state. The laboratory-measured electron or proton
mass is denoted by m. The corresponding fine structure constant is α ≡ e2 /e2∗ where
e2 is the squared charge of the electron or proton as measured in the laboratory. Both
the Dirac particle spin and the fine structure constant have their origin in the electron
or proton coupling to the PV state. The electron g-factor, with radiative corrections, is
calculated from the fine structure constant; and the proton g-factor is roughly estimated
from the electron g-factor and the proton structure constant. The radiative corrections
in the QED theory are the result of photon interactions taking place within the pervaded
PV state. The apparent ability of the electron to emit and absorb photons is due to the
ability of the PV state to emit and absorb photons to and from free space.

1

Introduction

The theoretical foundation [1] [2] [3] of the PV theory rests
upon the unification of the Einstein, Newton, and Coulomb
superforces:
!
m2 G e 2
c4
m∗ c 2
=
= ∗2 = 2∗
(1)
G
r∗
r∗
r∗

represent the forces the free electron or proton cores exert on
the invisible PV space, a space that is itself pervaded by a
degenerate collection of Planck-particle cores (±e∗ , m∗ ) [5].
The positron and antiproton cores are (+e∗ , me ) and (−e∗ , m p )
respectively.
Finally, the Lorentz invariance of the coupling constants
in (3) lead to the energy

∂
∂
where the ratio c4 /G is the curvature superforce that appears
i~ = ie2∗
(6)
∂t
∂ct
in the Einstein field equations. G is Newton’s gravitational
constant, c is the speed of light, m∗ and r∗ are the Planck mass and momentum
and length respectively [4, p.1234], and e∗ is the coupling
e2∗
∇
(7)
−i~∇
=
−i
charge.
c
The two particle/PV coupling forces
operators of the quantum theory [5]. It should be noted that
the two operators are proportional to the squared coupling
2
2
2
2
mpc
e
e
me c
Fe (r) = 2∗ −
and F p (r) = 2∗ −
(2) charge e2∗ .
r
r
r
r
Section 2 expresses the Dirac equation in terms of PV
the electron core (−e∗ , me ) and proton core (+e∗ , m p ) exert on parameters. Section 3 discusses the fine structure constant.
Section 4 discusses the gyromagnetic g-factor. Section 5 disthe invisible PV state; along with their coupling constants
cusses the electron g-factor and Section 6, the proton g-factor.
Fe (re ) = 0 and F p (r p ) = 0
(3) Sections 5 and 6 are a work in progress that seek to relate the
QED radiative corrections to the PV coupling model. Section
and the resulting Compton radii
7 presents some comments and conclusions.
re =

e2∗
me c 2

and

rp =

e2∗
m p c2

(4)

2

Dirac equation

Using (5), the manifestly covariant form [6, p.90] [Appendix
A] of the Dirac equation for the Dirac particle cores (electron,
positron, proton, antiproton) can be expressed as:
re me c2 = r p m p c2 = e2∗ = r∗ m∗ c2 (= c~)
(5)
!
!
µ ∂
2
2 µ ∂
2
ic~γ
−
mc
ψ
=
ie
γ
−
mc
ψ=
(8)
∗
for the electron and proton cores, where ~ is the reduced
∂xµ
∂xµ
Planck constant. The Planck particle Compton radius is r∗ =
"
!
#
e2∗ /m∗ c2 , which is derived by equating the Einstein and Cou0
cS j ∂
2 0 ∂
2
ie∗ γ
+i
− mc ψ = 0
(9)
lomb superforces from (1). To reiterate, the equations in (2)
−cS j
0 ∂x j
∂x0

lead to the important string of Compton relations
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where the second term in (9) is summed over j = 1, 2, 3 and
!
!
0
cS j
0
e2∗ σ j
=
(10)
−cS j
0
−e2∗ σ j
0
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where µc = ere /2 for the electron and µc = er p /2 for the
proton. Thus the correct baseline moments, normalized by
their common spin, for the Dirac particles are given by (16)
with g = 2, where

where one of the charges in e2∗ belongs to the free particle and
µp
µe
= ere and
= er p
the other to any one of the Planck-particle cores within the
s
s
2
degenerate PV state. The e∗ σ j /c from the 4x4 matrix in (10)
are the electron and proton magnetic dipole moments.
are the 2x2 spin components of the S-vector

(17)

 −
→
− e2∗ →
−
σ = ~→
σ
(11) 5 Electron g-factor
S =
c
When radiative corrections are included with (8) and (9), pho−
that applies to all the Dirac particles. →
σ = (σ1 , σ2 , σ3 ) is the ton exchanges taking place within the vacuum state lead to a
Pauli spin vector, where the σ j s are 2x2 matrices.
small increase in the electron g-factor and a large increase
in the proton g-factor. Using α−1 = 137.0 [7, p.722] for
3 Fine structure constant
the inverse fine structure constant in the Schwinger calculaUsing the expressions in (5), the fine structure constant can tion [8] [6, p.298], the relative change in the electron magnetic moment is
be expressed as
α=

e2
e2
e2
e2
=
=
=
2
2
2
r ∗ m∗ c
rpmpc
re me c2
e∗

(12)

e2
1 e2
δµ g
= −1=
=
µ
2
2πc~ 2π e2∗

where e is the magnitude of the laboratory-observed elecα
=
= 0.001162
(18)
tron/proton charge. If e = e∗ , then the Compton relations
2π
in (5) yield α = 1 for the Dirac equation. Thus it is clear that
2
the fine structure constant provides the “bridge” over which where one of the e∗ s in the squared coupling charge e∗ belongs to the electron and the other to any one of the Planckthe Dirac equation connects to the charge e.
particle cores within the degenerate PV state.
4 Gyromagnetic ratio g
In the QED theory, the result in (18) is considered to be
a
first
order (in α/2π) [6, p.82] radiative correction. Like this
For (8) and (9), the g-factor is exactly g = 2 [7, p.667].
first
order
correction, the higher-order corrections are difficult
This gyromagnetic ratio represents the magnetic to mechanito
calculate,
but produce increasingly accurate results based
cal moment-ratio (13) for the Dirac equation without radiative
on
the
QED
methodology.
corrections.
Using (18) to second order in α/2π leads to
In general (radiative corrections or not), the intrinsic mag→
−
→
−
→
−
netic moment µ is related to the spin vector s = S /2 through
g
α  α 2
−1=
−
= 0.001160
(19)
the equations [6, p.81]
2
2π
2π
µ
→
−µ = gµ →
− →
gµB =
(13) where the experimental g-factor is [6, p.298]
B s
s

g
where g is the g-factor and µB is the Bohr magneton
−1
= 0.0011596 ≈ 0.001160 .
(20)
2
exp
ee2∗
e~
ec~
ere
µB =
=
=
=
(14)
2me c 2me c2 2me c2
2
The fortuitous agreement between (19) and (20) depends upon the choice of α in the first paragraph.
where re is the electron Compton radius. Although the gfactor in (13) is exactly 2 for the Dirac equation, there is an
6 Proton g-factor
anomalous-moment increase to this value due to radiative corThe electron is thought to be a true point particle [6, p.82] berections [6, p.298].
Note that for the Dirac particles where g = 2, (13) yields cause it contains no internal structure, as does the proton [9].
In the present context, however, it is appropriate to associate
→
−µ = er →
− → µ = er .
(15) the “size” of the electron and proton with their Compton radii,
e s
e
s
where the corresponding proton structure constant is defined
However, this is an unacceptable result for the Dirac proton; here by
so (13) is replaced here by
!
mp
re
re
µ
→
−µ = gµ →
− →
m p = me →
=
≈ 1836 .
(21)
= gµc
(16)
c s
rp
rp
me
s
56
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This suggests that the proton g-factor change be estimated
from the electron change,
"
#
g
α  α 2 re
re
−1=
−
= 0.001160
= 2.13
(22)
2
2π
2π r p
rp
where the experimental g-factor is [6, p.82]

g
−1
= 1.79 .
2
exp
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Appendix A: The γ and β matrices
The 4x4 γ, β, and αi matrices used in the Dirac theory are
defined here: where [6, p.91]
!
I 0
0
γ ≡β=
(A1)
0 −I
and ( j = 1, 2, 3)

(23)

γ j ≡ βα j =

0
−σ j

σj
0

!
(A2)

The agreement between (22) and (23) is remarkable, consid- and where I is the 2x2 unit matrix and
!
ering the large magnitude of re /r p . It remains to be seen,
0 σj
α
=
(A3)
j
however, whether or not (22) leads to something more subσj 0
stantial.
where the σ j are the 2x2 Pauli spin matrices
!
!
!
7 Summary and comments
1 0
0 −i
0 1
(A4)
,
σ
=
,
σ
=
σ
=
3
2
1
It probably comes as a surprise that the charge associated
0 −1
i 0
1 0
with the Dirac equation and the Dirac particles is the coupling
and α = (α1 , α2 , α3 ). The zeros in (A1)–(A3) and (A5) are
charge e∗ , rather than the well known electron/proton charge
2x2 null matrices.
e. That bewilderment is due to the collection of Planck parThe mc in (8) and (9) represents the 4x4 matrix
ticle cores that pervade the PV state. If there were no such
!
I 0
pervasion, there would be no photon scattering taking place
mc
(A5)
0 I
within the vacuum state and no resulting need for the coupling
charge and the radiative corrections from the QED theory.
and ψ is the 4x1 spinor matrix.
Sections 5 and 6 present calculations that suggest the PV
The zero on the right side of (9) represents the 4x4 null
theory may provide an aid to, or an alternative for, the difficult matrix and the zeros in (10) represent 2x2 null matrices. The
QED calculations that have been so spectacularly successful. S and σ in (10) are 2x2 matrices; so their parentheses repj
j
That, of course, remains to be seen. But another hint that the resent 4x4 matrices.
PV theory may be a help is the Schwinger result in Section 5:
The coordinates xµ are
e2 /2πr∗ e2 /2πr p e2 /2πre
α
=
=
=
2π
m∗ c2
m p c2
me c 2

xµ = (x0 , x1 , x2 , x3 ),

(24)

where, if r∗ is the “radius” of the Planck-particle cores in
the PV pervaded space, then 2πr∗ is the “circumference” of
the corresponding “spheres” surrounding those cores. Further
work will be focused on developing a complete PV approach
to the radiative correction phenomenon.
Feynman [10, p.129] notes that: “There is a most profound and beautiful question associated with the coupling
constant, e—the amplitude for a real electron to emit or absorb a real photon. It is a simple number that has been experimentally determined to be close to -0.8542455. (My physicist friends won’t recognize this number, because thy like to
remember it as the inverse of its square: about 137.03597
with an uncertainty of about 2 in the last decimal place. It
[the fine structure constant] has been a mystery ever since it
was first discovered more than fifty years ago, and all good
theoretical physicists put this number up on their wall and
worry about it.)” The mystery of the fine structure constant
α resides in the photon scattering that takes place within the
pervaded PV state. It is also noted that the apparent electron
emission/absorption of photons has its source in the pervaded
nature of that state.

x0 ≡ ct.

(A6)

Received on February 28, 2019.
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A Derivation of Space and Time
Paul Bernard White
ORCID: 0000-0002-2681-3670. E-mail: pbwx@att.net

Four simple postulates are presented, from which we derive a (3+1)-dimensional structure, interpreted as ordinary space and time. We then derive further properties of space:
isotropy and homogeneity; a rapid expansion within the first instant of time (i.e. inflation); and a continual and uniform expansionary pressure, due to a continual influx
of (non-zero-point) energy that is uniformly distributed (i.e. dark energy). In addition,
the time dimension is shown to have an “arrow”. These results suggest that the four
postulates may be fundamental to the construction of the physical universe.

1

Introduction

Systems that are based on information typically contain a basic information element and a basic information structure. In
biological systems, for example, the basic information element is the nucleotide molecule, and the basic information
structure is a sequence of nucleotides (e.g. a codon, or a
gene). Likewise, for computer systems the basic information element is the bit, and the basic information structure is
a sequence of bits (e.g. an 8-bit byte). And in natural language the basic information element is the letter or phoneme,
and the basic information structure is a sequence of letters or
phonemes (e.g. a word or a sentence).
Such systems must also have a way of translating or computing the information elements and structures into meaningful output. In biology this is accomplished by the operations
of ribosomes, enzymes, etc., acting on the nucleotide strings.
For computers, the operations of logic gates on the bit strings
typically perform this function. And in natural language the
operations of lexical analysis, parsing, and context translate a
string of letters/phonemes into meaning.
Similarly, if the physical universe is based on information (as many have speculated, e.g. [1–3]), then the following
questions arise: (a) What is the basic information element for
this system?; (b) what is the basic information structure for
the system?; and (c) how are these elements and structures
translated (or computed) into the meaningful output that we
call the physical universe?
In answer to questions (a) and (b) above, I propose the
following two postulates:
1. For creation of the physical universe, the basic information element is a type of projection – more specifically,
a projection from a prior level.
2. The basic information structure is a sequence of such
projections.
With respect to the first postulate, we may refer to both projections and levels as “elements” (or basic elements) of the
system, but will reserve the term “basic information element”
for the projections alone.
We now add two more postulates:
58

3. Each such projection is a one-dimensional vector, constituting a different, but related, one-dimensional space.
(The basic relations between these projections/vectors
are stated in the next postulate.)
4. Prior things (e.g. projections, levels, and constructions
from them) are independent of subsequent things; and,
conversely, subsequent things are dependent on prior
things. (The terms prior, subsequent, dependent, and
independent denote here logical/ontological relations.
See e.g. [4].)
In [5], I use these four postulates (and two additional
ones) to develop a model for the basic construction of the
physical universe – including the construction of ordinary
space and time themselves, the fundamental particles and interactions, etc. In the present paper, however, we will (for the
sake of brevity) focus simply on constructing ordinary space
and time, and their basic properties. That is, using the four
postulates above, we will:
• derive a (3+1)-dimensional structure, interpreted as ordinary space and time
• show that the derived 3-dimensional space is isotropic
and homogeneous, and that the time dimension has an
“arrow”
• show that space undergoes a rapid expansion within the
first instant of time (i.e. inflation)
• show that space undergoes a continual and uniform expansionary pressure, due to a continual influx of (nonzero-point) energy that is uniformly distributed (i.e. dark
energy).
With respect to question (c) above, it will be shown that a
method for translating sequences of projections into physical
meaning is by taking into account the relations between projections – specifically, their dependence and independence relations (i.e. postulate 4). Once obtained, the above (bulleted)
results can then be said to support the proposition that the
four stated postulates are fundamental to the construction of
the physical universe.
From now on, we will often refer to the model for constructing the physical universe, developed herein, as system P.
Paul Bernard White. A Derivation of Space and Time
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2 Levels, projections, and relations: the structure and
basic properties of system P

p0 is subsequent to level 0, but prior to level 1, p1 , level 2,
etc.; and so on. So, in general, a given element x in system P
To construct our model for the physical universe (i.e. system is subsequent to everything below it in Fig. 1, but prior to evP), we must begin with a state at which the things of the uni- erything above it. By postulate 4, this means that element x is
verse do not exist (otherwise our construction would be circu- dependent on everything below it in Fig. 1, but independent of
lar), i.e. a state that is absent the energy, elementary particles, everything above it. Thus, for example, level 0 is independent
and even space and time, as we know them. We will call this of all other elements in system P, and dependent on none.
Since level 0 is our starting point (or starting state) for
state level 0 of system P, or just level 0. We do not, however,
constructing
system P, then we must say that it is a nonconpresume that level 0 is a state of nothingness, or that nothing
structed
element
of that system, whereas the subsequent proexists at level 0. We merely claim that nothing that comes into
jections
and
levels
(p0 , level 1, p1 , level 2, etc.) are conbeing with the construction of the physical universe exists at
structed
elements
of
system P. So anything subsequent to levlevel 0; for level 0 is by definition a state that is immediately
el
0
is
a
constructed
entity
of the system.
prior to the construction of the physical universe.
Recalling our first three postulates, we say that a projec- 2.1 Some properties of system P
tion from level 0, to be denoted as p0 , generates a new state,
which we call level 1. Likewise, a projection from level 1, Let x be a thing of system P (e.g. x is a level, a set of one or
denoted as p1 , generates another new state, which we call more projections, or something constructed from them). By
level 2. And a projection from level 2, denoted as p2 , yields postulate 4, things that are subsequent to x are (logically/ontolevel 3; and so on. So, in general, the projection pk repre- logically) dependent on x. Such dependence implies that x is
sents a sort of displacement from level k that generates level in effect, effective, operative, or operant at those subsequent
k + 1 (for k = 0, 1, 2, . . .); thus, relative to each other, level k things; or, alternatively, we say that those subsequent/depenis prior, and level k + 1 is subsequent; also, relative to each dent things are within the scope of x. Conversely, since things
other, pk is prior, and pk+1 is subsequent. (Again, the terms that are prior to x are independent of it, we say that x is not in
“prior” and “subsequent” refer to logical/ontological priority effect or operant at those prior things; or, alternatively, we say
that those prior/independent things are not within the scope of
and subsequence.)
In Fig. 1, where levels are represented by horizontal lines, x. All of this is summarized in what will be called the scope
and projections are represented by vertical arrows from a pri- rule for system P, stated as follows:
or level to the next subsequent level, we illustrate the conA given thing in system P is in effect/operant
struction of levels 1 through 3 via the projections p0 , p1 ,
at (i.e. contains within its scope) those things
and p2 . To the right of each level in Fig. 1 is shown the sewhich are subsequent, and is not in effect at (does
quence of projections that is required to construct that level
not contain within its scope) those things which
(the round brackets indicate a sequence, as is common in
are prior.
mathematics). Thus, the sequences of projections that are required to create levels 0, 1, 2, and 3 are ( ), (p0 ), (p0 , p1 ), From this we may deduce the following corollary to the scope
and (p , p , p ), respectively; moreover, the latter sequence rule:
0

1

2

constructs all of the levels (above level 0) in Fig. 1.

A given element in system P (i.e. a projection or
level) is in effect/operant at (contains within its
scope) those elements that are above it in Fig. 1,
and is not in effect at (does not contain within its
scope) those elements that are below it in Fig. 1.

Thus, for example, since all of the constructed elements
of system P (i.e. p0 , level 1, p1 , level 2, etc.) are subsequent
to level 0 (or, conversely, level 0 is prior to them), then level 0
is in effect/operant at all of those things; or, all of those things
are within the scope of level 0. Likewise, p1 , level 2, p2 , and
Fig. 1: Construction of levels 1 through 3 of system P via the projec- level 3 are within the scope of level 1; but level 0 is not within
tion sequence (p0 , p1 , p2 ). The projection sequence that is required the scope of level 1. And so on.
Since pk is not in effect at level k, but is in effect at level
to construct a given level is shown to the right of that level.
k + 1, then level k + 1 represents the state at which the projecAs just described, the order of construction in system P tion pk first comes into effect; by the scope rule, pk then stays
starts with level 0 at the bottom of Fig. 1 and proceeds in the in effect for all subsequent levels. Thus, the projection p0 first
upward direction. Thus, level 0 is prior to all other elements comes into effect at level 1, and stays in effect for levels 2 and
(levels or projections) in system P, and subsequent to none; 3; likewise, p1 first comes into effect at level 2, and stays in
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effect for level 3. Let us say that the level at which a projection first comes into effect is its native level. Thus, level 1 is
the native level for p0 ; level 2 is the native level for p1 ; and
so on. That is, the native level for pk is level k + 1. Moreover,
the concept of native level can be extended to things that are
constructed from projections; thus, for example, something
that is constructed using p0 and p1 (and no other projections)
is native to level 2, since those two projections are first jointly
in effect at that level. We note also that the projections that are
in effect/operant at a given level are the same as the ones that
are required to construct that level (as described earlier, and
as listed in the sequences to the right of each level in Fig. 1).
In constructing the sequence of projections (p0 , p1 , p2 ),
since any projections that are in effect at level k are also in
effect at the subsequent level k + 1, then we can think of the
latter level as inheriting all of the projections that are in effect
at the former level. And since this is true of projections, then
it is also true of anything that is associated with or constructed
from them. This aspect of system P – whereby that which is
in effect at one level (or, if you will, generation) is passed
on to the next subsequent level (and thus, by extension, to all
subsequent levels) – will be called the inheritance rule.
3

Constructing space and time in system P

Following postulate 3, let us model each projection as a onedimensional vector; i.e. we model each pk (k = 0, 1, 2) as
a one-dimensional vector going from level k to level k + 1.
Thus, p0 is a one-dimensional vector from level 0 to level 1;
p1 is a one-dimensional vector from level 1 to level 2; and so
on. These vectors are represented graphically by the vertical
arrows in Fig. 1.
Moreover, each pk constitutes a different one-dimensional
space. Though they are different in this respect, the pk are
nevertheless related by the dependence and independence relations that have been postulated and discussed.
3.1 Constructing a (3+1)-dimensional structure at
level 2 (and above)
Since p0 is the only projection in effect at level 1, and since
(by postulate 3) it is one dimensional, then it is fair to say that
system P is one dimensional at level 1.
Since both p0 and p1 are in effect at level 2, and since (by
postulate 3) each of these constitutes a different one-dimensional space, then it might seem – at first glance – that system
P should be two dimensional at level 2. But this would be
wrong.
To get the correct dimensionality at level 2, we must take
into account the relations between p0 and p1 , as per postulate 4 – i.e. the fact that p0 is independent of p1 , and that
this relation is asymmetric (p1 is dependent on p0 ). Since p0
and p1 are vectors, we interpret that these relations imply a
kind of (asymmetric) linear independence, with the following property: from the perspective of p1 , the vector p0 may
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be collinear with p1 , but is also free to be noncollinear with
p1 . With these considerations in mind, we ask the question:
What is the direction of p0 with respect to p1 ? Or, in other
words, how does p0 “look” relative to p1 ?
Since p0 may be both collinear and noncollinear with p1
(from the latter’s perspective), then p0 may have a component parallel to p1 , and may also have a component perpendicular/orthogonal (i.e. at 90 degrees) to p1 . But, by symmetry, the perpendicular component can be anywhere in a
two-dimensional plane orthogonal to p1 . The two dimensions
of this orthogonal plane, plus the one dimension parallel to
p1 , makes three dimensions. Thus, from the viewpoint of p1
(and from the perspective of level 2), p0 has three dimensions; i.e. p0 constitutes a three-dimensional space (whereas,
recall that p0 has only one dimension at level 1). We might
say, therefore, that the view of p0 from the perspective of p1
“bootstraps” the former from a one-dimensional vector into a
three-dimensional space.
In summary, to construct its interpretation of p0 , we can
think of p1 as applying postulates 3 and 4 in succession: first,
by postulate 3, p0 is a one-dimensional vector; second, by
postulate 4, p0 is independent of p1 – which allows the former
to have a component that is orthogonal to p1 , with the result
that p1 sees p0 as three dimensional.
Conversely, we can ask, how does p1 “look” relative to
p0 ? Since p1 is dependent on p0 , then the former is not free
to have a component that is orthogonal to the latter, and so p0
sees p1 as being collinear; or, more simply, p0 sees p1 strictly
as per postulate 3: as a one-dimensional vector.
So, at level 2 we have the three dimensions of p0 , plus the
one dimension of p1 , for a total of four dimensions. Since
system P is a model for constructing the physical universe,
we interpret that the three dimensions of p0 are just the three
dimensions of ordinary space, and the one dimension of p1 is
the dimension of time; thereby yielding at level 2 the signature 3+1 space and time dimensions of our experience. The
dimension of time, therefore, being a consequence of p1 (and
p0 ), does not exist at levels 0 and 1, but only comes into existence at level 2; likewise, since ordinary, three-dimensional
space is a consequence of p0 and p1 , it also does not exist at
levels 0 and 1, but only comes into existence at level 2.
Note that, although p0 itself is independent of p1 , the
triple dimensionality of p0 at level 2 is not independent of
p1 . That is, in the process described above, p0 only manifests as three dimensional when it is related to, or juxtaposed
with, p1 . Thus, the triple dimensionality of p0 at level 2 (i.e.
the triple dimensionality of ordinary space) is in fact dependent on p1 . Conversely, both p0 and p1 are prior to, and thus
independent of, ordinary space.
We have shown, among other things, that p0 manifests
differently at levels 1 and 2. At level 1 it is one dimensional.
But when juxtaposed with p1 at level 2 it manifests as a threedimensional space. Note that p0 itself does not change from
level to level: it represents a projection from level 0 to level 1
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wherever it appears (i.e. wherever it is in effect). This is
analogous to e.g. the G nucleotide in biology, which is always the same molecule wherever it appears, but yields a different output (i.e. amino acid) depending on what other nucleotides/letters it is juxtaposed with in a sequence. In other
words, like the letter G in a DNA sequence, the meaning of
p0 is context dependent; which is just what we might expect
for an element of a language, thus supporting our earlier notion that the basis of the physical universe is, to some degree
at least, informational in nature.
We might say that level 2 has two dimensions as input
(one dimension for p0 , plus one for p1 ), but has four dimensions as output – three for p0 , and one for p1 . Which brings
us back to question (c) in the introduction: How are the basic
information elements of the model (which at level 2 are the
inputs p0 and p1 ) translated (or, if you will, computed) into
the meaningful output that we call the physical universe? We
now see that at least a partial answer is that the relations between prior and subsequent elements are what translate them
into meaningful output. In the present case, the independence
relation between p0 and p1 at level 2 translates/transforms
the manifestation of the former from a one-dimensional entity into a three-dimensional space.
We can thus say that the construction of each space at
level 2 requires the participation of an observer, in the sense
that p1 “observing” p0 constructs ordinary, three-dimensional
space, and p0 “observing” p1 constructs one-dimensional time. With ordinary space itself constructed by an observation
of sorts, it becomes more plausible that e.g. the position of
an object within ordinary space might also be constructed by
some type of observation, as seems to be the case in quantum
mechanics (more about that in [5]).
The projections p0 and p1 are also operant at level 3 (as
per the scope rule), and the relations between them are the
same as at level 2 (i.e. p0 is independent of p1 , but not the
converse). Thus, at level 3 – as at level 2 – p0 will appear
to p1 as a three-dimensional space (i.e. ordinary space), and
p1 will appear to p0 as a one-dimensional space (i.e. time).
In other words, the spaces that exist at level 2 also exist at
level 3. Indeed, as per the inheritance rule, we might say that
level 3 inherits these spaces from level 2; or, more precisely,
level 3 inherits p0 , p1 , and the relations between them from
level 2, and uses them to construct ordinary space and time.
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p0 (or p1 ) functionally dependent on ordinary space, and thus
contradict (b) above, we conclude that the construction of ordinary space cannot result in p0 (or p1 ) having a particular direction/orientation within that space. Presumably, then, there
is no way for the process that constructs ordinary space to establish a distinctive (i.e. special or preferred) direction within
that space. We thus conclude that, as constructed above, ordinary space is perfectly isotropic.
Now suppose that an outcome of constructing ordinary
space is that p0 (or p1 ) manifests with a particular position
within that space. This, again, would make p0 (or p1 ) functionally dependent on ordinary space and thereby contradict
(b) above; and so we conclude that the construction of ordinary space cannot result in p0 (or p1 ) having a particular
position within that space. Presumably, then, the process that
constructs ordinary space cannot establish a distinctive (i.e.
special or preferred) position within that space. We thus conclude that, as constructed above, ordinary space is perfectly
homogeneous.
In addition, the construction of ordinary space cannot result in either p0 or p1 manifesting as vectors, or vector fields,
within that space; for if they did, then these projections/vectors would be functionally dependent on ordinary space, which
would again contradict (b). Given that vector fields have been
ruled out, it seems we have little choice but to assume that
p0 and p1 manifest within ordinary space as uniform scalar
fields – uniform, because any nonuniformity would make the
manifestations of p0 or p1 functionally dependent on ordinary
space, which would, again, violate/contradict their independence from that space. Presumably, the uniform scalar field
for p0 is just (raw, unstructured) ordinary space itself, and the
uniform (one-dimensional) scalar field for p1 is just proper
time.
Lastly, let us recall that p0 sees p1 as a one-dimensional
vector. This, presumably, would impart some directionality
to p1 – which, as we have concluded, could not manifest as
a direction within ordinary space. Since p1 has been associated with time, we interpret that this directionality of p1 (with
respect to p0 ) is just the “arrow” of time.
3.3 Rapid expansion of space within the first instant of
time

Recall that p0 at level 1 is one dimensional – having, let
us say, a length of p0 . The time dimension, being a result
3.2 Isotropy and homogeneity of space
of p1 , does not exist at this level/stage. Given that a oneRecall that ordinary, three-dimensional space is created when dimensional object has zero volume, then the physical unip0 is viewed from the perspective of p1 . So it follows that verse at this stage of development has a volume of zero.
(a) the creation/construction of ordinary space is dependent
Since the time dimension comes into existence with the
on p0 and p1 ; and (b) p0 and p1 are prior to, and thus (by projection p1 , then the advent of p1 defines the time point
postulate 4) independent of, ordinary space.
t = 0, at which point p0 has the value p0 (t = 0), which may be
Suppose now that an outcome of constructing ordinary denoted as p0,0 . So, at exactly t = 0, or within the first instant
space is that p0 (or p1 ) manifests with a particular orienta- after it, the existence/perspective of p1 causes p0 to manifest
tion or direction within that space. Since this would make as three-dimensional ordinary space, with a volume on the
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order of p30,0 . Thus the volume of ordinary space goes from
zero to around p30,0 within a time interval of zero, or near-zero,
length – which constitutes a potentially very large, perhaps
infinite, rate of spatial expansion. I propose, therefore, that
this rapid spatial expansion, triggered by the advent of p1 at
t = 0, is the process known as inflation [6].
Note that, under the above mechanism, inflation has a natural beginning: the advent of p1 at t = 0. And it also has a
natural ending: it ends when the volume of ordinary space is
around p30,0 . So inflation only lasts for the time (if any) that
it takes (from the perspective of p1 ) for the one-dimensional
space of length p0,0 to become the three-dimensional space of
approximate volume p30,0 .
3.4 A continual influx of energy associated with p0 , yielding a continual and uniform expansionary pressure
on space
In constructing the sequence (p0 , p1 , p2 ) for system P, let us
assume that energy is needed to create each of the projections
pk (for k = 0, 1, 2). We can think of this energy as being
stored along the length of pk , and/or as being stored in the
level that is created by pk . So we can speak of “pk energy”,
and/or we can speak of the energy, Ek+1 , that pk inputs into
level k + 1. Thus, p0 is a process through which energy E1 is
input into level 1 of system P. Likewise, p1 is a process that
inputs energy E2 into level 2; and p2 is a process that inputs
energy E3 into level 3. The total energy, Et , that is input into
system P is therefore Et = E1 + E2 + E3 . We assume that all
of these energies are nonzero and positive, so the energy of
system P at level 1 and above, due to contributions from the
sources mentioned, is positive.
Now recall that the dimension of time is associated with
p1 . Since p1 does not exist at levels 0 and 1, then time also
does not exist there; i.e. all time intervals are zero at those
levels. Indeed, we can say that levels 0 and 1 are independent
of time. But p1 does exist at level 2 and above; so time exists
there, and all time intervals at those levels are nonzero (and
presumably positive).
Thus, at level 1, energy is nonzero, but time is zero. At
level 2 (and above), however, both energy and time (intervals) are nonzero. Consequently, at level 2 and above, the
product of energy and time – the quantity known as action –
is nonzero, and thus has a positive lower bound; i.e. at level 2
(and above) the action is quantized. We thus have the derivation of an action quantum, which we interpret to be the basis
for the empirically-known “quantum of action”, commonly
referred to as Planck’s constant, and denoted as h.
In the present model, therefore, the quantum of action, h,
depends on both p0 and p1 , and so does not exist at levels 0
and 1, but only comes into being at level 2. Thus, quantum
mechanics, which is based on h, also comes into being at level
2 of system P. And therefore, due to the scope rule, both h and
quantum mechanics are operant at level 2 and above; i.e. they
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are native to level 2.
The presence of h at levels 2 and 3 can, and we assume
does, partition the energies E2 and E3 into a multiplicity of
smaller chunks, yielding many objects/particles at those levels. The absence of h at level 1, however, means that the energy E1 cannot be broken into chunks; and so the energy E1
at level 1 constitutes a single, continuous entity. In addition,
given that time exists at levels 2 and 3, we assume (as per special relativity) that the particles at those levels possess mass;
and, given that time does not exist at level 1, we assume that
the single entity at level 1 is massless. Furthermore, in [5]
it is shown that the objects at level 3 have internal structure,
whereas the objects at level 2 are structureless. These results lead us to identify the level-3 objects as baryons, and
the level-2 objects as leptons. Moreover, since time exists at
levels 2 and 3, then the input of energies (E2 and E3 ) into
those levels can be, and we assume is, time limited – yielding
a finite number of baryons at level 3, and a finite number of
leptons at level 2.
Recall now that p0 is native to level 1, but time is native to
level 2. Thus, p0 is prior to time. By postulate 4, this means
that the p0 process, which pumps energy E1 into level 1, is independent of time, and is therefore a continual process – i.e.
it never stops, and so it must be happening right now. Consequently, the quantity E1 is always increasing. Moreover,
since E1 is the energy of p0 at level 1, and since p0 (as seen
by p1 ) is ordinary space, then it is clear that E1 is just the energy of space itself. Hence, an always-increasing E1 should
yield a continual expansionary pressure on space. Indeed, an
increase in E1 may produce an increase in the length of p0 ,
and thus an increase in p30 (the size/volume of the physical
universe).
Suppose now that the p0 process distributes its energy E1
nonuniformly within space. This would make that process (and
thus p0 itself) functionally dependent on space, and thereby
contradict statement (b) in section 3.2. Consequently, the energy E1 must be distributed uniformly throughout space. Since this process is also independent of time, then it is constant
in time. So the continual influx of E1 energy into the system
via the p0 process yields an input of energy per unit volume of
space that is uniform throughout space, and constant in time;
in other words, E1 yields a cosmological constant.
Taken all together, the above results suggest that we interpret E1 to be the phenomenon known as dark energy [7]; i.e.
dark energy = E1 .
Moreover, since the p0 process and E1 are level-1 phenomena,
but h only becomes operant at level 2, then dark energy/E1 is
prior to – and thus independent of – h and quantum mechanics, and so is not a zero-point energy.
4

Conclusion

A truly fundamental model of the universe must derive space
and time – not just take them as given. Firstly, such a model
Paul Bernard White. A Derivation of Space and Time
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should derive the (3+1)-dimensionality of space and time,
and the isotropy and homogeneity of space. Secondly, since
inflation and dark energy are likely to be important factors in
the construction of space, then the model should also derive
them. As shown above, the present model meets these basic
criteria, which indicates that the four stated postulates may be
fundamental to the construction of the physical universe.
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In this article, we derive a differential form of Einstein’s field equations using Cartan’s
free coordinates calculus. Under this form, we see that it is possible to infer another
set of field equations dual to the original one and which displays a negative sign. We
may then relate this system to the equations sustaining the twin Universe of the Janus
Cosmological Model developed by the astrophysicist J.-P. Petit.

Introduction
As early as 2014, the astrophysicist J.-P. Petit put forward a
model of Universe which harbors two fields equations with
two sources: it is referred to as The Janus Cosmological Model (JCM) [1] which is inspired by the twin Universes theory
first proposed by A. Sakharov [2].
Such a bi-metric is shown to account for the Dark Energy
description and other unsolved observational data [3], provided one distinguishes our Universe as filled with positives
masses and energies, from another wherein negative masses
and negative energies are assigned to.
From the quantum physics perspective, negative energies
have always played an unsavory role.
However, following a recent publication, it appears that
both negative energies and masses are physically compatible
if the time reversal operator is kept unitary within the Dirac
formalism [4].
This considerable mathematical progress lends support to
the Janus Model which relies on this symmetry.
So far, the few theories exhibiting two opposite metrics
have been arbitrarily assumed as a “natural” hypothesis with
the confidence that subsequent results would eventually corroborate this postulate. In this paper, we tackle the problem
at the very early stage: With the aid of the Cartan calculus
and using the Hodge star operation, we rewrite the Einstein’s
field equations under a differential form.
With this preparation, we naturally infer another set of
field equations which displays a negative sign. This differential procedure thus provides a straightforward basis wherefrom the Janus Model can be substantiated.
Notations
Space-time: Greek indices α, β run from 0, 1, 2, 3. Space-time
signature: −2. In the present text, κ is the Einstein’s constant:
8πG/c4 where G is Newton’s gravitational constant, although
we adopt here c = 1.
1

to the local (Roman) coordinates {a} by:
θ β = aaβ dxa .

(1.1)

The (aaβ ) are called vierbein or tetrad fields [5].
We next define the Cartan procedure, a powerful coordinates free calculus which is extensively used in the foregoing.
Let us define the connection forms by:
n o
Γαβ = αγ β θγ .
(1.2)
The first Cartan structure equation is related to the torsion
by [6, p.40]:
1 α γ δ
T
θ ∧ θ = dθα + Γαγ ∧ θγ ,
(1.3)
2 γδ


where T αγ δ = 12 Γα γ δ − Γα δ γ is the torsion tensor.
[ ]
[ ]
In the Riemannian framework alone, it reduces obviously
to:
dθα = −Γαγ ∧ θγ .
(1.4)
Ωα =

The second Cartan structure equation is defined as [6, p.42]:
Ωαβ =

1 α
R
θγ ∧ θδ = dΓαβ + Γαγ ∧ Γγβ ,
2 βγδ

(1.5)

Rαβγδ are here the curvature tensor components.
Defining the absolute exterior differential D of a tensor
valued p-form of type (r, s)
(Dφ) j1 ... js

i1 ...ir

= dφ j1 ... js

i1 ...ir

+ Γki1 ∧ φ j1 ... js

k i2 ...ir

. . . − Γ j1k ∧ φk j2 ... js

+

i1 ...ir

− ...

we can write for example the Bianchi identities in a very simple way as:
DΩα = Ωαβ ∧ θ β ,
(1.6)
DΩαβ = 0.
1.2

The Einstein equations

1.2.1

The Einstein action

(1.7)

Differential form of Einstein’s field equations

We first recall the Hodge star operator definition for an oriented n-dimensional pseudo-Riemannian manifold (M, g)
1.1 The Cartan procedure
whose volume element determined by g is:
Let us consider a 4-pseudo-Riemannian manifold referred to
√
η = −g θ0 ∧ θ1 ∧ θ2 ∧ θ3 .
a general basis eα . The dual basis θ β of one-forms are related
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In the same way, we can show that
Let Λk (E) be the subspace of completely antisymmetric multilinear forms on the real vector space E.
Dσβγα = dσβγα + Γ βδ ∧ σδγα + Γγδ ∧ σβδα − Γδα ∧ σβγδ (1.11)
The Hodge star operator * is a linear isomorphism *:
Λk (E) → Λn−k (M) (k 6 n). If θ0 , θ1 , θ2 , θ3 is an oriented
with
basis of 1-forms, this operator is defined by:
σβγ α = ∗ (θ β ∧ θγ ∧ θδ ),
∗ i1
(θ ∧ θi2 ∧ . . . ∧ θik ) =
(where all indices are raised or lowered with gαβ from g =
√
i
−g h
gαβ θα ⊗ θ β ).
j1 i1
jk ik jk+1
jn
 j ... j g . . . g θ ∧ . . . ∧ θ .
(1.8)
=
(n − k)! 1 n
1.2.2 The Einstein field equations
With this preparation, the Einstein action simply reads:
From (1.10), we infer:
∗
R = Rη.
(1.9)
σβγδ = ηβγδλ θλ .
(1.12)
We shall need this action expressed in terms of tetrads.
Proof: With σµν = ∗ (θµ ∧ θν ) and taking into account (1.8) Under the variation of δθ β of the orthonormal tetrad fields,
we have
we have
1
βγ
µ
ν
βγ
σβγ ∧ Ω = σβγ R µν θ ∧ θ
2
δ(σβγ ∧ Ωβγ ) = δσβγ ∧ Ωβγ + σβγ ∧ δΩβγ .
and
Now, using (1.10) and (1.12) yields:
1
∗ µ
(θ ∧ θν ) = ηβασρ gβµ gαν θσ ∧ θ ρ
2
1
δσβγ = δ(ηβγδλ θδ ∧ θλ ) = δθδ ∧ σβγδ .
i.e.
2
1
(1.10)
σβγ = ηβγσρ θσ ∧ θ ρ .
2
Then, applying the varied second structure equation
Thus,
δΩβγ = dδΓβγ + δΓ βη ∧ Γηγ + Γ βη ∧ δΓηγ
1
σβγ ∧ θµ ∧ θν = ηβγσρ θσ ∧ θ ρ ∧ θµ ∧ θν = (δµβ δνγ − δµγ δνβ )η we obtain
2
δ(σβγ ∧ Ωβγ ) = δθγ ∧ (σβγδ ∧ Ωβγ ) + d(σβγ ∧ δΓβγ ) −

and:
σβγ ∧ Ωβγ =

1 µ ν
∗
(δ δ − δµγ δνβ ) Rβγ
µν η = R η = R.
2 β γ

Taking into account (1.10) let us now compute the absolute
exterior differential:
Dσβγ =

1
D (ηβγσρ θσ ∧ θ ρ ).
2

− dσβγ ∧ δΓβγ + σβγ ∧ (δΓ βη ∧ Γηγ + Γ βη ∧ δΓηγ )

(1.13)

from the second line, we extract:
dσβγ + σβγ ∧ (Γη γ + Γβη )
which is just: Dσβγ . However, we know that: Dσβγ = 0, and
finally, the Einstein action variation is:

In an orthonormal system ηβγσρ is constant and: D ηβγσρ = 0.
δ(σβγ ∧ Ωβγ ) = δθ β ∧ (σβγδ ∧ Ωγδ ) + d(σβγ ∧ δΓβγ ) (1.14)
This reflects the fact that in the Riemannian framework
(metric connection), orthonormality is preserved under par- (exact differential). The global Lagrangian density with matallel transport as well as the transported vector magnitude. ter is written:
Therefore:
!
1 ∗
Dσβγ = ηβγσρ Dθσ ∧ θ ρ .
L = −
κ R + Lmat .
2
Now, bearing in mind that the basis θσ is a tensor valued 1Setting ∗ T β as the energy-momentum 3-form for bare matter
form of type (1,0), the first structure equation reads [7]:
we have the varied matter lagrangian density:
Dθσ = Ωσ
Lmat = −δθ β ∧ ∗ T β .
and
and taking into account (1.14) the global variation is:
Dσβγ = ηβγσρ Ωσ ∧ θ ρ = Ωσ ∧ σβγσ .
"
#
The latter is zero for the torsion free Riemann connection:
1
β
γδ ∗
δ(L) = −δθ ∧
κ σβγδ ∧ Ω + T β + (exact differential).
Dσβγ = 0.
2
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We eventually arrive at the field equations under the differenIn order to explicitly write down (1.20) with a true 3form on the r.h.s., one should add the 3-form of the energytial form:
1
∗
(1.15) momentum for the vacuum denoted by ( tα )vac .
− σβγδ ∧ Ωγδ = κ ∗ T β ,
2
Equation (1.22) eventually satisfies the conservation law:
where T α is related to the energy-momentum tensor T αβ by
T α = T αβ θ β .
d[∗ T α + (∗ tα )gravity ] = 0
(1.23)
In the same manner, one has: Gα = Gαβ θ β so that these
identifications lead to the field equations with a source in the with:
classical form:
(∗ tα )gravity = ∗ tα + (∗ tα )vac .
(1.24)
1
gαβ R = κ T αβ ,
2

∗
(1.16) To the 3-form ( tα )vac corresponds the tensor
!
1
(tαβ )vac = − κ Ξ gαβ ,
(1.25)
Gαβ is conserved but not T αβ , therefore we should look for the
2
appropriate r.h.s. tensor.
To this effect we start by reformulating (1.15) as
where Ξ is the variable cosmological term which replaces the

Gαβ = Rαβ −

−

cosmological constant Λ as [9]:

1
Ωβγ ∧ σβγα = κ ∗ T α
2

(1.17)

and we use the second structure equation under the following
form
(1.18)
Ωβγ = dΓβγ − Γµβ ∧ Γµγ
so as to obtain:
dΓβγ ∧ σ

βγ



α

βγ

= d Γβγ ∧ σ


α

+

Γβγ ∧ dσβγα

.

(18bis)

Gαβ = Rαβ −

2

h
i
1
gαβ R = κ T αβ + (tαβ )ED + Ξ gαβ .
2

(1.26)

Two opposite field equations

Since we deal with a Lorentzian manifold n = 4, repeated
application of the duality operation *, gives:
( Gβ ) = − ∗Gβ ,

(2.1)

(κ ∗ T β ) = − (κ ∗ T β ) .

(2.2)

∗ ∗

Then using (1.11) in (1.18bis), we infer:


dΓβγ ∧ σβγ α = d Γβγ ∧ σβγ α +


+ Γβγ ∧ Γ βδ ∧ σδγ α − Γγδ ∧ σβδ α − Γδα ∧ σβγ δ .

∗

(1.19) The Cartan formalism thus allows for two “opposite” field
equations to appear.
Adding the second contribution (Γα γ∧ Γγ β) of (1.18) to
Can we find its physical meaning? A straightforward jus(1.19), we obtain the Einstein field equations in a new form: tification can be provided by the Janus model of J.P. Petit
whose universes exhibit opposite energy/masses.
1
This model is characterized by two types of distinct met− d(Γβγ ∧ σβγ α ) = κ (∗ T α + ∗ tα ),
(1.20)
2
ric tensors (+) gµν and (−) gµν , which imply two distinct field
equations:
where
!
h
i
1
1
(+)
∗
Gβµ = (+) Rβµ − (+) gβµ (+) R = κ (+) T βµ + $(−) T βµ , (2.3)
tα = − κ Γβγ ∧ (Γδα ∧ σβγδ − Γγδ ∧ σβδ α ),
(1.21)
2
2
where ∗ tα should be here interpreted as energy and momentum
3-form of the gravitational field generated by this matter.
Equation (1.20) readily implies the conservation law:

(−)

Gβµ = (−) Rβµ −

h
i
1 (−) (−)
gβµ R = κ (−) T βµ + ω(+) T βµ , (2.4)
2

where (+) gµν refers to positive mass/energy particles while
(−)
gµν refers to negative mass/energy particles with the corresd(∗ T α + ∗ tα ) = 0 .
(1.22)
ponding Ricci tensors (+) Rµν and (−) Rµν .
Here ± T µν is the massive tensor which implicitly contains
Within the Riemannian framework, we know that the gravitational field cannot be localized, which is reflected by the fact the gravitational field tensor defined from (1.24).
With our definition, we then have the obvious corresponthat ∗ tα does not transform as a tensor with respect to gauge
dences:
transformations.
Indeed, as Γβγ can be made zero at any given point of the
∗
∗
Gβ → (+)Gβµ ,
T β → (+) T βµ + $(−) T βµ ,
Riemannian manifold, this 3-form vanishes.
∗
To the 3-form tα is thus associated the antisymmetric


∗ ∗
Einstein-Dirac pseudo-tensor (Θab )ED [8].
( Gβ ) → (−)Gβµ , ∗ (∗ T β ) → − (−) T βµ + ω(+) T βµ .
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Each solution of (2.3) and (2.4) is a Friedmann-LemaitreRoberston-Walker metric


du2 + u2 dθ2 + sin2 θ dϕ2
(±) 2
2
(±)
2
, (2.5)
ds = dt − a(t)
!2
k u2
1+
4

a
$ = (+) 3
a
3

(+) 3

a
and ω = (−) 3 ,
a

ω = $ .
−1
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(2.6)

Conclusions and outlook

According to the Cosmological Janus Model, mass and
charge inversions simultaneously result from time reversal
which grant the theory a particularly simple and exhaustive
symmetry.
As a final point, let us emphasize that the JCM bi-metric
scheme is far from being an arbitrary postulate as it proves
consistent with the newest developments in astrophysics.
It is also formally sustained by a specific splitting of the
Riemann tensor in two 2nd rank tensor field equations as
shown in [10]. This 4th rank tensor theory eventually leads
to the space-time of constant curvature (i.e. in vacuum). It
thereby copes with the recent view suggesting that the laws of
physics are invariant under the symmetry group of De Sitter
space (maximally symmetric space), rather than the Poincaré
group of Special Relativity [11–14].
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Artificial activation of the strong interaction by adding one neutron to the nucleus causes
the global reconstruction of the macroscopic characteristics of solids. The experimental
evidence of macroscopic manifestation of the strong interaction in the optical spectra
of solids which differ by one neutron from each other (using LiD crystals instead LiH
ones) is presented for the first time. As far as the electromagnetic and weak interactions
are the same in both kind of crystals, it only changes the strong interaction, therefore
the renormalization of the energy of electromagnetic excitations (electrons, excitons,
phonons) is carried out by the strong nuclear interaction. The necessity to take into
account some new residual inter-relations between strong and electromagnetic interactions are underlined. An interpretation of the isotopic shift caused by the addition of one
neutron is also discussed. From the experimental value of the isotopic shift we obtain a
residual strong coupling constant equal to 2.4680.

1

Introduction

tioned here that immersion home-made helium cryostat and
two identical double-prism monochromators were used. One
To the present we have a clear picture about the different
monochromator was used for the excitation and the other,
kind of interactions and their main scenarios: electromagwhich was placed at right-angle to the first, for analyzing the
netic ones for the realm of atomic physics and strong interacluminescence and scattering of light. In our experiments we
tions for nuclear physics [1, 2]. However, in this articles we
investigated two kinds of crystals (LiH and LiD) which only
would like to report about some new experimental evidence,
differ by the addition of one neutron. In view of the high hytogether with a tentative theoretical interpretation, pointing
groscopy of the investigated samples, the crystals were
towards some relationship between both kind of interactions,
cleaved directly in liquid (superfluid) helium in the cryostat
which seems to lead to a new understanding in which nuclear
bath [4]. This makes possible to prepare samples with a clean
forces can reach outside the nucleon boundaries and manifest
surface. We found no changes in the free-exciton luminesthemselves at the atomic level, at least in the magnetic mancence or resonance Raman scattering (RRS) [5] spectra when
ifestation. In what follows we shall try to explain how resida sample with such a surface was studied for periods lasting
ual strong like interactions can affect, via electronic excita15 hours. The crystals were synthesized from 7Li metal and
tions (electrons, excitons, phonons) through isotopic effects,
hydrogen 99.7 per cent purity and deuterium of 99.5 per cent
the binding energy of the dielectrics LiH and LiD crystals [3].
purity (see, e.g. [3, 5] and references therein). We should
Nowadays in text books and elsewhere the separation of
remind very briefly about the electronic excitations in solids.
electromagnetic and strong interactions is tacitly assumed.
According to modern concept, the excitons can be considered
Our results shine a new light on some residual interaction (ul[6] as the excitation of the N-particles system: An electron
timately based in the character of magnetic forces, of electrofrom the valence band of insulators (see Fig. 1) is excited into
magnetic or color origin, which by their very nature, are diffithe conduction band.
cult to conceal within the elusive nucleon physical boundary)
The attractive Coulomb potential between the missing
between both kind of forces which is experimentally manielectron in the valence band, which can be regarded as a
fested trough isotopic shift. We hope that the results that we
positively charged hole, and the electron in the conduction
report in this paper will give a new insight about the manifesband gives a hydrogen-like spectrum with an infinitive numtation of nuclear forces, by isotopic shift, beyond the nuclear
ber of bound state and ionization continuum. In this article
domain.
we call the bound states of electron-hole (e-h) pairs exciton
states (exc), while we refer to ionized e-h pairs as free car2 Experimental results
riers. However, the expression free carriers does not imply
In this part we shall describe the results of the optical spec- that the effect of the strong Coulomb forces between electroscopy of isotope-mixed solids (see, also [3]). The appa- tronic excitation could be neglected. Thus, an exciton state
ratus used in our experiments has been described in several can be built by appropriate superposition of e-h pairs, which
previous publications [4, 5]. For clarity, we should men- in a simple two-band model for cubic crystal symmetry is
68
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Fig. 1: Various possibilities to present the band-structure of homogeneous, undoped insulator (semiconductor). 1 - the dispersion relation, i.e. the energy E as a function of the wave vector, 2 - the energy
regions of allowed and forbidden states as function of a space coordinate x and, 3 - the density of states (all curves are schematic ones).

given (for more details see [6]). As demonstrated some time
ago [4] most low - energy electron excitation in LiH crystals
are the large-radius excitons [6]. Exciton luminescence is observed when LiH (LiD) crystals are excited in the midst of the
fundamental absorption. The spectrum of exciton photoluminescence of LiH crystals cleaved in liquid (superfluid) helium
consists of a narrow (in the best crystals, its half-width is E
≤ 10 meV) phononless emission line and its broader phonon
repetitions, which arise due to radiative annihilation of excitons with the production of one to five longitudinal optical
(LO) phonons (see Fig. 2).
The phononless emission line coincides in an almost resonant way with the reflection line of the exciton ground state
which is indication of the direct electron transition X1 - X4 of
the first Brillouin zone [4].The lines of phonon replicas form
an equidistant series biased toward lower energies from the
resonance emission line of excitons. The energy difference
between these lines in LiH crystals is about 140 meV, which
is very close to the calculated energy of the LO phonon in the
middle of the Brillouin zone and which was measured in (see,
e.g. [3] and references therein). As we can see from Fig. 2 the
photoluminescence spectrum of LiD crystals is largely similar to the spectrum of intrinsic luminescence of LiH crystals.
The isotopic shift of the zero phonon emission line of LiH
crystals equals 103 meV. There are, however, some related
distinctions. Firstly the zero-phonon emission line of free excitons in LiD crystals shifts to the short-wavelength side on
103 meV. The second difference concludes in less value of
the LO phonon energy, which is equal to 104 meV. Comparison of the experimental results on the luminescence and light
scattering [3] in the crystals which differ by only one neutron
is allowed to the main conclusion motivating this work: The
addition of one neutron (using LiD crystals instead LiH ones)
produce an unexpected increase of 103 meV in the exciton
energy which seems rather difficult to explain within the conventional solid state physics scenario.

Fig. 2: Photoluminescence spectra of free excitons at 2 K in LiH and
LiD crystals cleaved in superfluid helium.

3

Interpretation of the Isotopic Shift

We are used to find characteristic energies, mostly due to electrical interactions, of the order of one eV in the atomic and
molecular scenarious. The reported experimental result of
0.103 eV emerging from magnetic-like interaction (magnetic
forces are a factor v/c weaker than electric ones) is a surprising result pointing towards something that has not been observed before. The following comments, although tentative,
pretend to give a plausible physical picture of new dynamical effects extending beyond the undefined borders of nucleons. From many experiments in QCD we know that direct
forces between quarks are strong color analogues of electrostatic forces. However, in QCD, like in all gauge theories formulated within the context of special relativity, magnetic effects are unavoidable. In its more simple-minded description,
electrostatic-like interactions between quarks have an origin
and sink in the individual quarks confined in a nucleon. However, since quarks are not at rest, magnetic-like effects have
to arise. The question we now ask is whether these effects
should be limited to the inside-nucleon region or, perhaps,
propagate outwards. In the absent of magnetic monopoles,
magnetic force lines are closed. Moreover, magnetic fields
are related to the SO(3) rotation group and its SU(2) covering
group and it is not evident, at least in principle, if they couple
only to ordinarily charged particles (remember that the SU(2)
group is also contained in SU(3)). Consequently, in what follows, we shall consider, as an Ansatz, that magnetic color like
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forces also couple to charged leptons. From the experimental
results described before which arise by adding a single neutron to the LiH crystal:
LiH + n −→ LiD.
It seems that the 0.103 eV value should be regarded as an isotopic shift attributed to the magnetic moment of the chargeneutral neutron.
We are already familiar with the dipole-dipole magnetic
interaction arising from the hyperfine splitting in the Hydrogen atom (for an adequate, to our purpose, study see [7]). The
ground state wave function for the electron in the Hydrogen
atom, including the spin part, is
ψ0 = (πa0 3 )−1/2 e−r/a0 |s >,

(1)

a0 being the Bohr radius. We also need the energy of a mag~ produced by another
~ 1 in a magnetic field B
netic dipole m
dipole (~
m2 ) given by

Issue 2 (July)

with a gap ∆E 0 = 5.874 × 10−6 , coincident with the hydrogen
hyperfine splitting experimental result.
Similar calculations can be easily carried out for Deuterium (spin 1 and gyromagnetic ratio gd = 1.71) with the
results:
0
E3/2
= 4.4980 × 10−7 eV,
0
E1/2
= −8.9960 × 10−7 eV,
0
0
− E1/2
∆Ed0 = E3/2
= 1.3494 × 10−6 eV.

Turning now to the Isotopic shift issue, from the above
values, we have four alternatives depending on the relative
spins, however, as the lowest energy for both LiH and LiD is
the corresponding to singlet states, we shall choose:
0
∆E = (E 0s )H − (E1/2
)D = −3.5058 × 10−6 eV,

(5)

far from the experimental 0.103 eV. Next we shall assume
that the experimental isotopic shift of 0.103 eV is the result
of the onset of a residual strong interaction when the neutron
 2
1 1 
3
is added, accordingly we do not modify (E 0s )H but modify
~
~
~
3(~
m
r̂)(~
m
r̂)
−
m
m
−
(~
m
m
)δ
(~
r
).
(2)
H=−
1
2
1
2
1
2
4π r3
3
0
(E1/2
)D in the following way: In Hydrogen the absolute value
As is well known, for s states with spherical symmetry the of the charge is the same so that in electric or magnetic interfirst term vanishes and only the second term involving a delta actions the coupling constant is α = e2 . However, as the neufunction contributes. This is essential as the wave function (1) tron do not have electric charge, in the dipole magnetic interhas a finite value for r = 0 so that the energy comes out from action the effective coupling constant can be defined through
a contact-interaction (see [7]). The magnetic dipole-dipole the transformation
interaction can thus be treated as a perturbation. In first order
perturbation theory:
α = e2 −→ (α s )eff = e e s .
(6)
Z
E0 =
ψ0 ∗ Hψ0 dV.
(3) The Bohr radius is thus modified:
~
H = −~
m B.

a0s =

As mentioned, only the second term contributes giving:
E0 = −

2
2 1
~1m
~ 2 > |ψ0 (0)|2 = −
~1m
~2 > .
<m
<m
3
3 πa0 3

(4)

For the electron-proton we have two configurations according to the spin of both particles:
~ 1 = γ p S~ p ,
m

~ 2 = −γe S~ e .
m

(γ: gyromagnetic ratio; γ = (e/2m)g, the g-factor being
2.0023 for the electron and 5.5857 for the proton.)
According to equation (4), we obtain for the triple and
singlet states in Hydrogen, the energies
1 e2
Et0 =
g p = 1.4685 × 10−6 eV
3 a30 me M p
and
E 0s = −

70

e2
g p = −4.4054 × 10−6 eV,
a30 me M p

1 1
.
e e s me

From (4), it is easy to obtain
4 (α0 )4 m2e
0
(E1/2
.
)D = − gd s
3
Md

(7)

Inserting in (5) the 0.103 experimental value for ∆E and
solving for α0s , we obtain:
α0s = 0.1342,
and a strong charge
es =

0.1342
= 1.5710,
0.08542

leading to a strong coupling constant e2s = α s = 2.4680. Quite
large in comparison with the normal fine structure constant.
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in the neutral charge of the neutron which in turn is responsible for the observed isotopic shift. We should be aware of the
delicate interplay between solid state physics translated for a
theoretical interpretation to the nuclear and subnuclear background which we have tried to accomplish in a way that could
be regarded as somewhat tentative but unavoidable given the
uncertainties laying in the strong magnetic-like interaction
between nucleons and electrons.
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Can We Hide Gravitational Sources behind Rindler Horizons?
Michael Edward McCulloch
SoBMS, Plymouth University, Plymouth, UK. E-mail: mike.mcculloch@plymouth.ac.uk

When an object accelerates in one direction, a Rindler horizon forms in the opposite
direction and information from behind it cannot reach the object. Here it is shown
that it is possible to test for this effect since it predicts that if an object, say a disc,
is rotationally accelerated by over ∼ 1010 m/s2 then the Rindler horizon it sees should
come close enough to hide part of the Earth and therefore it should not feel all the
Earth’s gravity. This effect could be detected by measuring the disc’s weight.

1

Introduction

Hawking [1] showed that the strong gravity at the edge of a
black hole produces an event horizon that can separate paired
virtual particles leading to Hawking radiation and black hole
evaporation. Fulling [2], Davies [3] and Unruh [4] showed
that a similar effect occurs for accelerating objects in that a
Rindler horizon [5] forms at a distance of c2 /a from the side
they are accelerating away from (where c is the speed of light
and a is the acceleration of the object). This horizon similarly
produces radiation so that an accelerated object will perceive
a warm background full of blackbody radiation whereas an
unaccelerated body will see a cold background with no radiation. This is called Unruh radiation [4] and for typical accelerations it has too long a wavelength to be detectable, but it
may have been observed coming from plasmons propagating
at high acceleration around the surface of a gold nanotip [6].
McCulloch [7, 8] proposed a new model for inertia (called
quantised inertia, or QI) that assumes that the inertia of an
object is due to the Unruh radiation it sees when it accelerates.
The Rindler horizon that appears in the opposite direction to
its acceleration damps the Unruh radiation on that side of the
object producing a radiation pressure differential that looks
like inertial mass [8]. Also, when accelerations are extremely
low the Unruh waves become very long and are also damped,
this time in all directions, by the Hubble horizon (Hubblescale Casimir effect). This leads to a new loss of inertia as
accelerations become tiny. QI modifies the standard inertial
mass (m) to a modified one (mi ) as follows:
!
2c2
mi = m 1 −
,
(1)
|a| Θ

Putting Eq. 1 into Newton’s second and gravity laws gives
!
2c2
GMm
F = ma = m 1 −
(2)
=
|a| Θ
r2
and finally
GM 2c2
+
.
(3)
Θ
r2
This predicts cosmic acceleration (the new second term)
without the need for dark energy [7]. In this paper this same
result is derived a different way, simply using Ernst Mach’s
attitude that “what cannot be observed does not exist”. It is
argued that, since Rindler horizons are boundaries for information, then sources of gravity behind them disappear from
the point of view of the accelerated object. It is shown here
that this effect predicts cosmic acceleration, given the known
baryonic mass of the cosmos, and may allow us to hide gravitational sources behind horizons producing new kinds of
thrust.
a=

2

Method

If we consider a photon travelling at the speed of light in the
centre of its own Hubble sphere (see Fig. 1). Due to the impossibility of any light from the left hand side of the cosmos
catching up to the photon, we can say that, as far as the photon knows, there is no mass there at all. All the mass is hidden
by the Rindler horizon. Therefore, there is a gravitational imbalance as the photon can be aware of a lot of matter in front
of it in the direction of its acceleration, but nothing behind.
We can calculate this gravitational acceleration as follows
GM
a= 2 .
(4)
r
We can assume from standard geometry that the centre of
where c is the speed of light, Θ is twice the Hubble distance, mass of the semi-sphere in front of the photon is 3/8ths of the
|a| is the magnitude of the relative acceleration of the object radius away, and the radius and baryonic mass of the cosmos
relative to surrounding matter. Eq. 1 predicts that for ter- are estimated to be 4.4 × 10−10 m and 1052±1 kg, so
restrial accelerations (eg: 9.8 m/s2 ) the second term in the
6.67 × 10−11 × 1052±1
bracket is tiny and standard inertia is recovered, but in low
a=
= 2.45 × 10−11±1 m/s2 .
(5)
(3/8 × 4.4 × 1026 )2
acceleration environments, for example at the edges of galaxies (when a is tiny), the second term in the bracket becomes
The predicted acceleration (given the error bars) agrees
larger and the inertial mass decreases in a new way so that with the observed cosmic acceleration and with the critical
QI can predict galaxy rotation without the need for dark mat- acceleration below which galactic dynamics deviate from
ter [9].
Newton: 2 × 10−10 m/s2 .
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increases) the distance to the Rindler horizon decreases very
rapidly and the Rindler horizon is closer for particles at the
disc’s edge (when r is large).
4

Results & discussion

Eq. 8 can be rearranged to calculate the rotation rate R (in
rpm) needed to bring the Rindler horizon closer than a body
a distance dR away
s
R=

Fig. 1: A schematic showing the Hubble horizon (as a black circle).
A photon (the central grey circle) moves rightwards at the speed of
light, so it has a Rindler horizon passing through it, and no information from the black-shaded volume can get to it. This means that,
following Mach, the gravitational mass from that black region is irrelevent and the gravitational pull from the right hand half of the
cosmos now dominates, causing an acceleration which predicts the
cosmic acceleration.

3

900 c2
.
π2 rdR

(9)

The following table shows the object to be hidden by
the Rindler horizon in the first column. The second column
shows its distance (d) away from a lab on the Earth’s surface.
The third column shows the acceleration needed, in a linear
sense, to hide the object. The fourth column shows the rpm
required for a spinning disc to achieve that acceleration, at
a radius of 0.1 m. The fifth column shows the gravitational
acceleration (ag = GM/d2 ) produced by that object that will
disappear and affect the dynamics of the disc (but only those
parts of it above the critical acceleration).

A test

If we consider a spinning disc, then every particle within it
is accelerating towards the spin axis, and each particle perceives a Rindler horizon that is outside the disc. As the rotational acceleration is increased the horizon moves closer to
the spin axis. What would happen if the horizon was closer
than the Sun or the Earth? Would this hide their gravitational
effect from the point of view of the accelerated object? (see
an earlier brief discussion of this in [10]).
To calculate the spin rate required to pull the Rindler horizon in closer than a distance dR we assume a disc of any material of radius r, spinning at R rpm (rotations per minute). The
centripetal acceleration (a) at different radii (r) of the disc is
given by
v2 (2πrR/60)2 4π2 rR2
a=
=
=
,
(6)
r
r
3600
where the 60 comes from the number of seconds in a minute.
The Rindler horizon forms in the direction opposite to the
acceleration at a distance given by

Object

Distance

rpm

a
Eq. 7

ag

Eq. 9

2

(m/s2 )

(m/s )
Sun

1 AU

600,000

23 k

0.006

Earth

6371 km

1.43 × 1010

3589 k

9.8

Table 1: The Table shows for two objects (column 1), the distances
from a lab on the Earth’s surface to the object (column 2), the accelerations needed to hide the object behind Rindler horizons (column 3), the rpm needed for that acceleration for a disc at a radius of
0.1 m (column 4) and the acceleration exerted by the object on the
disc (column 5).

The rotation required to hide the Sun should be achievable
since gyroscopes often have rotation rates of 30,000 rpm and
medical centrifuges can spin at 100,000 rpm. The rotation
rate required would be lower for a larger disc. Of course, only
the part of the disc that has an acceleration vector pointing
c2
away from the Sun (the Sunward side) would feel the disapdR =
.
(7)
pearence of the Sun’s effect, including its gravitational force.
a
The gravitational acceleration due to the Sun is GM /r2 =
We can now substitute Eq. 6 in Eq. 7
0.006 m/s2 (this is 0.06% of g). The Sun’s width in the sky is
about half a degree so only an area of about 1/(360*2) of the
3600 c2 900 c2
dR =
=
.
(8)
disc would be affected and then also only the area of the disc
4π2 rR2
π2 rR2
outside the radius of 0.1m. So if the disc was 0.2m in radius
Eq. 8 shows the distance of the Rindler horizon (dR ) for the affected area would be the total area times (1/720)×(3/4).
a particle within a disc spinning at R rpm and at a radius r Therefore, the average acceleration for the whole disc would
from the spin centre. It shows that the faster the disc spins (R be 0.006 × (1/720) × (3/4) = 6.25 × 10−6 m/s2 .
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From a practical point of view it would be far more useful
to hide the Earth’s gravity since then launching objects would
become easier. The acceleration required to do so: 1.43×1010
(see Table 1), has just been achieved for the first time by [11]
who spun a microscopic sphere of radius r = 4×10−6 m using
circularily polarised light to suspend and rotate it in vacuo at
R = 6 × 108 rpm. This is an acceleration, using Eq. 6 of
1.58 × 1010 m/s2 which agrees with the acceleration needed
to pull the Rindler horizon close enough to hide the Earth’s
gravity (Table 1, column 3).
5

Conclusion

It is proposed here that Rindler horizons have physical consequences beyond their effects on light: they are able to hide
gravitational sources.
It is shown that assuming that gravitational sources can be
hidden in this way, predicts the cosmic acceleration.
The effect could be tested using discs with extreme spins,
which should break free from distant gravitational sources.
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Even though every mathematician knows intuitively what it means to “simplify” a mathematical expression, there is still no universally accepted rigorous mathematical definition of “simplify”. In this paper, we shall give a simple and plausible definition of
“simplify” in terms of the computational complexity of integer functions. We shall also
use this definition to show that there is no deterministic and exact algorithm which can
compute the permanent of an n × n matrix in o(2n ) time.

1

Introduction

In 2013, the author asked the following quesiton titled “Is
there a ‘mathematical’ definition of ‘simplify’?” on the popular mathematics website MathOverflow.net [1]:
“Every mathematician knows what
‘simplify’ means, at least intuitively.
Otherwise, he or she wouldn’t have made
it through high school algebra, where
one learns to ‘simplify’ expressions like
x(y + x) + x2 (y + 1 + x) + 3(x + 3). But
is there an accepted rigorous ‘mathematical’ definition of ‘simplify’ not just
for algebraic expressions but for general
expressions, which could involve anything,
like transcendental functions or recursive
functions? If not, then why? I would think
that computer algebra uses this idea.”

one multiplication and two additions, while computing xw +
yz + xz + yw takes four multiplications and three additions.
And we can also see clearly that the expression (x + y)(w + z)
cannot be simplified.
As another example, let f : Z → Z be the function
which satisfies the recursive formula, f (n) = f (n − 1) + 1 and
f (0) = 0. This recursive formula can be simplified to f (n) =
n, since computing the recursive formula for f takes Θ(n)
time, while computing the formula f (n) = n is trivial. And
the formula f (n) = n clearly cannot be simplified.
And let f : N → N be the function which satisfies the
recursive formula, f (n) = f (n − 1) + f (n − 2) and f (1) =
f (2) = 1, the Fibonacci sequence. This recursive formula
can √
be simplified, since it is possible to prove that f (n) √
equals
φn / 5 rounded to the nearest integer, where φ = (1 + 5)/2,
which can be computed exponentially faster than the recursive formula can be computed [4].
3

The answers there indicated that even though every mathematician knows intuitively what “simplify” means, there is
still no universally accepted definition of “simplify”. In fact,
one of the answers (by Henry Cohn) indicated that “In full
generality, there provably isn’t any method for complete simplification”. (He was referring to elementary functions of a
real variable.) In this paper, we shall give a simple and plausible definition of “simplify” in terms of the computational
complexity of integer functions. We shall also use this definition to show that there is no deterministic and exact algorithm
which can compute the permanent of an n × n matrix in o(2n )
time.
2

Computing the permanent of a matrix

Let A = (ai j ) be a matrix of integers. The permanent of A is
defined as:
n
X Y
aiσ(i) ,
perm(A) =
σ ∈ S n i=1

where S n is the symmetric group [5]. The fastest known deterministic and exact algorithm which computes the permanent of a matrix was first published in 1963 and has a runningtime of Θ∗ (2n ) [3]. It is still considered an open problem by
the mathematics and computer science community whether
this time can be beaten. Now consider the following theorem
and proof, which we shall discuss afterwards:

A definition of “simplify”

Theorem: There is no deterministic and exact algorithm
which can compute the permanent of an n × n matrix in o(2n )
Definition: An algebraic expression (recursive or non-recur- time.
sive) for a function f : Z → Z cannot be simplified if there
is no other algebraic expression for f which can be computed Proof: For any row i, the permanent of matrix A satisfies the
recursive formula
faster.
Consider the following definition of “simplify”:

For example, the expression xw+yz+xz+yw can be simplified
to (x + y)(w + z), since computing (x + y)(w + z) takes only
Craig Alan Feinstein. A Mathematical Definition of “Simplify”

perm(A) =

n
X

ai j · perm(A#i j )

j=1
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and perm([a11 ]) = a11 , where A#i j is the (n − 1) × (n − 1) matrix
that results from removing the i-th row and the j-th column
from A. This formula cannot be simplified, so the fastest algorithm for computing the permanent of a matrix is to apply
this recursive formula to matrix A. Since this involves recursively evaluating the permanent of Θ(2n ) submatrices of A,
each corresponding to a subset of the n columns of A, we obtain a lower bound of Θ(2n ) for the worst-case running-time
of any deterministic and exact algorithm that computes the
permanent of a matrix. 

determinant but not in the formula for the permanent, as the
elementary row operations which are performed on matrix A
when computing its determinant via the algorithm described
above are analogous to subtracting c from both a and b.
But then one might ask, “The proof above said ‘This formula cannot be simplified’. But how can I be sure of this?”
The answer to this question is that we know that the above
recursive formula for the permanent cannot be simplified, because we have tried every possible way to simplify it and saw
that each way fails: To be specific, we tried to multiply the
factors, ai j and perm(A#i j ), of the summands together, but we
At first, this proof makes sense intuitively, but if one thinks failed since the two factors are completely independent from
about it a little more, one might become skeptical, since one one another. And we tried adding the summands together, but
could argue the same for the determinant of a matrix, that we also failed since the factors ai j found in each summand
there is no deterministic and exact algorithm which can com- are completely independent from one another and are also
pute the determinant of an n × n matrix in o(2n ) time (which completely independent from each perm(A# ); furthermore,
ij
is known to be false) - for any row i, the determinant satisfies we found that since perm(A# ) is different in each term, it is
ij
the recursive formula
impossible to use the distributive law to decrease the compun
X
tational complexity of the recursive expression. And finally,
(−1)i+ j ai j · det(A#i j )
det(A) =
we noticed that the row choice of i is irrelevant in the recurj=1
sive formula for the permanent, so no choice of i is better
and det([a11 ]) = a11 , which is almost the same as the recursive than any other choice. What other things are there to try that
could possibly make the expression simpler? Nothing, since
formula for the permanent of a matrix.
However, there is a big difference between the two recur- we have already considered every mathematical operation in
sive formulas: There are negative signs in the formula for the the recursive formula for the permanent. Therefore, the redeterminant, so it is not inconceivable that one might be able cursive formula for the permanent cannot be simplified, i.e.,
to cancel most of its terms out, if one is clever. And in fact this it has the best computational complexity of any algebraic exis the reason why it is possible to compute the determinant of pression for the permanent of a matrix.
This type of reasoning is not new or foreign; it is essena matrix in polynomial-time: If one performs elementary row
tially
the same type of reasoning that a high school math
operations on matrix A with pivot a11 , 0, converting it to a
student
uses to simplify algebraic expressions. Also note
matrix B with zeroes in the last n − 1 entries of column 1, then
that
only
if one is careful in one’s analysis and considers evthe determinant of A will equal the determinant of B and we
ery
possible
way to simplify an algebraic expression can one
will also obtain a simpler formula for the determinant:
prove that an algebraic expression indeed cannot be simplidet(A) = a11 · det(B#11 ).
fied; merely claiming that an algebraic expression cannot be
simplified does not make it so. But sometimes it is so obvious
This trick ultimately leads to a polynomial-time algorithm for that an algebraic expression cannot be simplified that writing
computing the determinant of a matrix, if one applies it recur- down a full explanation of this is unnecessary. Also, it turns
sively to the matrix B#11 , exchanging rows when necessary.
out that one can use similar reasoning to prove that there is no
However, in the case of the permanent of a matrix, no deterministic and exact algorithm which solves the Traveling
trick like this is possible, since there are only positive signs Salesman Problem in polynomial-time [2].
in its formula. To gain some insight as to why this is so,
consider the following analogy: Suppose we want to sub4 Conclusion
tract two large positive numbers with a tiny difference, say
a = 12, 345, 678, 907 and b = 12, 345, 678, 903. One could While everyone in the mathematics community understands
compute a minus b by applying the normal subtraction pro- intuitively what “simplify” in mathematics means, there is
cedure that one learns in elementary school to each digit of still no universal definition of “simplify”. In this paper, we
these two numbers, but one does not have to do this; if we let have defined “simplify” in terms of the computational comc = 12, 345, 678, 900, then we will obtain the same answer plexity of an integer function and have shown that this defiby computing (a − c) minus (b − c), which amounts to sub- nition can be used to prove that there is no deterministic and
tracting only the last digits of each number, 7 minus 3. But exact algorithm which can compute the permanent of an n × n
there are no short-cuts like this for adding a and b, since none matrix in o(2n ) time.
of their digits can be cancelled out. And for this same reason,
it is possible to cancel out lots of terms in the formula for the
Submitted on May 11, 2019
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Actually, different views result in different models on things in the universe. We usually
view a microcosmic object to be a geometrical point and get into the macrocosmic for
finding the truth locally which results in a topological skeleton or a complex network.
Thus, all the known is local by ourselves but we always apply a local knowledge on the
global. Whether a local knowledge can applies to things without boundary? The answer
is negative because we can not get the global conclusion only by a local knowledge in
logic. Such a fact also implies that our knowledge on a thing maybe only true locally.
Could we hold on the reality of all things in the universe globally? The answer is
uncertain for the limitation or local understanding of humans on things in the universe,
which naturally causes the science’s dilemma: it gives the knowledge on things in the
universe but locally or partially. Then, how can we globally hold on the reality of things
in the universe? And what is the right way for applying scientific conclusions, i.e.,
technology? Clearly, different answers on these questions lead to different sciences with
applications, maybe improper to the universe. However, if we all conform to a criterion,
i.e., the coexistence of human beings with that of the nature, we will consciously review
science with that of applications and get a right orientation on science’s development.

1

Introduction

As is known to all that being is nature. Science discovers
rulers on things existed in the universe with observable physical evidence. It is a systematic knowledge on the universe in
the view of human beings. However, it enables human beings
coexistence with the universe thousand million years. Today,
it is the time to review science’s function on reality of things
in the universe with speculation on questions for science. For
example, does the science hold with the universe globally, or
only partially? And what is the right application of science?
All the answers will push forward science, and establish a
right view on its applications.

views conclude that the known natural laws are understood
by human beings ourself. They are only laws in our eyes,
maybe not the really natural laws.
How do we understand the reality or establish the knowledge on a thing T in the universe? We assume there is an
abstract T defined by a conception, i.e., name distinguished
from other things and usually identified T with known characters, gradually little by little and from time to time. For
example, let µ1 , µ2 , · · · , µn be the known on T and νi , i ≥ 1
unknown characters at a time t. Then, T is understood by [1]



 n
[  [ [ 
 {νk } ,
(1)
T =  {µi }


i=1

2

Nature’s laws

Science is established on an assumption that “the universe
is operating in order” which implies the existence of natural laws, i.e., the inherent law on the existence and motion of
things in the universe but independent on humans. This assumption is general accepted by scientific community or human beings without questions. Now, a more basic but philosophical question in front of humans is that could we really
holds on natural laws without artificial conditions? And furthermore, is human’s ability with or without boundaries? Although there exist certain differences in the eastern and western cultures but the answer is the same, i.e., we can only stand
in awe of and never destroy the nature, such as the Platonism
in Plato’s Dialogues: “the universals exist independently of
particulars”, and the Tao and Name in Tao Te Ching: “the
Tao experienced is not the eternal Tao, the Name named is
not the eternal Name; the unnamable is the eternally real and
naming is the origin of all particular things”. All of these
78

k≥1

a Smarandache multispace [2] or parallel universe [3] in
logic at the time t on its connotation and extension, which also
reveals the diversity or complexity on the reality of things T .
Then, what is thing T and what is its reality? Philosophically,
the reality of a thing T is nothing else but the state characters
(1) of existed, existing or will existing things whether they
can be or not observable or comprehensible by human beings
at time t. Thus, we can only hold on T by its an asymptotic
n
S
T ◦ = {µi } at time t, and deeply convince that T ◦ → T if the
i=1

time t → ∞. This is the essential notion that natural laws can
be understood, i.e., establishing science of humans.
3

Science’s limitation

As humans enter the 21st century, science has made great
achievements both in theory and its applications. It greatly
improved the ability to respond of natural disasters, brings
more and more conveniences to human life. In fact, science
L. Mao. Science’s Dilemma – a Review on Science with Applications
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is the systematic knowledge with continuously improvement the inertial force and the gravitation in a field small enough,
on asymptotically natural laws dependent on observation and Einstein presented the gravitational equations
speculation of ourself, maybe with the aid of instruments.
1
Certainly, different standings for the observer will result in
(3)
Rµν − gµν R = κT µν ,
2
different observations, i.e., the macrocosmic or the microcosmic which result in different speculating models.
where, T µν is the energy-momentum tensor, Rµν = Rαµαν =
gαβ Rαµβν , R = gµν Rµν are respectively the Ricci tensor, Ricci
3.1 Macrocosmic object
= 2.08 × 10−48 cm−1 g−1 s2 .
scalar curvature and κ = 8πG
c4
Clearly, an immediate application of Einstein’s gravitaA macrocosmic object is large enough to be visible by the
tional
equations is on the spacetime structure of the universe.
naked eyes of humans. For knowing the behavior of macroFor
example,
if it is in vacuum, i.e., T µν = 0, the Einstein
cosmic objects, the observer only needs to stand out of the obgravitational
equations
were solved due to the assumption
serving object, holds on the overall situation, i.e., its outside
of
spherically
symmetric
distribution of matters and get the
behavior, particularly, planetary motion which establishes
2
Schwarzschild
metric
d
s
= gµν dxµν by
classical mechanics. It should be noted that the thinking pat"
tern of classical mechanics is essentially

#
dr2
2
2
2
2
2
2 2
2
+ r dθ + sin θdϕ
(4)
ds = −c dt + a (t)
1 − Kr2
Macrocosmic Object

Abstract

−→

Abstract

−→

2

Particle
Geometrical Point

with 2 assumptions, i.e., 1 there exists an abstract geometrical space R3 ×R in the universe, and 2 , all physical quantities
can be accurately measured by humans.
As is known to all, the classical mechanics is applying
only to those of objects A moving at low speeds, characterizing an object of quality m by a pair {x, v}, where x is the
coordinates of A with a directed velocity v at points x. For
example, if A moves in a conservative field with potential energy U(x), then the force acting on A is F = − ∂U
∂x = mẍ by
the second law of Newton, and generally, the Euler-Lagrange
equations [4]
∂L
d ∂L
−
= 0,
∂xi dt ∂ ẋi

1≤i≤n

(2)

in Rn for the Lagrangian L = T − U of A, where T (x) is the
moving energy of A.
Although it is on macrocosmic objects, the classical mechanics found the intrinsic essence of motion, i.e., force. For
example, Newton realized the gravity by an apple fell on his
head from a tree and proposed the law of universal gravity
2
between 2 bodies with masses M1 and M2 reF = G MR1 M
2
spectively, where R is the distance of the 2 bodies and G the
constant of universal gravity. Although Newton’s law is an
approximation of gravity, it is useful in aerospace engineering. By this law, we have known the cosmic speeds surround
the earth, escaped from the earth or the solar system are respectively 7.9 km/s, 11.2 km/s and 16.7 km/s which enables
launching satellites for space exploration and communication
of humans.
By the general relativity, i.e. all the laws of physics take
the same form in any coordinate system and the equivalence
principle, i.e., there are no difference for physical effects of
L. Mao. Science’s Dilemma – a Review on Science with Applications

R (t)
with gtt = 1, grr = − 1−Kr
gφφ = −r2 R2 (t) sin2 θ, which
2,
also predicts the existence of black hole in the universe. Combining the cosmological hypothesis, i.e., there are no difference at different points and different orientations at a point of
the universe on the metric 104 l.y., Friedmann presented the
Standard Model on Universe which resulted in the Big Bang
theory in thirties of the 20th century and the scenario of the
universe, i.e., it has a beginning.
Certainly, classical mechanics successfully explains a few
astronomical phenomena, particularly, the planetary motion
laws in front of humans thousands years. However, it is only
an interpreting on the extrinsic behaviors but difficult on the
internal cause, the basis for the change of objects. Today, we
have known there is an additional assumption on a moving
object in classical mechanics, i.e., all parts of the object are
moving in coherence or synchronization. It is this assumption
that can not enables humans globally understanding the nature of objects because the non-coherence, i.e., contradiction
is the general but the coherence is the special, and all of us
know that it is the contradiction or non-coherence pushes forward the change of things. Thus, holding on the nature of an
object enables human’s observation entering the microcosmic
world with the aid of instruments and exploring microcosmic
behavior of objects, i.e., microcosmic particles.

3.2

Microcosmic particle

A matter can be always divided into submatters, then subsubmatters and so on. A natural question on this subdividing
is whether or not it has a terminal point? The answers are the
same both for the Easterners and Westerners. For example,
the ancient Chinese had a notion that everything is composed
by five elements, i.e., metal, wood, water, fire and soil and
also, the notion that everything is composed entirely of various imperishable, indivisible elements, i.e., there exist atoms
in Atomism of Leucippus and Democritus, which finally results in the structure theory on matters. Today, it is already
79
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a public knowledge that all matters are made up of atoms,
i.e., microcosmic particles composed of nucleus with electrons. There are 118 atoms known by humans which consist
of known matters on the earth. Generally, we understand a
matter by the composite of elementary particles with a thinking pattern following

3.2.2
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Chemistry

According to the notion that chemical compounds are not a
random but rather definite one of atoms, the chemistry determines the composition, structures and properties of matters,
particularly on atomic and molecular systems for the pattern
and multiplicity of bonding between atoms in a molecule for
explaining chemical reactions of matters. Although physics
Decompose
Matter
−→
Microcosmic Particles
and chemistry are both on the structure of matters, the chemAbstract
istry discusses the coarse-graining particles, i.e., atoms and
−→
Complex Network
molecules with chemical dynamics on rates of chemical reacwhere the complex network is an inherit structure of the mat- tions, but not on the fermions, bosons and their interactions.
Chemistry is beneficial for humans with a core topic, i.e.,
ter on microcosmic particles and different subjects discuss
how to create new matters to meet the needs of our daily life in
microcosmic behaviors of particles.
its developing. If there were no chemistry there would be no
modern life of humans. For example, the chemical fertilizer
increases the production of crops for maintaining the survival
3.2.1 Physics
of population, the chemical pesticides kill insects harmful to
Clearly, the subdividing on a matter can be done infinite times crop growth, the medicines heals the sick with life extended,
just like the claim that “it will be never exhausted if you cut the plastics and synthetic fibers are used both in industrial and
half on a stick each day” on World Chapter of Zhuang Zi in consumer products such as those of keyboard, mouse, plastic
the ancient China. However, this process can not be applied cup, slippers in our daily life, machinery, electronic applito hold on matters because the life time of a human is not in- ances, automobile products, and furthermore, the dynamite,
finite. The motivation of particle physics is to determine the bombs and missile in military. None of them is not the applinature of irreducibly smallest detectable particles [5], called cation of chemistry.
elementary particles such as those of fundamental fermions
including quarks, antiquarks, leptons, antileptons and fundamental bosons including gauge bosons, Higgs boson and the 3.2.3 Biology
fundamental interactions for explaining their behavior and Historically, biology is the oldest subject with the developthen, the origin of the universe. Certainly, there are also un- ment of science in natural philosophy because humans ourmatters between a matter and its antimatter which is partially self is also one specie of livings on the earth. Observation
consisted of matter but others antimatter [6]. However, the enables humans held on the elementary rotate regulation of
behavior of a microcosmic particle maybe indefinite. It is this plants on seasons, i.e., spring germination with harvest or
character that results in humans characterizing microcosmic leaves fallen in autumn and the reproduction regulation of huparticles by wave function, a complex-valued probability am- mans and other animals such as “pregnancy 10 months with
plitude.
childbirth in a day” of humans, enables humans living toIn the non-relativistic quantum mechanics, we know that gether with the nature in about 5 million years. Certainly, the
the wave function ψ(t, x) of a particle of mass m obeys the birth and the death are the two sides but all of us wish to hold
Schrödinger equation
on the laws of livings with production, the central issues of
biology.
~2 2
∂ψ
According to the notion that the basic unit of life is cell,
=− ∇ ψ+U
(5)
i~
∂t
2m
the basic unit of heredity is genes and all life on the earth
changes and develops through evolution, biology is such a
with the Planck constant ~ = 6.582 × 10−22 MeVs and the science that on the life and living organisms respectively at
potential energy U of field which characterizes the behavior molecular, cell, genes and heredity with variation levels and
of microcosmic particles.
the process of grow and developing. Certainly, all major isCertainly, physics has promoted the progress of human sues in the developing of humans society such as those of
society with the deeply understanding of matters from the population growth, food safety, health, environmental pollumacrocosmic to the microcosmic such as those of the appli- tion and resource depletion have a closely relationship with
cations of steam engine, the electricity with radio communi- the life sciences. The project on human genome puts into
cation, nuclear energy, laser, electronic computer technology effect with development will enables humans understanding
and so on. We seriously conclude that if there were no the de- the mechanism of growth, development, physiological activivelopment of physics, there would be no other sciences and ties and pathogenesis of diseases, which provides methods of
no modern life of humans.
prevention and control strategies on diseases of human bod80
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ies, particularly, the gene and cell engineering. For examples,
the transgentic technology can improves the crops resistance
to insects for solving the pesticide residue problem and improving the quality of agricultural products; the antigen gene
can applicable to the production of edible crop vaccine; the
animal organs can be transplanted into a human body to play
the role of such human organs, the cloning technology can
detectable the fetal genetic defects, treats the injury of nervous system, achieves the asexual reproduction and saves the
endangered species; the gene editing can correctable the defective gene for the treatment; the gene engineering can applicable to the environmental governance for recycling the pesticides and industrial wastes, and the large-scale animal cell
culture can produces vaccines, breeds good varieties, detects
the difference between virus strains and identifies the bacterial species for disease treatment, . . . , etc.

3.3

Science’s limitation

However, all scientific conclusions of humans hold on conditions. Is there such a scientific conclusion constraint without
conditions? The answer is negative both in theoretical and experimental sciences because of the boundary of humans. For
example, all theorems are true with an obvious or implication
that “if p then q” in mathematics. Even if the elementary conclusions 1 + 1 = 2, 1 × 2 = 2 known by pupils is such one
only because they are implicit, i.e., “if 1, 2 ∈ (Z; +, ×) then
1 + 1 = 2 and 1 × 2 = 2”, where (Z; +, ×) is the integer ring.
Similarly, we have known that sciences such as those of
physics, chemistry, biology on a matter T by the macrocosmic
are on its external behaviors with an additional assumption
that all of its microcosmic particles are synchronous because
it is abstracted to be a point with relatively external motion in
space. We conclude that force is the internal factor of motion,
creates new matters by chemistry and apply bionics to enrich
human’s living by simulating other creatures to conform the
nature.
All of us known that the external causes operates through
internal factor but a scientific conclusion on a matter T by
the microcosmic is only partial or local nature because T is
a complex system or a complex network in the thinking pattern. Until today, we lack of effective methods, even lack
of such a mathematics on complex network or complex system which can not enables us hold on the whole matter T in
theory unless all its microcosmic particle are in synchronization. So, we have only an incomplete or non-comprehensive
science for things in the universe which is the limitation of
human’s science, an immediately conclusion of formula (1),
i.e., the boundary of humans. In this case, we can hardly conclude that a scientific conclusion is true in the whole universe
because it is understanding only by humans ourself, an intelligent creature happily born on the earth and it is a conclusion
on known or unknown conditions.
L. Mao. Science’s Dilemma – a Review on Science with Applications
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Science’s dilemma
Reality

Science’s function is to understand the reality of things T ,
i.e., their state of existed, exists or will exist in the universe,
whether or not they are observable or comprehensible by humans. However, this is difficult from the limitation of science because all scientific conclusions of humans are true
constraint with conditions. They are locally or partially true,
not freely with conditions or on the whole universe because
we hold it little by little with an asymptotic T ◦ of T , not T
itself at a time t by formula (1). Usually, the physical laws
are characterized by differential equations. Even for physical
reality with differential equations, there are also 3 simple but
basic questions should be answered.
Question I Could a special solutions be applied to the
whole universe?
The answer of Question I is obviously negative unless the
equations have a unique solution but there are not this case
in most cases. For example, Schwarzschild spacetime (4) is a
special solution of the Einstein’s gravitational equations (3) in
an assumption that all matters are spherically symmetric distributed in the universe with T µν = 0 or vacuum. It is this kind
of spacetimes that the standard model, the Big Bang hypothesis and black holes born on the universe. We are applying a
special solution for characterizing the universe and believe it
without a shadow of doubt in any place of the universe. However, there are infinite many solutions of Einstein’s gravitational equations [7, 8]. But why the Schwarzschild spacetime
was selected only for the universe because we are all fond of
the symmetry and the uniformity on space, and we are firmly
believing the spacetime structure of the universe should be so
by observed datum of humans, at least in the nearby airspace
of the earth.
Question II Are the reality of things T really one of solutions of its equations?
Science is established on an assumption that the reality
or all behavior of a thing T can be characterized by mathematics, particularly, the second order differential equations in
physics. However, the observation shows that a microcosmic
particle is in two or more possible states of being, i.e., superposition such as the asking question of Schrödinger for the
alive or dead of the cat in a box with poison switch. We can
not even say which solution of Schrödinger equation (5) is
the behavior of the particle because each solution is only one
determined state in the eyes of humans.
Certainly, a reasonable or the multiverse interpretation
on superposition of particles was presented by H. Everett in
1957. He explained the superposition of particles with an
assumption that the wave function of an observer would be
interacted with a superposed object [9] and concluded that
different worlds in different quantum system obey equation
(5) with an interpretation that the superposition of a particle
81
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develops like a 2-branching universe. Thus, the answer of
Question II is uncertain even if T is a microcosmic particle.
Today, it is just the Everett’s multiverse interpretation on
Schrödinger’s cat enlightens humans known that the alive or
dead of the cat is entangled and we can not say the cat is
alive or dead separately. Philosophically, the Everett’s multiverse notion on the superposition of particles is alluded in a
famous fable, i.e., the blind men with an elephant or the formula (1). Today, this notion revolutionized changes an ambiguous interpretation that the reality of a thing T must be
one but maybe all solutions of its differential equations and
applies extensively to modern sciences. For example, it is the
quark model that successfully classified all known elementary particles by mathematical symmetry but the quark model
is indeed a multiverse and generally, all particles are nothing
else but a multiverses [3] or complex networks in the microcosmic view.
Question III Could the mathematics already characterizes the reality of things T ?
There is an exciting convincingness that mathematics can
already characterizes the reality of all things, i.e., Everything
is Nothing Else but Mathematics popularly in scientific community today, particularly, the Mathematical Universe Hypothesis in physics, a duplication of Pythagorean’s assertion
that “Everything is a Number”. However, this notion is incorrect at least for today’s mathematics because all mathematical systems should be homogenous without contradictions in
logic. We can not conclude the equality
equal to

Mathematical reality ←→ Reality of things
both in theory and practice. For instance, let H1 , H2 , H3 , H4
and H10 , H20 , H30 , H40 be two groups of horses constraint with
running on respectively 4 straight lines




x+y =
2
x=y










 x + y = −2
 x+y=4
1 
2 
or




x − y = −2
x=2






 x−y =
 y=2
2
on the Euclidean plane R2 . Clearly, the first system is nonsolvable because x+y = −2 is contradictious to x+y = 2, and
so that for equations x − y = −2 and x − y = 2 but the second
system is solvable with (x, y) = (2, 2). Could we conclude
that the behavior of horses H10 , H20 , H30 , H40 are a point (2, 2)
and H1 , H2 , H3 , H4 are nothing? The answer is certainly not
because all of the horses are running on the Euclidean plane
R2 but we have known nothing by the solution of the two
equation systems because the solvability of systems 1 and 2
only implies the orbits intersection in R2 .
Why is this happening? It is because that while humans
characterize a thing T in the universe by mathematics, it is
usually complied with the compatible assumption of mathematics on T and often forgotten the original intention, i.e.,
82
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hold on the reality of things T but have too much trust on the
mathematical solution. Consequently, mathematics should be
extended to include the non-mathematics for reality of things
in the universe [1] because the contradictions exist everywhere in the eyes of humans. We can not conclude yet that
mathematics can characterizes the reality of all things T in
the universe until today.
4.2

Science’s dilemma

Science’s limitation naturally leads to a dilemma of science
immediately. It gives the knowledge for humans but the
knowledge is local or partial on things in the universe which
always shows dual characters to humans, i.e., the beneficial
or the harmful. However, it is easy to overstate the benefits
but look without sees harms on a scientific achievement in a
business community today. In this case, it is easy to breed the
human’s insatiable desires with immoderately abusing scientific achievements, and then brings a disaster finally to humans ourselves if it applies without constraints, particularly
motivated only by the benefits of commercial interests. All
of the harms come from the misunderstanding on science and
incorrect applications of scientific achievements such as those
cases following.
Physics has promoted the progress of humans but it also
brought harmful things to human’s living environment. For
example, it pushes forward the aerospace industry which enables the exploration of humans on outer space. However,
more and more satellites, space stations, probes, rocket debris and explosive fragments, working or abandoned are floating in space, disturbing the normally working of universe and
also threatening the further exploration of humans because
the aerocraft maybe collided with such an indefinable trashes
in the space. Even in the daily life of humans we can also find
the harms of applying physics. For example, the communicant equipments and facilities such as those of mobile phone,
radio, TV station, microwave station bring convenience to humans but the radiate electromagnetic signals into space from
time to time. However, it impacts on the health of humans,
tested by the practice.
Chemistry has created new matters to meet the needs of
humans but it caused complex problems simultaneously with
its benefits to humans, for instance the environmental pollution, the resource depletion, the side effects of drugs, the pesticide residues and the lethal diseases such as cancer prevalence. Why these unpleasant things happen is because we
have only a superficial understanding the fate, transport, toxicity on chemical products and without a comprehensive conclusion for their impacts on the environment and humans. For
example, the plastics enables us protecting from wet but can
not be degraded shortly by the nature, and we do not know
the mechanism of accumulation of the pesticides in the food
chain with impact on humans [10] until today.
Biology has brought benefits to humans but it presented
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negative effects also to humans at the same time. For examples, the transgentic technology improved the resistance
of crops but destroys those insects that feed on these pests
which breaks the ecological chain, results in the structural
change and deterioration of soil and the water pollution; the
eating transgentic food maybe caused the modified gene invades human cells, produces pathogenic virus and harmful
or lethal results including cancer and other negative effects;
the cloning technology impacts on the nature and the social
morality. Although the gene editing corrected or removed defect genes but will affects the normal functions of other cells
at the same time, and while it reducing the genetic variation
it maybe destroys a species just because of one disease, i.e.,
it increases the risk of infectious diseases and hypoimmunity
or loss of other functions.

of foot-YangMing (ST), the spleen meridian of foot-TaiYin
(SP), the heart meridian of hand-ShaoYin (HT), the small intestine meridian of hand-TaiYang (SI), the urinary blandder
meridian of foot-TaiYang (BL), the kidney meridian of footShaoYin (KI), the pericardium meridian of hand-JueYin (PC),
the sanjiao meridian of hand-ShaoYang (SJ), the gall bladder meridian of foot-ShaoYang (GB), the liver meridian of
foot-JueYin (LR) in Standard China National Standard (GB
12346-90).

4.3.1

Although a matter can be infinitely subdivided into submatters, the success of traditional Chinese medicine implies
that there exists an inherited a topological skeleton or graph
G in things, particularly, human body in the universe. By
view of biology, there are only 2 kinds of things, i.e., living
or death body which suggest 2 mathematical elements holding with conservation laws for things in the universe in the
microcosmic level following:
→
−
Element 1 (Non-Living Body). A continuity flow G L
→
−
is an oriented embedded graph G in a topological space S
associated with a mapping L : v → L(v), (v, u) → L(v, u), 2
+
end-operators A+vu : L(v, u) → LAvu (v, u) and A+uv : L(u, v) →
+
LAuv (u, v) on a Banach space B over a field F with L(v,
 u) =
→
−
+
A+vu
−L(u, v), Avu (−L(v, u)) = −L (v, u) for ∀(v, u) ∈ E G and
holding with continuity equation

Notice that maintaining the balance of Yin (Y − ) with that
of Yang (Y + ) is the foundation of Chinese culture, particularly on a healthy human body. According to the view of
traditional Chinese medicine, if there exists an imbalanced
acupoint on one of the 12 meridians this person must has illness and in turn, there must be imbalance acupoints on the
12 meridians for a patient. Thus, finding out which acupoint
4.3 Out of dilemma
on which meridian is imbalance with Y − more than Y + or Y +
There are 2 sides for getting out of science’s dilemma. One is more than Y − is the main duty of a Chinese doctor. Then, by
the establishing of science in microcosmic level, i.e., Micro- the natural ruler, i.e., reducing the excess with supply the incosmic Science for a complete understanding of things in the sufficient of the universe, the doctor regulates the meridian by
universe and two, is the self-awareness of human’s ourself, acupuncture or drugs so that the patient recovers balance on
the essence for out of the crisis.
the imbalance acupoint [11], which is the essential treatment
of traditional Chinese medicine.
Microcosmic science

As we know in the thinking pattern
Matter

Decompose

−→

Abstract

−→

Microcosmic Particles
Complex Network

the reality of a thing T is the behavior with motivation of an
abstracted complex network in the microcosmic level. Certainly, there are more microcosmic observing datum on the
units, cells or microcosmic particles of matters by scientific
instruments. Each of them appears in a space position at observing time and all of them are interrelated, for instance all
cells in an animal. A microcosmic science is such a science
established on the microcosmic datum of matters, including
theory and experimental subjects. It must be established over
→
−
1-dimensional skeleton, i.e., topological graphs G. However,
we have no effective tools or methods, even no mathematics
for such a work. Even though there is graph theory in mathematics but it is essentially discussing on binary relationship
of elements without metrics, can not be immediately applied
to understand the reality of matters, particularly, the microcosmic science.
Could we establish such a mathematics over topological graphs for microcosmic science? The answer is positive inspired by traditional Chinese medicine. Certainly, there
are 12 meridians which completely reflects the physical condition of human body in traditional Chinese medicine [11],
i.e., the lung meridian of hand-TaiYin (LU), the large intestine meridian of hand YangMing (LI), the stomach meridian
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X

 
+
→
−
LAvu (v, u) = L(v) for ∀v ∈ V G .

u∈NG (v)

→
−
Element 2 (Living Body). A harmonic flow G L is an
→
−
oriented embedded graph G in a topological space S associ
→
−
ated with a mapping L : v → L(v) − iL(v) for v ∈ E G and
L : (v, u) → L(v, u) − iL(v, u), 2 end-operators A+vu : L(v, u) −
+
+
iL(v, u) → LAvu (v, u) − iLAvu (v, u) and A+uv : L(v, u) − iL(v, u) →
+
+
LAuv (v, u) − iLAuv (v, u) on a Banach space B over a field
 F,
→
−
2
where i = −1, L(v, u) = −L(u, v) for ∀(v, u) ∈ E G and
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holding with continuity equation
X  +

+
LAvu (v, u) − iLAvu (v, u) = L(v) − iL(v)
u∈NG (v)

Notice that if we let the Banach space to be B×B then the
Element 2 is only a special Element 1 with complex vector.
However, it reflects living bodies with respective real, imaginary parts L(v, u), −L(v, u) appearing in pair. If one lost then
the counterpart is no longer exists, i.e., it is depth. This notion
can be also used to explain the entangled state, i.e., the alive
or dead of Schrödinger’s cat in the box by a complex state
A − iA in such a way that alive for an A , 0 but dead if A = 0.
According to the structure of the 12 meridians on human
body, we can classify them into 3 classes, i.e., paths: LU,
LI, SP, HT, SI, KI, PC, LR; trees: GB, ST, SJ and a circuit
attached with 2 pathes Pm1 , Pm2 : BL. Define an oriented graph
→
−
G

=

[
[
[
P11 (LU)
P20 (LI)
P21 (S P)
[
[
[
P9 (HT )
P19 (S I)
P27 (KI)
[
[
[
P9 (PC)
P14 (LR)
T 44 (GB)
[
[
[
T 45 (S T )
T 23 (S J)
G67 (BL)
[
P28 (DU)
P24 (RN)

with orientations:
chest→hand→head→foot→chest
→
−
in human body and L : v ∈ V(G) → L(v) − iL(v) and
→
−
L : (v, u) ∈ E(G) → L(v, u) − iL(v, u), where DU and
RN are respectively the DU and REN meridians on human
body, Pn (X), T n (X) and Gn (X) denote the path, tree or graph
→
−
of meridian of order n. Then, G L is nothing else but a harmonic flow equivalent to human body by the view of traditional Chinese medicine, a kind of Element 2 of order 361.
As shown in references [7, 8, 12, 13], the Elements 1 and
2 can be applied to characterize the behavior of things T in
→
−
the universe with G L a globally mathematical elements in the
sense that if G is a closed family of graphs under union operation, B is a Banach or Hilbert space, then all Elements 1 or
→
−
→
−
2, i.e., G L with G ∈ G respectively form a Banach or Hilbert
flow space and closed under the action of differential and integral operators with a few generalized theorems in functionals.
Particularly, they can be used to characterize the dynamic behavior of things T , living or non-living bodies in the universe
by Euler-Lagrange equations
→
−
→
−
d ∂G L
∂G L
−
= O,
∂xi
dt ∂ ẋi
84

→
−
where, G L is the harmonic or continuity flow inherited in T ,
L(v, u) is the Lagrangian on edge (v, u) and O is the
 zero-flow
→
−0
→
−
G , i.e., a labeling 0 : (v, u) → 0 for (v, u) ∈ E G .
5

 
→
−
for ∀v ∈ V G .

1≤i≤n
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Human self-awareness

The original intention of science is to understand things in
the universe, promote the survival and development of humans ourself and then, construct a harmonious system of humans with the nature. Historically, human’s experience verified times that the more intruding with higher damage of humans on the nature, the more serious nature’s punishments on
humans society are. The leader is nothing else but humans
ourself in the couple of humans and the nature. As discussed
in the previous. Science has itself limitation and all of its
achievements is only the local or the partial, and what humans gotten maybe always a local conclusion on the reality
of things in the universe. For example, humans have not really understood the internal and external mechanism of planets, only hold on their’s laws by observations. In this case,
discussing the capture of asteroids for energy or human alien
migration is not realistic, and the result in harming to the universe is immeasurable.
Hence, science needs returning to a rational research on
the respecting with protecting of the nature, and abandons the
idea that humans are the center and wish to govern the universe by a limited understanding. Furthermore, we are need
also to distinguish a scientific research is for human survival
with development or only serves to human’s enjoying because
the later is causing the loss of human’s natural instincts sometimes. Science should returns to the theme of harmonious development of humans with the nature. While researching a
scientific problem, it should takes more times on the maybe
harming to humans and to the universe with extents for its application. In this case, is to discuss the destruction of the earth
then migrates to other planets or develops with the earth? In
addition, is to research the destruction of our universe and
then migrates to other universes? The answer is obvious because we have only one earth and one universe on which we
live. It can be only harmonious with but not destroying the
earth or the universe if we would like to a sustainable developing. Even if it were necessary to exploit the resources of
the earth or the universe, we should also be minimized the
natural intrusion and maximized the use of natural resources
constraint with a model of circular development.
We have faced survival problems such as those of population growth, food safety, health, environmental pollution and
resource depletion today. However, the greatest crisis facing humans is not the poverty or unfair allocation of natural
resources but the greed with ignorance, and hopefully to govern the universe by our own understanding or a realization
dependent on local or partial perception of the nature, particularly, the abusing of scientific achievements such as those
of the overdevelop or overuse of resources, vehicles, internet,
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farm chemicals and biological products. The main step for
out of the crisis needs the human self-awareness, i.e., abandoning their arrogance and developing harmoniously with the
nature because we have only a local or partial understanding
for reality of things in the universe. Even though we have established science on things T , it is only an understanding of
humans ourself on the earth, maybe not the reality of things
in the whole universe. Thus, the only viable way for human’s
continually generations is to develop with the nature.
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The Origin of Inertial Mass in the Spacetime Continuum
Pierre A. Millette
E-mail: PierreAMillette@alumni.uottawa.ca, Ottawa, Canada

In this paper, we revisit the nature of inertial mass as provided by the Elastodynamics of
the Spacetime Continuum (STCED). We note that, in addition to providing a physical
explanation for inertial mass and for wave-particle duality, it answers unresolved questions pertaining to mass: It provides a direct physical definition of mass independent of
the operational definition of mass currently used. It shows that, in general, a singular
“point” particle is not physically valid and that particles need to be given a finite volume
to avoid invalid results and give physically realistic ones. It confirms theoretically the
equivalence of inertial and gravitational mass. It demonstrates that Mach’s principle
(or conjecture) is incorrect in that inertia originates from the massive dilatation associated with a spacetime deformation, not from interaction with the average mass of the
universe. It shows that the electromagnetic field is transverse and massless, and that it
contributes to the particle’s total energy, but not to its inertial mass.
It must also be said that the origin of inertia is and
remains the most obscure subject in the theory of particles and fields. A. Pais, 1982 [1, p. 288]
... the notion of mass, although fundamental to physics, is still shrouded in mystery. M. Jammer, 2000 [2,
p. ix]

the trace of the strain tensor obtained by contraction, is the
volume dilatation ε defined as the change in volume per original volume [9, see pp. 149–152] and is an invariant of the
strain tensor. It should be noted that the structure of (1) is
similar to that of the field equations of general relativity,
Rµν − 21 gµν R = −κ T µν

(4)

where Rµν is the Ricci curvature tensor, R is its trace, κ =
4
In this paper, we revisit the nature of inertial mass as provided 8πG/c and G is the gravitational constant (see [3, Ch. 2] for
by the Elastodynamics of the Spacetime Continuum (STCED) more details).
[3, 4]. STCED is a natural extension of Einstein’s General
3 Inertial mass in STCED
Theory of Relativity which blends continuum mechanical and
general relativistic descriptions of the spacetime continuum. In STCED, as shown in [3,4], energy propagates in the spaceThe introduction of strains in the spacetime continuum as a time continuum (STC) as wave-like deformations which can
result of the energy-momentum stress tensor allows us to use, be decomposed into dilatations and distortions. Dilatations
by analogy, results from continuum mechanics, in particular involve an invariant change in volume of the spacetime conthe stress-strain relation, to provide a better understanding of tinuum which is the source of the associated rest-mass energy
density of the deformation. On the other hand, distortions
the general relativistic spacetime.
correspond to a change of shape (shearing) of the spacetime
2 Elastodynamics of the Spacetime Continuum
continuum without a change in volume and are thus massless.
Thus deformations propagate in the spacetime continuum
The stress-strain relation for an isotropic and homogeneous
by
longitudinal
(dilatation) and transverse (distortion) wave
spacetime continuum is given by [3, 4]
displacements. This provides a natural explanation for wave2µ̄0 εµν + λ̄0 gµν ε = T µν
(1) particle duality, with the massless transverse mode corresponding to the wave aspects of the deformations and the massive
where λ̄0 and µ̄0 are the Lamé elastic constants of the space- longitudinal mode corresponding to the particle aspects of the
time continuum: µ̄0 is the shear modulus (the resistance of deformations.
the spacetime continuum to distortions) and λ̄0 is expressed
The rest-mass energy density of the longitudinal mode is
in terms of κ̄0 , the bulk modulus (the resistance of the space- given by [4, see Eq. (32)]
time continuum to dilatations):
ρc2 = 4κ̄0 ε
(5)
λ̄0 = κ̄0 − µ̄0 /2
(2)
where ρ is the rest-mass density, c is the speed of light, κ̄0 is
in a four-dimensional continuum. T µν is the general relativis- the bulk modulus of the STC, and ε is the volume dilatation
tic energy-momentum stress tensor, εµν the spacetime contin- given by (3). Integrating over the 3-D space volume,
uum strain tensor resulting from the stresses, and
Z
Z
2
ρc
dV
=
4κ̄
ε dV3 ,
(6)
α
3
0
ε=ε ,
(3)
1
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α
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and using

mass: mass is the invariant change in volume of spacetime
m=
ρ dV3
(7) in the longitudinal propagation of energy-momentum in the
spacetime continuum.
V3
Note that the operational definition of mass (m = F/a)
in (6), where m is the rest mass (often denoted as m0 ) of the
is
still
needed to measure the mass of objects and compare
deformation, we obtain
them. Jammer covers the various operational and philosophimc2 = 4κ̄0 Vεs
(8) cal definitions of mass that have been proposed [2, Ch. 1].
Z

where
Vεs =

Z

ε dV3

3.2

Point particles

(9)

The fact that the mass of a particle corresponds to a finite
is the space volume dilatation corresponding to rest-mass m, spacetime volume dilatation Vεs shows that a singular “point”
and spacetime continuum volume dilatation ε is the solution particle is not physically valid. All particles occupy a finite
of the 4-D dilatational (longitudinal) wave equation [3, see volume, even if that volume can be very small. Problems
arising from point particles are thus seen to result from the
Eq. (3.35)]
2
ν
(2µ̄0 + λ̄0 ) ∇ ε = −∂ν X
(10) abstraction of representing some particles as point objects.
Instead, particles need to be given a finite volume to give
where ∇ and ∂ are the 4-D operators and X ν is the spacetime physically realistic results and avoid invalid results.
continuum volume force.
This demonstrates that mass is not independent of the 3.3 Equivalence of inertial and gravitational mass
spacetime continuum, but rather mass is part of the spacetime continuum fabric itself. Hence mass results from the di- Einstein’s general relativistic principle of equivalence of inlatation of the spacetime continuum in the longitudinal prop- ertial and gravitational mass can be given added confirmation
agation of energy-momentum in the spacetime continuum. in STCED. As shown in [5,7], the Ricci tensor can also be deMatter does not warp spacetime, but rather, matter is warped composed into dilatation and distortion components. The dispacetime (i.e. dilated spacetime). The universe consists of latation component can be shown to result in Poisson’s equathe spacetime continuum and energy-momentum that propa- tion for a newtonian gravitational potential [3, see Eq. (2.44)]
where the gravitational mass density is identical to the restgates in it by deformation of its structure.
It is interesting to note that Pais, in his scientific biogra- mass density identified in STCED. This confirms theoretically
the equivalence of inertial mass and gravitational mass, as
phy of Einstein ‘Subtle is the Lord...’, mentions [1, p. 253]
demonstrated experimentally within the accuracy currently
The trace of the energy momentum tensor does vanish
achievable [10].
for electromagnetic fields but not for matter.
V3

which is correct, as shown in [5, 6], where the zero trace of
the electromagnetic field energy-momentum stress tensor is
reflected in the zero mass of the photon. The missing link
in general relativity is the understanding that the trace of the
energy-momentum stress tensor is related to the trace of the
spacetime continuum strain tensor and is proportional to the
mass of matter as given by (5) and (8).
There are basic questions of physics that can be resolved
given this understanding of the origin of inertial mass. The
following sections deal with many of these unresolved questions.
3.1

Definition of mass

An important consequence of relations (5) and (8) is that they
provide a definition of mass. The definition of mass is still
one of the open questions in physics, with most authors adopting an indirect definition of mass based on the ratio of force to
acceleration [15, see Ch. 8]. However, mass is one of the fundamental dimensions of modern systems of units, and as such,
should be defined directly, not indirectly. This is a reflection
of the current incomplete understanding of the nature of mass
in physics. STCED provides a direct physical definition of

3.4

Mach’s principle

Mach’s principle, a terminology first used by Einstein [1, p.
287], was not explicitly stated by Mach, and hence various
takes on its statement exist. One of the better formulation
holds that one can determine rotation and hence define inertial
frames with respect to the fixed stars [11, see pp. 86–88]. By
extension, inertia would then be due to an interaction with the
average mass of the universe [11, see p. 17].
This principle played an important role in the initial development of general relativity by Einstein which is well documented by Pais [1, pp. 283–287]. It also had an impact on
the initial work performed in cosmology by Einstein who was
searching for a cosmological model that would be in accord
with Mach’s principle. Einstein’s evolving perspective on
Mach’s work is best summarized by Pais [1, p. 287]:
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So strongly did Einstein believe at that time in the relativity of inertia that in 1918 he stated as being on equal
footing three principles on which a satisfactory theory of gravitation should rest [Mach’s principle was
the third] ... In later years, Einstein’s enthusiasm for
Mach’s principle waned and finally vanished.
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Modifications of Einstein’s Theory of General Relativity have
been proposed in an attempt to incorporate Mach’s principle
into general relativity (see for example [12, 13]).
The book Gravitation and Inertia by Ciufolini and Wheeler [14], with its emphasis on geometrodynamics and its wellknown sayings “spacetime tells mass how to move and mass
tells spacetime how to curve” and “inertia here arises from
mass there”, explores these ideas in detail. However, it is
important to realize that this perspective is an interpretation
of Einstein’s field equations of general relativity (4). These
equations are simply a relation between the geometry of the
spacetime continuum and the energy-momentum present in
its structure. STCED shows that mass is not outside of the
spacetime continuum telling it how to curve (so to speak),
but rather mass is part of the spacetime continuum fabric itself participating in the curvature of the spacetime continuum.
The geometry of the spacetime continuum is generated by the
combination of all spacetime continuum deformations which
are composed of longitudinal massive dilatations and transverse massless distortions.
As shown in [3, §2.5], the geometry of spacetime used in
(4) can thus be considered to be a linear composition (represented by a sum) of STC deformations, starting with the total
energy-momentum generating the geometry of general relaµν
tivity, TGR
, being a composition of the energy-momentum of
the individual deformations of STCED, T SµνTCED :
X
µν
TGR
=
T SµνTCED .
(11)
Substituting into (11) from (1) and (4), we obtain
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continuum resulting from the combination of the many microscopic displacements of the spacetime continuum from equilibrium. The source of the inertia is thus in the massive dilatation associated with each deformation, and Mach’s principle
(or conjecture as it is also known) is seen to be incorrect.
3.5

Electromagnetic mass

The advent of Maxwell’s theory of electromagnetism in the
second half of the nineteenth century led to the possibility
of inertia resulting from electromagnetism, first proposed in
1881 by J. J. Thomson [15, see Chapter 11]. The application of the concept of electromagnetic mass to the electron
discovered by J. J. Thomson in 1897, by modelling it as a
small charged sphere, led to promising results [16, see Chapter 28]. One can then calculate the energy in the electron’s
electric field and divide the result by c2 . Alternatively, the
electromagnetic momentum of a moving electron can be calculated from Poynting’s vector and the electromagnetic mass
set equal to the factor multiplying the electron’s velocity vector. Different methods give different results.
Using the classical electron radius
r0 =

e2
me c2

(16)

where e is the electronic charge and me the mass of the electron, then the electromagnetic mass of the electron can be
written as
e2
mem = ke
(17)
r0 c2

where the factor ke depends on the assumed charge distribu(12) tion in the sphere and the method of calculation used. For
a surface charge distribution, ke = 2/3, while for a uniform
Contraction of (12) yields the relation
volume distribution, ke = 4/5. Numerous modifications were
attempted
to get mem = me [15, 16] with Poincaré introducing
X
1
R=
2(µ̄0 + 2λ̄0 ) ε
(13) non-electrical forces known as “Poincaré stresses” to get the
κ
desired result. This is a classical treatment that does not take
which, using (2) and (5), simplifies to
relativistic or quantum effects into consideration.
It should be noted that the simpler classical treatment of
X
X
1
R=
4 κ̄0 ε =
ρ c2
(14) the electromagnetic mass of the electron based purely on the
κ
electric charge density of the electron is a calculation of the
i.e. the curvature of the spacetime continuum arises from the static mass of the electron. In STCED, the charge density
ν
composition of the effect of individual deformations and is % can be calculated from the current density four-vector j
proportional to the rest-mass energy density present in the (see [3, §4.3])
ϕ0 2µ̄0 + λ̄0 ;ν
spacetime continuum. Substituting for R/κ from (14) into
jν =
ε
(18)
µ0 2µ̄0
(12), and rearranging terms, we obtain
−

i
1 h µν 1 µν i X h
R −2g R =
2µ̄0 εµν + λ̄0 gµν ε .
κ

where ϕ0 is the STC electromagnetic shearing potential con(15) stant, which has units of [V · s · m−2 ] or equivalently [T], µ0
is the electromagnetic permeability of free space, and ε;ν can
Eqs. (14) and (15) give the relation between the micro- be written as the dilatation current ξν = ε;ν . Substituting for
scopic description of the strains (i.e. deformations of the spa- jν from (18) in the relation [23, see p. 94]
cetime continuum) and the macroscopic description of the
gravitational field in terms of the curvature of the spacetime
jν jν = %2 c2 ,
(19)
i
1 µν X h
R =
(λ̄0 + µ̄0 )gµν ε − 2µ̄0 εµν .
κ
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Since [velocity v] depends on the choice of [reference
frame] S relative to which it is being measured, [relativistic mass m∗ ] also depends on S and is consequently a relativistic quantity and not an intrinsic property of the particle.

we obtain the expression for the charge density
%=

1 ϕ0 2µ̄0 + λ̄0 p ;ν
ε ε;ν .
2 µ0 c 2µ̄0

(20)

Note the difference between the electromagnetic permeability of free space µ0 and the Lamé elastic constant µ̄0 used to
denote the spacetime continuum shear modulus.
We see that the charge density derives from the norm of
the gradient of the volume dilatation ε, i.e.
p
kε;ν k = ε;ν ε;ν
s
!2
!2
!2
!2
(21)
∂ε
∂ε
∂ε
1 ∂ε
=
+
+
+ 2
∂x
∂y
∂z
c ∂t
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Using the effective mass, we can write the energy E as the
sum of the proper mass and the kinetic energy K of the body,
which is typically written as
E = m∗ c2 = m0 c2 + K .

(27)

If the particles are subjected to forces, these stresses must be
included in the energy-momentum stress tensor, and hence
added to K. Thus we see that the inertial mass corresponds
to the proper or rest mass of a body, while relativistic mass
in cartesian coordinates, and from the above, (20) becomes
does not represent an actual increase in the inertial mass of
a body, just its total energy (see Taylor and Wheeler [17],
1 ϕ0 2µ̄0 + λ̄0 ;ν
kε k .
(22) Okun [18–20], Oas [21, 22]).
%=
2 µ0 c 2µ̄0
Considering the energy-momentum stress tensor of the
The charge density is a manifestation of the spacetime fabric electromagnetic field, we can show that T α = 0 as expected
α
itself, however it does not depend on the volume dilatation for massless photons, while
ε, only on its gradient, and it does not contribute to inertial

0 2
mass as given by (5). The electromagnetic mass calculation is
T 00 =
E + c2 B2 = Uem
(28)
2
based on the energy in the electron’s electric field and we now
consider electromagnetic field energy in STCED to clarify its
is the total energy density, where Uem is the electromagnetic
contribution, if any, to inertial mass. This also covers the
field energy density, 0 is the electromagnetic permittivity of
calculation of electromagnetic mass from the Poynting vector.
free space, and E and B have their usual significance for the
3.6 Electromagnetic field energy in the spacetime con- electric and magnetic fields (see [3, §5.3]). As m0 = 0 for the
electromagnetic field, the electromagnetic field energy then
tinuum
needs to be included in the K term in (27).
As shown in [8], the correct special relativistic relation for
In general, the energy relation in special relativity is quamomentum p is given by
dratic, given by
E 2 = m20 c4 + p2 c2 ,
(29)
p = m0 u ,
(23)
where m0 is the proper or rest mass, u is the velocity with
respect to the proper time τ, given by u = γv, where
γ=

1
1−


β2 1/2

,

where p is the momentum. Making use of the effective mass
(26) allows us to obtain (25) from (29) [6], starting from

(24)

m∗2 c4 = γ2 m20 c4 = m20 c4 + p2 c2 .

(30)

This section provides a description of the electromagnetic
field energy using a quadratic energy relation which corresponds to the more complete classical treatment of the electromagnetic mass of the electron based on the Poynting vector
of the electron in motion.
In STCED, energy is stored in the spacetime continuum
where the relativistic mass m∗ is given by
as strain energy [6]. As seen in [4, see Section 8.1], the strain
energy density of the spacetime continuum is separated into
m∗ = γm0 .
(26)
two terms: the first one expresses the dilatation energy denEq. (25), compared to (23), shows that relativistic mass m∗ sity (the mass longitudinal term) while the second one exis an effective mass which results from dealing with dynamic presses the distortion energy density (the massless transverse
equations in the local time t instead of the invariant proper term):
E = Ek + E⊥
(31)
time τ. The relativistic mass energy m∗ c2 corresponds to the
total energy of an object (invariant proper mass plus kinetic
where
energy) measured with respect to a given frame of reference
1
1 2 4
Ek = κ̄0 ε2 ≡
ρc ,
(32)
[8]. As noted by Jammer [2, p. 41],
2
32κ̄0
β = v/c, and v is the velocity with respect to the local time
t. When dealing with dynamic equations in the local time t
instead of the invariant proper time τ, momentum p is given
by
p = m∗ v ,
(25)
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ρ is the rest-mass density of the deformation, and
E⊥ = µ̄0 eαβ eαβ =

1 αβ
t tαβ ,
4µ̄0

with the strain distortion
eαβ = εαβ − e s gαβ

Electromagnetic mass is thus seen to be an unsuccessful
attempt to account for the inertial mass of a particle from its
(33) electromagnetic field energy. The electromagnetic field contributes to the particle’s total energy, but not to its inertial
mass which STCED shows originates in the particle’s dilatation energy density (the mass longitudinal term) which is zero
(34) for the electromagnetic field.

and the strain dilatation e s = 14 εα α . Similarly for the stress
distortion tαβ and the stress dilatation t s . Then the dilatation
(massive) strain energy density of the deformation is given by
the longitudinal strain energy density (32) and the distortion
(massless) strain energy density of the deformation is given
by the transverse strain energy density (33).
As shown in [3, §5.3.1] for the electromagnetic field, the
longitudinal term is given by
Ek = 0

(35)

as expected [24, see pp. 64–66]. This result thus shows that
the rest-mass energy density of the electromagnetic field, and
hence of the photon is zero, i.e. the photon is massless. The
transverse term is given by [3, §5.3.2]
" 
#
2 4
1
02 E 2 + c2 B2 − 2 S 2
(36)
E⊥ =
4µ̄0
c
or
E⊥ =

#
"
1
1
Uem 2 − 2 S 2
µ̄0
c

(37)

where Uem = 12 0 (E 2 + c2 B2 ) is the electromagnetic field energy density as before and S is the magnitude of the Poynting
vector. The Poynting four-vector is defined as [3, §5.4]
S ν = (cUem , S) ,

(38)

where Uem is the electromagnetic field energy density, and S
is the Poynting vector. Furthermore, S ν satisfies
∂ν S ν = 0 .
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(39)

4

Discussion and conclusion

In this paper, we have revisited the nature of inertial mass
as provided by the Elastodynamics of the Spacetime Continuum (STCED) which provides a better understanding of
general relativistic spacetime. Mass is shown to be the invariant change in volume of spacetime in the longitudinal
propagation of energy-momentum in the spacetime continuum. Hence mass is not independent of the spacetime continuum, but rather mass is part of the spacetime continuum
fabric itself.
STCED provides a direct physical definition of mass. In
addition, it answers many of the unresolved questions that
pertain to the nature of mass:
• The mass of a particle corresponds to a finite spacetime
volume dilatation Vεs and particles need to be given a
finite volume (as opposed to “point particles”) to give
physically realistic results and avoid invalid results.
• It confirms theoretically the equivalence of inertial and
gravitational mass.
• The source of inertia is in the massive dilatation associated with each deformation, and Mach’s principle (or
conjecture), which holds that inertia results from interaction with the average mass of the universe, is seen to
be incorrect.
• The electromagnetic field is transverse and massless,
and has no massive longitudinal component. It has energy, but no rest mass, and hence no inertia. The electromagnetic field contributes to the particle’s total energy, but not to its inertial mass.

STCED thus provides a physical model of the nature of inertial mass, which also includes an explanation for waveparticle duality. This model leads to the clarification and resolution of unresolved and contentious questions pertaining to
(40) inertial mass and its nature.

Using definition (38) in (37), we obtain the transverse massless energy density of the electromagnetic field
E⊥ =

1
S νS ν .
µ̄0 c2

Received on May 27, 2019

The indefiniteness of the location of the field energy referred
to by Feynman [16, see p. 27-6] is thus resolved: the electromagnetic field energy resides in the distortions (transverse
displacements) of the spacetime continuum.
Hence the electromagnetic field is transverse and massless, and has no massive longitudinal component. The electromagnetic field has energy, but no rest mass, and hence no
inertia. From STCED, we see that electromagnetism as the
source of inertia is not valid.
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Both theoretical models and experimental results have indicated that a body surrounded
by plasma is negatively charged to a potential around 2-3 times greater than the thermal
potential of the ambient plasma. This potential difference shows that the body holds
some extra electric charge. In this paper, we formulate an expression to compute the
extra electric charge from the ambient plasma. It is shown that the total electric charge
on a body basically depends on its size and the characteristics of the ambient plasma.
When the body size is big or the ambient plasma is dense, the extra electric charge is
large. Since all solar planets are imbedded within the solar wind plasma, they may also
be charged due to the same physics. Analyzing the charging behavior of planets, we
find that the solar planets are significantly charged. The circular electric currents or
charge flows caused by planets’s spinning produce magnetic fields. The magnetic fields
predicted by the present space charge model basically agree with the measurements on
the global magnetic fields of planets (including the Moon). Also, the polarity biases and
reversals of planet magnetic fields are discussed. Therefore, a possible explanation for
the origin of the magnetic fields of planets is proposed.

1

Introduction

showed that this disc dynamo was damped and cannot maintain such a field very long. Later, other dynamo theories were
The origin of the geomagnetic field has been puzzling physi- developed, such as magnetohydrodynamic dynamo, kinecists for hundreds of years. In 1600, Willian Gilbert believed matic dynamo, turbulent hydromagnetic dynamo, and so on
that the Earth is permanently magnetized, like a giant mag- [15-22]. Although it is generally accepted today that the genet. Albert Einstein considered the origin of the geomagnetic omagnetic field arises from dynamo action in the Earth’s liqfield to be one of the five most important unsolved problems uid outer core, there is no viable hydrodynamic geodynamo
in physics. So far, tons of data on the geomagnetism have model as described by McFadden and Merrill [23] because
been accumulated [1]. In general, the geomagnetic field re- there are so many unclear parameters being included in the
sembles the field generated by a dipole magnet located at the governing equations.
center of the Earth. The locations of the north and south geThe study of the magnetic fields of planets offers the key
omagnetic poles are randomly varied and reverse each other to an understanding of the origin of the geomagnetic field.
at irregular periods [2-4]. The intensity of the geomagnetic Until recently, information about the magnetic fields of planfield is transiently changed and in average about 0.5 G, which ets came mostly from indirect measurements or from flyby
is slowly decayed. It is generally believed that the geomag- missions. The measurements are generally sparse in both spanetic field is affected by various external events, such as the tial and temporal distribution and only provide us a first-order
tides, aurora, solar flares, sunspots, and so on.
picture of the magnetic fields of planets.
In order to explain the geomagnetic phenomena, various
The solar planets can be conveniently classified into two
models have been proposed, which are conveniently classi- types (type-I and type-II) according to their magnetic fields
fied into dynamo and non-dynamo models. As a non-dynamo being local or global. A type-I planet has a weak global magmodel, the permanent magnetization of the Earth could not netic field, such as Venus, Mars, or Pluto (also the Moon).
explain the polarity reversals of the geomagnetic field. The These planets are almost naked to the solar wind plasmas becharge separation arising from the thermoelectric effect is, cause of lack of (or very weak) magnetospheres [24]. Their
however, relatively small in comparison with the geomag- atmospheres are usually not strong enough to sheath out the
netic field [5]. In addition, some other effects were suggested solar wind and partially ionized especially at the upstream.
- such as the gyromagnetic effect, the hall effect, the gal- However, the type-II planets (including Mercury, Earth,
vanomagnetic effect, the differential rotation effect, the elec- Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune) have strong global
tromagnetic induction by magnetic storms, and the Nernst- magnetic fields. The solar wind plasmas are separated from
Ettinghauser effect, etc. [6-11].
these planets by their powerful magnetospheres except at
Larmor [12-13] was the first to suggest that large astro- their poles. The solar wind electric currents can still internomical bodies might have magnetic fields that arise from a act with the Earth through partially ionizing the neutral atoms
self-exciting dynamo process. However, Cowling [14] in the atmosphere at the poles. The early measurements did
92
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show that electric currents were observed in both the air and
the Earth during aurora taking place [25-27].
Dynamo theorists suggested that the global magnetic
fields of the type-II planets were excited due to their interior dynamo actions, which are critically dependent of the
size and spin of the planets. The main reason Venus lacks
a dynamo is because it spins slower than the Earth does. The
reason Mars lacks a dynamo is because it is smaller than the
Earth. However, Mercury probably has a dynamo action even
though it is smaller and its spinning period is longer than
Mars. A dynamo model may not easily answer why Mercury
has a dynamo but Mars does not.
In this paper, a theoretical space charge model for the origin of the global magnetic fields of planets is proposed. The
purpose of this paper is not to be against dynamo theories instead of to suggest another possibility. According to the space
charge physics, a body floating in the space plasma will be
charged. This phenomenon has been actually observed during
space experiments. The electric charge on a large conducting
spherical body is further derived. If the body is spinning,
the electric charge will generate a circular electric current,
which induces a magnetic field. It is shown that the induced
magnetic field depends not only on the size and spin period
of the body, but also on the characteristics of the ambient
plasma. For very large bodies, such as planets, the induced
magnetic fields could be as big as the measurements. Analyzing the magnetic fields and electric charging processes of
the two types of planets results in a consistent explanation for
the magnetic fields of all planets, including the Moon. The
polarity biases and reversals of the planet magnetic fields are
also discussed with this model. In addition, it should be noted
that this model has not included the effects of atmosphere,
body motion, and plasma instabilities on current collection.
The relative motion between the body and the environmental plasma was shown to increase current collection along the
magnetic field lines [28]. The field aligned current-driven instabilities was shown to greatly heat charged particles [29-30]
and hence can also increase the current collected by the body.
2

Space Charging

Experimentally and theoretically, it has been shown that a
satellite moving (or floating) in space plasmas itself becomes
usually negatively charged, since the number of electrons incident on its surface is greater than the number of ions [31]
(see Figure 1a). The absorption of electrons and ions essentially depends on the size of the body, the surface potential,
the material properties of the body, and the state of the ambient plasma. In some special cases, a body may be positively
charged.
The amount of electric charges and the absolute value of
potential increase as long as the number of electrons and the
number of ions being absorbed on its surface are not identical. Since the increasing potential slows down the electric
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Fig. 1: Schematic diagrams for space charge model. (a) Without a
neutral gas layer; (b) with a neutral gas layer.

accumulating processes, an ”equilibrium” state for charge accumulating (i.e. a state in which the total electric current incident on the body is equal to zero) is finally attained if the
ambient plasma is vast. In this situation, the electric potential
at the surface of the body, is determined by
s
2kB T e
kB T e
ln
= −αφth .
(1)
φ0 ' −
e
πme V02
Here the potential at infinite distance (or outside the plasma
sheath) has been chosen to be zero; kB is the Boltzmann constant; e is the proton electric charge; the subscript e refers
to the electron species; T e is the electron temperature; me is
the electron mass; V0 is the velocity of the body relative to
the ambient plasma - which is generally much larger than the
ion thermal velocity and less than the electron thermal velocity; φth is the thermal potential which is defined by kB T e /e;
and α is the factor which is given by the nature logarithm in
Eq. (1). For example, we consider that a spherical body is
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moving in the ionosphere plasma. The thermal potential is
φth ∼ 0.11 V if T e ∼ 0.1 eV is chosen for the plasma. The
factor α is α ∼ 2.58 if V0 = 8 km/s is chosen for the body.
Then the electric potential at the body surface is estimated
as φ0 ∼ −0.3 V, which is in agreement with space measurements. For a motionless or slowly moving body (i.e., V0 = 0
or much smaller than the ion thermal velocity), the result is
φ0 ∼ 2.57 V [32].
If the body is separated from the plasma by a thin layer
of neutral gas (see Figure 1b), the region of neutral gas will
get extra electrons since the electrons incident into the neutral gas region are more than the ions. For a quasi-neutral
plasma the number of electrons entering the neutral gas in a
unit time through a unit area is determined as the electron
flux (n0 v̄e /4), which is much greater than that of ion (n0 v̄i /4).
Here n0 is the number density of electron (or ion) of the quasineutral plasma; v̄e and v̄i are the mean velocity of electrons
and ions, respectively. These extra electrons will diffuse toward the body because both the electron density and the electric potential have gradients. That is to say, the body will
be charged. The total amount of electric charge distributed
on the body and within the neutral gas should be generally
greater than that without the gas layer. In present study, we
limit our analyses in cases of very thin layer and hence ignore
the effects of neutral gas on the charge of the body.
If the electric potential distribution is given, the electric
charge on the body can be obtained. For a spherical body
within a medium (including free space, dielectric medium,
plasma, etc.), the density of electric charge distributed on the
body surface is given by
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solving the Poisson equation,
j=e

52 φ = −

1X
n jq j.
 j=i

(4)

For a body with size much greater than the Debye length,
however, the potential near the body can be approximately
obtained only by solving the one-dimensional Poisson equation,

ne0 e  −φ/φth
d2 φ
=−
e
+ eφ/φth .
(5)
2

dr
Here the Boltzmann number density distributions have been
applied for both electrons and ions. Integrating Eq. (5) one
times with respect to r, we obtain
r

2ne0 eφth −φ/φth
dφ
e
+ eφ/φth − 2 .
(6)
=
dr

At the surface of the body (i.e. at r = a), it becomes
r
dφ
2kB T e ne0 −α
(e + eα − 2).
=
dr r=a


(7)

By substituting Eq. (7) into Eq. (3), we obtain a formula to
estimate the electric charge of a large conducting body floating in space plasmas
p
Qb = −4πa2 20 kB T e ne0 (e−α + eα − 2),
(8)

where the dielectric permittivity has been replaced to that of
free space, since we do not consider a very dense plasma.
Therefore, the body is in general to be negatively charged.
The amount of charge on the body depends not only on the
dφ
,
(2) size and potential of the body but also on the temperature and
σb = −
dr r=a
density of the ambient plasma.
Now we consider the case in which a body is moving relwhere a is the radius of the body; φ is the electric potential ative to the ambient plasma. When the velocity of the body is
distribution; r is the radial coordinate; and  is the dielectric in the range of, vT e  V0  vT i , the number density of ions
permittivity. For a static (or slowly moving) electrically con- near the body is no longer the Boltzmann distribution, where
ducting body, the density of electric charge on the surface is vT e and vT i are the thermal velocities of electrons and ions. In
constant. Hence, the total electric charge of the body is
the upstream, the number density of ions is not interfered by
the body if the body surface does not reflect particles. In the
downstream, however, the number density of ions is almost
2 dφ
Qb = −4πa
,
(3)
zero since the ions slowly respond to the motion of the body.
dr r=a
In this case, the total electric charge on the body surface (or
In the free space, a spherical body with a = 1 m and φ0 = Eq. 3) is similarly derived as
−0.2 V will be charged to Qb = 4π0 aφ0 ∼ −2 × 10−11
!
dφR
dφF
Coulomb.
+
,
(9)
Qb = −2π0 a2
dr r=a
dr r=a
If the medium is plasma, however, the relationship between the total electric charge and the electric potential of where φF and φR are the electric potential distributions in the
the body will be complex. The total electric charge or the upstream and downstream, respectively. The electric potennumbers of electrons and ions being absorbed by a body es- tial distributions can be determined by
sentially depends not only on the potential and size of the
"
!#
body, but also on the state of plasma. In this case, the electric
d 2 φF
ne0 e
φF
=−
1 − exp
,
(10)
potential distribution must be generally determined through
0
φth
dr2
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!
d2 φR ne0 e
φR
=
exp
.
0
φth
dr2
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ne0 = 106 cm3 , and V0 = 8 km/s. Substituting T e and V0
into Eq. (1) we show that the conducting satellite is charged
By integrating both Eq. (10) and Eq. (11) with respect to r to a potential equal to ∼ −2.6φth ; that is, α ∼ 2.6. Substituting a, T e , ne0 , and the value of α into Eq. (8) (or Eq. 14)
once, we obtain the electric fields at the surface as
we obtain the electric charge of the satellite, Q s ' 2 × 10−8
r
F
Coulomb, which is much larger than that in the free space.
2kB T e ne0 α
dφ
(e − α),
=
(12) Furthermore, if the satellite is self-rotated with a spin period,
dr r=a
0
τ s = 1 seconds, the induced magnetic field, from Eq. (9), will
r
be Bs = 2 × 10−11 Gausses, which is quite small. It should
R
dφ
2kB T e ne0 α
(e − 1).
=
(13) be noted that the rotation of the satellite does not significantly
dr r=a
0
affect the ambient plasma because the linear speed at the surBy substituting Eq. (12) and Eq. (13) into Eq. (9), we obtain face due to body rotation is much smaller than the thermal
the total electric charge of the body as
velocities of ions and electrons. The presented model does
not include the magnetic field effect on the body charging (or
√

p
√
Qb = −2πa2 20 kB T e ne0 eα − α + eα − 1 .
(14) current collection) process. If the magnetic field or the body
electric potential is not high, such effect is negligible [33].
This expression gives a value much greater than that from Eq.
(8) if α  1. When α is not small, however, the result from
3 The magnetic fields of the Moon and planets
Eq. (14) approaches that from Eq. (8).
If the body is spinning, the electric charge on the body Now, employing the space charging model proposed above,
surface will generate an electric circular current. This current we study the magnetic fields of the Moon and planets. The
then induces a magnetic field with poles on the spinning axis. predictions on the magnetic fields are compared with the meaThe maximum value of the magnetic field is derived as
surements.
According to the space charge model, the magnetic field
π Qb
B = − µ0 ,
(15) of a body is determined by giving the five parameters: the
4
τ
size and spin period of the body, the density and temperature
where µ0 is the permeability of free space, µ0 = 4π × 10−7 of the plasma, and the velocity of the plasma flow. Table 1
H/m; τ is the spin period of the body; and Qb is given by shows the interplanetary conditions for the Moon and planets
either Eq. (8) or Eq. (14) according to the motion of the [34-35]. The solar wind velocity, density, and temperature are
shown in the third to fifth column. The magnetic field of the
body.
Since the circular current is induced by the self-rotation solar wind near each planet and the distance between the Sun
of a charged body other than by the electric charges moving and each planet are also shown in this table (see the sixth and
on the body, the magnetic field induced by the circular cur- second columns). The radii and spin periods of the Moon and
rent (Eq. 15) is independent of the conductivity of the body planets are shown in the second and third columns in Tables
surface. If the body surface is made of insulate (i.e., infinite 2 and 3.
As mentioned in the Introduction, the Moon and type-I
conductivity) material, the density of electric charge will not
be constant. In this case, we need to integrate Eq. 2 on the planets (e.g. Venus, Mars, and Pluto) are almost naked to the
entire body surface to obtain the total charge. It is generally
believed that all solar planets are not made of insulate materials. Therefore, this magnetic field formula (Eq. 15) can be Table 1: Interplanetary properties: Distance to the Sun LSun (AU),
generally employed to predict the induced magnetic field of a Solar Wind Velocity VSW (km/s), Density nSW (cm−3 ), Temperature
self-rotated large conducting body, such as an orbit satellite, (104 K), and Magnetic Field (nT).
the Moon, and the solar planets. The required parameters are
Planet
LSun VSW
nS W
T S W BS W
the radius of the body, the spinning period of the body, the veMercury
0.4
430
50
20
35
locity of the body relative to plasma flow, the electron temperVenus
0.7
430
14
17
10
ature of the ambient plasma, and the non-perturbed density of
Earth (or Moon)
1
430
7
15
6
the ambient plasma. The induced magnetic field will be great
Mars
1.5
430
3
13
3
when the body is large, the spin is fast, and the plasma is
Jupiter
5.2
430
1/4
9
1
dense. According to the presented model the Mercury magSaturn
9.6
430
1/16
7
1/2
netic field could be greater than the Mars magnetic field beUranus
19
430
1/50
6
1/4
cause the solar wind plasma around Mercury is much denser
Neptune
30
430 1/160
5
1/7
than that around Mars.
Saturn
39
430 1/200
4
1/10
For an orbit satellite with a conducting spherical surface,
the typical required parameters are, a = 1 m, T e = 1500 K,
(11)
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Fig. 2: (a) Relationship between planetary magnetic moment and
angular momentum by the original magnetic Bode’s law (Russell
1987). (b) Relationship between planetary magnetic moment and the
core radius by the dynamo theory-based scaling law (Busse 1976.
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tively predict their present magnetic fields. For the Moon, the
required five parameters are, a = 1.738×106 m, T e ∼ 1.5×105
K, ne0 ∼ 7 cm−3 , V0 = 430 km/s, and τ M = 2.36 × 105 seconds. At first, using T e and V0 , we show, from Eq. 1, that the
Moon is charged to a potential equal to ∼ −φth (that is, α ∼ 1,
with this value of α, the Eq. 14 predicts a result without a significant difference from Eq. 8). Then, substituting a, T e , ne0 ,
and the value of α into Eq. 8 (or Eq. 14), we can obtain the
electric charge of the Moon, Q M ∼ −640 Coulomb. Finally
from Eq. 9, the induce lunar magnetic field (BM ) predicted
by the present model is about BM ∼ 3 nT. The measurements
actually indicate that the intensity of the global magnetic field
of the Moon does not exceed 2 to 3 nT (Table 2; [36]).
For Venus, the prediction on the magnetic field by the
present model is about 6 nT, which agrees with the measurements. Space experiments indicated that the intrinsic value of
the magnetic field at the surface of Venus could not be greater
than 5 nT [37].
For Mars, the prediction on the magnetic field by the
present model is about 200 nT. In the 1970s, the soviet Mars 3
and 5 probes measured a field about 30 - 60 nT near the equator, at periapisis (at an altitude of 1500 km) [38-40]. Since the
magnetic field of Mars on its surface is several times greater
(for the Earth, the factor is ∼ 2 − 4) than that measured at an
altitude of 1500 km, the Mars’ magnetic field could be as big
as 150 nT, which also agrees with the present model prediction.
We also predict the magnetic field for Pluto although we
have not had any measurement available so far. Based on the
present model, the Pluto’s magnetic field is estimated to be
about 0.1 nT, which is ordinarily the same as the magnetic
field of the solar wind there. Therefore, the predictions by the
space charge model on the magnetic fields of the Moon and
the type-I planets basically agree with the measurements (see
Table 2, [36-40].
For the type-II planets (such as the Earth), however, we
cannot directly obtain the present magnetic fields from Eqs.
1, 8, and 9 because the solar wind plasmas are separated from
these planets by their strong magnetospheres. But, we can apply the present model to estimate the ancient magnetic fields
of planets if the characteristics of the initial solar wind are
known. The following gives some analyses for the type-II

solar wind plasmas (actually, they have very thin and weak
gas (or atmosphere) layers). The condition, vT e  V0  vT i , Table 2: Model predictions on B for the type-I planets including
which is used for the deduction of Eq. 14, is generally satis- Moon and Pluto in comparison with data B0 .
fied for the Moon and the type-I planets. In this case, the amPlanet R (km) τ (105 s) B0 (nT) B (nT)
bient plasma is the solar wind, which has speed ∼ 400 km/s
5
Venus
6055
210
≤5
6
and temperature T e ∼ T i ∼ 10 K. It is not difficult to show
Moon
1738
23.6
≤3
3
that the solar wind speed is much smaller than the electron
Mars
3398
0.886
∼ 150
200
thermal speed but much greater than the ion thermal speed.
Pluto
1150
5.519
∼
0.1
Therefore, the space charging model proposed in the previous
section (i.e. Eq. 14) can be directly employed to quantita96
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planet magnetic fields based on the evolutionary characteristics of solar system. In the next section, the type-II planet
magnetic fields are further discussed through considering the
polar aurora plasmas as their charging sources. If so, the
present model can still be used and predicts results closer to
the measurements.
It is widely believed that the Sun went through FU Orionis and T-Tauri phases of evolution [1, 41]. A T-Tauri (in
the pre-main sequence) star is partially characterized by violent outbursts of material, very strong magnetic field, and an
increased luminosity of about six magnitudes. Observations
actually indicated very massive winds from these early-type
stars [42]. Preliminary results from the studies of meteorites
and lunar rocks also indicated that the average solar wind
speed might have been considerably greater some 3 − 4 × 109
years ago [42,43].
Thus, it is reasonable to assume that the Sun initially emitted a strong solar wind. During that time period, all our planets were greatly charged from such massive solar wind plasmas and induced magnetic fields with different intensities due
to their different sizes and rotation speeds. If the initial solar
wind is ∼ 103 − 106 times denser than the present solar wind,
the ancient (or initial) magnetic fields are some tens to thousands times greater than the present fields for the Moon and
the type-I planets. For the type-II planets, the ratios of the ancient fields to the present fields are in the range of ∼ 1 − 100.
Thus, the planets with small size and slowly spinning (such as
the Moon and type-I planets) also excited considerably great
intrinsic magnetic fields, which probably had magnetospherelike structures during early periods. However, their magnetic
fields are easily decayed as the solar wind becomes weak due
to their weak abilities to maintain such fields. Large, fast
spinning planets (such as the type-II planets) developed very
strong magnetic fields and formed powerful magnetospheres
- which are also decayed, but relatively more stable than the
type-I planets, because they last a longer time in the decaying
process.
Observations show that the planet’s magnetic field is
stronger if its magnetosphere is bigger. According to the presented model, the denser the ambient plasma is, the more
charge the body is charged, which is proportional to the induced magnetic field. For the type-II planets (e.g. the Earth),
the nearest ambient plasma is the plasmasphere (ionopshere)
or the aurora plasma in the pole regions. For these plasmas
(see [44]), the electron or ion density is ∼ 105 to 106 cm−3
which is much denser than the solar wind plasma. The electron or ion temperature is ∼ 103 to 104 K. In these regions,
most of ions are O+ , which has a thermal velocity around
1 km/s, which is much less than the minimum speed (∼ 8
km/s) for a particle to escape out by overcoming the Earth
gravitation. Therefore, the Earth’s (as well as other type II
planets’) gravity may maintain its magnetic field (or magnetosphere) through trapping the particles of plasmasphere or
plasma in the aurora regions. The magnetic field itself also
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helps the planet to trap the particles of magnetosphere. The
electrons can be trapped by the ions although the electron
thermal velocity may be greater than the minimum escaping
speed. Within a relative stable solar wind, the value of the
magnetic field or the size of the formed magnetosphere actually depends on the planet gravity. The bigger the gravity is,
the stronger the magnetic field is or the bigger the magnetosphere forms if the other parameters are the same.
The results predicted by the present model are very high
in absolute values under the assumption that the ancient solar
wind density varied in the range of 103 −106 times denser than
the present value. During such a long time interval, the planets’ magnetic fields were greatly decreased when the solar
wind density was greatly decreased. For the type-II planets,
we have compared (in the following several paragraphs) the
relative results predicted by the present model on the ancient
magnetic fields of planets with the measurements and found
a good agreement between them.
The fourth column of Table 3 shows the measurements of
the magnetic fields for the type-II planets, which are normalized by dividing the geomagnetic field. A 300 nT magnetic
field was measured for Mercury [45]; a 15 Gausses magnetic
field at the north pole was measured for Jupiter [46]; and orderly ∼ 1 Gausses’ magnetic fields were measured for Saturn,
Uranus, and Neptune [47]. The fifth column of Table 3 shows
the predictions of the ancient magnetic fields for the typeII planets, which are normalized by the ancient geomagnetic
field. Comparing the fourth column with the fifth column
of Table 3, we found that the normalized ancient magnetic
fields of planets predicted by the space charging model basically agree with the present field measurements [45-48]. The
Saturn’s magnetic field (or magnetosphere) could be decayed
more than the Jupiter’s probably due to the lower gravity (or
density) of Saturn.
The decays of planet magnetic fields were probably affected by their gravitation. It is reasonable to assume that a
planet with large gravity has more power to maintain its magnetosphere through trapping its particles. To consider such
gravity effect, we propose a formula for the present magnetic
field of a type-II planet by introducing an arbitrary coefficient,

Table 3: Model predictions on B/Be for ancient magnetic field for
the type-II planets in comparison with data B0 /Be for present magnetic field.

Planet
Mercury
Earth
Jupiter
Saturn
Uranus
Neptune
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R (km)
2439
6371
71600
60000
25600
24765

τ (105 s)
51
0.864
0.354
0.368
0.621
0.567

B0 /Be
∼ 1/100
≤1
∼ 30
∼2
∼1
∼ 1/2

B/Be
1/130
1
45
13
1
1/2
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f (g), to the Eq. 15 as
π
Qb
B = − µ0 f (g) ,
4
τ

(16)

where g is the gravity at the planet surface and Qb is the body
charge of the planet, which is given by either Eq. 8 or Eq. 14.
Then, the magnetic moment of the planet can be derived as
M=−

2π 2
Qb
a f (g) .
3
τ

(17)

It can be seen that the magnetic moment of the planet is proportional to a4 because of Qb ∝ a2 . It is also proportional
to the square root of the solar wind pressure and inversely
proportional to the planet spin period. On the other hand,
the magnetic Bode’s law also called the Shuster or the Blackett hypothesis established that the magnetic moments of the
planets were proportional to their angular moments (see Figure 2a and [49-50]). The scaling law predicted that the planet
magnetic moments were proportional to the rotation rate
times the fourth power of the core radius (see Figure 2b and
[51]).
In order to compare the results predicted by the present
space charging model with the predictions by either the magnetic Bode’s law or by the scaling law, we plot our model
predictions on the magnetic moments of the type-II planets
versus the observations in Figure 3. The magnetic moments
from both the model predictions and the observations are normalized to the Earth and are shown in log scales. Figure 3a
has not included the gravitation effect and Figure 3b gives the
results with the gravitation effect by assuming that the coefficient is linearly proportional to the gravity ( f (g) ∝ g). The
observation data are from [1].
4

Discussions and Conclusions

In this section, we briefly discuss the following items: 1) current collection of planets with magnetospheres and 2) the polarity biases and reversals of the magnetic fields of planets.
Then, we give our conclusions of this study.
Although the Earth and other type-II planets are not completely naked to the solar wind plasmas, their poles are widely
opened to the outer space due to the double funnel magnetic
structures. The solar and interstellar winds as well as the energetic particles can easily, through the magnetic field lines
(or double funnels), come down into the polar regions of the
planets to excite and to ionize the gases near the surfaces.
This is the phenomena of aurora. The aurora plasmas are
much denser than the solar wind plasma. The density of a
typical aurora plasma could be as high as ∼ 105 to 106 cm−3
which is much denser than the solar wind plasma with density less than ∼ 100 cm−3 [44]. Therefore, these planets are
probably charged at their poles especially during aurora taking place. The early experimental measurements showed that
electric currents were actually observed in the air and in the
98

Fig. 3: Planetary magnetic moments normalized to the Earth predicted by the space charge model versus those from measurements.
(a) Without the gravity effect; (b) with the gravity effect.

Earth while the aurora was taking place [25-27]. The correlation between the Earth current and the geomagnetic activity
was also found. It is interesting that if we consider the aurora
plasma as the source plasma to charge the Earth, the present
model predicts a result very closer to the measurement.
For the Earth, observation records show that the aurora
events asymmetrically occur at the two (i.e. North and South)
poles [52]. The Northern aurora events are generally more
frequent and intense than the Southern aurora events. The
reason is probably due to that the spinning geomagnetic field
lines drift the entering (or coming down) electrons apart from
the axis of spinning at the North but towards the axis of spin-
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ning at the South. That is to say, the charging process at the
North is faster than that at the South. This difference leads
to an electric current from pole to pole. If the conductivity is
different from place to place (or non-uniform) on the Earth’s
surface, the electric current from pole to pole will not be uniformly distributed on the Earth’s surface. This polar current
and the circular current will generate a total magnetic field,
which biases from its rotation axis. Both the biases and the
value of the induced magnetic field are transiently changed
because the space charging process is transient.
The observations indicated that the geomagnetic field
varies in two (long and short) time scales. In the long time
(usually greater than about 100 years) scale, the field strength
is decreased and the biased angle (or the orientation) of the
field also changes in a certain regulation (see [1] and reference therein). On the other hand, the geomagnetic field
changes transiently or in a short time scale [53]. The presented model do predict a magnetic field with such kinds of
variations because the solar wind plasma transiently (short
time) changes and slowly (long time) decays its plasma density. That is, according to the presented model, the planet
magnetic fields should have the two time scale variation behaviors. For the type-I planets (including the Moon), the transient changes of the fields are significant because they are
directly charged from solar wind plasmas (or they get extra
electrons directly from the solar wind plasmas). For the typeII planets, however, the transient changes of the fields may not
be significantly affected by the variation of the solar wind parameters because they do not get extra electrons directly from
the solar wind plasmas. The global field does not significantly
change because it is impossible for the huge magnetosphere
to follow the changes of the solar wind even with the daily
and season effects.
According to the present model, the original magnetosphere is arisen due to the proposed mechanism for the unmagnetized body. The unmagnetized body collected extra
electric charges from the initial solar wind and formed a
strong magnetosphere. If there were no solar wind later, the
originally formed magnetosphere would have not existed for
such a long time because of the charge being quickly released.
In fact, the solar wind only slowly becomes weak. It resists (slows) the releasing of the body charge through refilling
some electric charge to the body. This refilling process is actually the current collection process of a magnetized body,
which can collect extra electric current (or charge) along its
field lines (or at its pole regions). Therefore the energy source
of the magnetosphere (or the planet magnetic field) is the solar wind. The gravity of the body also helps to maintain the
magnetosphere through trapping its particles as we have discussed above.
The present model predicts that all the solar planets (including the Earth and the Moon) are negatively charged. This
conclusion is in agreement with measurements if we analyze
the orientation of the magnetic field and the spin direction for
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each planet. On the other hand, space experiments have indicated that a spacecraft could be positively charged when it
has a special environment (e.g. when it goes to a great distance) [54]. Thus if the Earth becomes positively charged due
to some special solar wind conditions, the orientation of its
magnetic field will be reversed. But how and in what special
conditions the Earth becomes positively charged is open for
further study.
By the way, it should be noted that there are really a lot
of current systems in the planet’s magnetosphere, such as
currents on the magnetospheric boundary, magnetotail currents, the ring currents, the field-aligned currents and so on.
Since any plasma current will locally form a return current in
the plasma, it will not have a significant contribution to the
planet’s global magnetic field.
In summary, we have developed a theoretical model for
the origin of the magnetic fields of planets. According to the
space charging physics, we have shown that a body spinning
within plasma is charged and generates a dipole magnetic
field. The field intensity depends on the size, the spinning
speed of the body, and the state of the ambient plasma. For
a large and fast spinning body in dense and hot plasma, the
generated magnetic field is big. The model predictions on
the present magnetic fields of the Moon, Venus, Mars and
Pluto agree with the measurements; and the relative magnetic
fields of Mercury, Earth, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune
predicted by the present model also agree with the measured
data. Furthermore, this model offers an understanding of the
polarity biases and reversals of the planets’ magnetic fields,
and hence may provide a new possible explanation for the
origin of the magnetic fields of planets.
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On the Fluid Model of the Spherically Symmetric Gravitational Field
Alexander Kritov
E-mail: alex@kritov.ru

The radial flow within the frame of analogue hydrodynamic approach to gravitational
field with spherical symmetry is reviewed. Such alternative models of gravity, for example the river model of black holes and the analogue gravity, do not satisfy the continuity
equation for the radial fluid flow. The presented model considers a case of incompressible fluid with non-zero source-sink field that can reconcile the continuity equation with
the analogue gravity. Based on modelling of a fluid parcel’s evolution with time, three
cases are reviewed resulting in the Schwarzschild, the Schwarzschild-de Sitter (SdS)
and the Schwarzschild-Anti de Sitter(AdS) metrics. The parameters of the model are
exactly determined. The model can support a view on the de Sitter cosmology and can
serve as its alternative interpretation via such hydrodynamic approach.

1

Introduction

reviewed in [3]. According to such approach the curvature of
General Relativity (GR) is a widely accepted theory of gravi- spacetime is the consequence of movement of some medium
tation. However, in spite of its mathematical beauty and con- (or even space itself [2]). The concept implies that something
cordance with experiments, as it is well known, it also has moves and therefore space curves, [4–6]. Due to this moa few difficulties: first of all, it is still problematic to merge tion the special relativistic length contraction leads to spatial
GR with quantum mechanics; secondly, GR is not fully suf- curvature in gravity and the special relativistic time dilation
ficient in explaining few observable effects in the cosmology causes time dilation in gravitational field respectively.
The Schwarzschild metric written in the (– + + +) sign
(such as rotation curves of the galaxies); and lastly it is not a
convention
generated by radial flow is given by
singularity-free theory. In this article an alternative approach
to gravitation based on the fluid/aether model is reviewed.
!
!−1
v2
v2
Such interpretations (not dismissing GR) always existed
ds2 = −c2 1 − 2 dt2 + 1 − 2
dr2 + r2 dΩ2 (3)
c
c
in parallel, starting from Lenz and Sommerfeld who reported
his ideas in Lectures on Theoretical Physics [12] in 1944. In
2
2
2
2
the 1960s, a number of authors discussed this topic following where dΩ = sin θ dφ + dθ and the coordinate velocity is
Lenz’s idea, see [10, 11]. The approach uses Special Relativ- given by (2). Even if such model fully suffices to describe
ity (SR) only to derive the same results as GR [3–5,7,9]. Even all effects of GR, it has two drawbacks: first, it is based on
if this model still captures the interest of the researchers, it is the abstract concept of moving space and does not hypothenot widely accepted, and usually is considered through the size about the nature of what moves. It should be something
that moves instead of nothing. Secondly, it is applicable to
prism of a “heuristic” approach as it was reviewed in [13].
Such four-vector model of gravity describes a spherically spherically symmetrical fields only. The second point is not
symmetric gravitational field via the Lorenz invariant four- as solid as the first one, because most of the objects in the
potential which are the same as the components of four-vector universe demonstrate spherical symmetry, especially in the
physics of elementary particles where the phenomena of grav“aether” velocity
itation originates.

φ
α
r ϕ θ
v = ,v ,v ,v
(1)
c
2 The analogue gravity and its problem with the hydro∗
dynamic continuity equation
where φ is the scalar gravitational potential , and
r
Though, even if the ideas for a fluid theory of the gravitation
2Gm
v=
(2) were reported before [16], recently, as a continuation and genr
eralization of such approach, the analogue gravity model was
is the radial velocity as measured by co-moving observer giv- proposed [1, 14, 15]. It is based explicitly on fluid hydrodyen for the case of a static, non-rotating mass m without charge namics, and it uses the acoustic metric for a moving fluid in
and vϕ = vθ = 0. The velocity in case of the Kerr-Newman general form (not only for spherically symmetric case) as
metric is obtained in [6], and in case of the de Sitter metric is
 

 .

.. −v j 
2
2
∗ For example, the reader may check that such effective potential given
−
c
−
v


ρ 
by (v0 c) (its second term of the Taylor series) leads to the correction of Newgµν = 
(4)
......
. .......  .
c 

tonian potential and to the same result for the anomalous perihelion preces.
.
sion of Mercury as GR.
−vi
. δi j
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In spherically symmetric case it suggests that density of
the fluid should change as r−3/2 and therefore the conformal
factor appears as in the acoustic metric as
!
"
v2
2
−3/2
2
ds ∝ r
−c 1 − 2 dt2 +
c

(5)
!
−1

v2
2
2
2

+ 1− 2
dr + r dΩ  .
c

In (9) the rate of volume production is a function of time in
Lagrangian frame V̇(t), or in Eulerian frame is a function of
only radial distance V̇(r) respectively, and the flow is stationary.
It is important to make note on a sign of the velocity (2).
The approach is valid for both – for positive and negative values of the velocity (2) because it comes to the metric (3) as
squared value. Many authors treat the river model of gravity with radial flow going in inward direction to the center of
Then it creates an issue for the metric itself. The suggested gravity. However, in the present model it is considered oppoworkaround [1] is to represent the fluid density as perturba- site – the outward flow of the fluid and the positive sign for
tion ρ = ρ0 +ρ0 i.e. as linearized fluctuations around the back- velocity (placing coordinate center at the point mass) which
ground value. This is good to model the metric in approxima- means that the flow is decelerated going from the point mass
tion but again the first term does not satisfy the continuity center and has also negative acceleration.
equation.
4 The linear model, the Schwarzschild metric
It should be noted that such value for the velocity (2) in
the frame of the fluid analogue model of gravity is not de- Let’s now consider the point mass m and the spherical corived from any hydrodynamic equation. Moreover the inflow ordinate center is placed in m. The point mass m emits the
through the sphere of radius r as 4πr2 b = r3/2 is clearly in- volume parcels Vn of the fluid at some constant rate ωm with
compatible with the continuity equation. The presented ap- initial position r = 0 and time t = 0. The parameter ωm is deproach suggests to resolve the conformal factor problem in noted in such way because of an assumption that it depends
the analogue gravity by conjecturing the fluid’s constant den- on the property of point mass itself or even may be linearly
sity and sink-source term in the continuity equation which proportional to the value of point mass m. So every time inrepresents an evolution of fluid parcel’s volume with time in terval
∆t = 1/ωm ,
(10)
the Lagrangian frame .
3

one nth parcel of the fluid Vn appears near the point m and
no initial velocity is considered. Following the above, let’s
assume that every parcel Vn further grows linearly with time
in its respective Lagrangian frame as ∗

The continuity equation for the model

Let’s consider an ideal inviscid isentropic fluid. In Lagrangian co-moving frame of reference the use of relativistic equation of the continuity is not required and also because, as
discussed in [4], the metric in the co-moving frame is flat. In
Vn = ωV0 t
(11)
case of presence of sink-source term the equation of continuity in Lagrangian frame is
where V0 = m0 ρ0 and ω are some external constants which
do not depend on the property of point mass, and ω is in the
∂ρ
+ ρ∇ · (~v) = σ
(6) same way linearly proportional to a parameter m0 . Then the
∂t
total number of produced parcels during time t is
where σ is the sink-source term. In case of constant density
n = ωm t .
(12)
ρ0 it reduces to
σ
∂V̇
∇ · (~v) =
=
(7) So, the volume of nth parcel in row is given by
ρ0 ∂V
ω
where the rate of volume production per time within a control
V0 n .
(13)
Vn =
ωm
volume was denoted as V̇. Let’s now consider the spherically
symmetric case and take some volume with radius r. Using
Importantly, time in Lagrangian frame (local co-moving frathe Gauss-Ostrogradsky theorem then
me of every fluid’s parcel) is synchronized with time of the
Z r
observer resting at infinity (see [5] for more details on this).
1
4πr2 v(r) = V̇ (r) =
σ(r)4πr2 dr
(8) So, the time interval given by (10) is the same in the coρ0 0
moving frame of parcel as well as in the reference frame of
where V̇ represents the total volume integral of sink-sources point mass.
σ within a sphere of radius r. So the radial velocity can be
In order to find V̇ within a sphere of some fixed radius r,
obtained from (8) as
first a total volume produced by sum of all such parcels has
v(r) =
102

V̇
.
4πr2

(9)

∗ For simplicity one can imagine the emitted volume parcels V as grown
ing spherical bubbles, though fluid parcels have no actual form.
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to be defined. Summation of (13) yields
V(t) =

n
X

Vn =

1

ω
n2 1
V0 = ωm ωV0 t2
ωm
2
2

of two (where it originates because of the non-commutativity
of the quantum operators [8]) as
(14)

where an approximation that n ≈ n + 1 for a relatively big
number of parcels was used. Taking time derivative and substituting into (9) leads to
v=

dr ωm ωV0 t
=
.
dt
4πr2
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m0 c2 = ρ0 V0 =

1
~ω .
2

(21)

This means that the fluid parcel’s mass m0 is not observable
during the time ω−1 . Then
Vm ω = 2ωm V0 .

(15)

(22)

Further this expression will be referred as the volume conSolving this differential equation for r(t) one can find the version relation with the exact factor of two. Therefore (17)
equation of motion for the fluid as
becomes
!1/2
!1/3
ω2 m
3ωm ωV0 t2
v=
.
(23)
r(t) =
+ c1
(16)
12πρ0 r
8π
Regarding the mass-energy conservation, the point mass
where c1 is an arbitrary constant and represents initial posi- m does not act as actual source studied in classical fluid dytion of parcel at time t = 0 which has to be zero, so c1 is namics, because at time t = 0 an outgoing parcel has zero
zeroed. Expressing t(r) from (16) and substituting this into volume V = 0 and zero mass accordingly, therefore there is
n
the original equation (15) results in the fluid velocity v(r) in no actual mass flow from the point mass m. The linear mass
Lagrangian frame as
growth of a parcel is also governed by the uncertainty princi!1/2
ple and it is not observable during the time ω−1 .
1 ωm ωV0
dr
=
.
(17)
v=
dt
6π
r
6 The hyperbolic model, the SdS metric
So as a result, the radial velocity is inversely proportional to
the square root of the radial distance as (2), which reproduces
the Schwarzschild metric. But still, the unknown parameters
in the expression are to be determined.
The fluid acceleration is
dv ∂v
=
+ (v∇) v .
dt
∂t

(18)

For a stationary radial flow the acceleration is given only by
the convective term, therefore
!
v2
1 ωm ωV0
a=∇
=−
.
(19)
2
12π r2
This acceleration is negative for the positive value of the velocity (17), and as the coordinate center was placed in the center of mass m, it means that the flow is decelerated in outward
direction. However, as it was noted above, the corresponding
metric (3) remains the same regardless of the velocity sign.
5 The volume conversion relation and the uncertainty
principle
Let’s introduce the volume Vm such as

Presumably the linear dependency of Vn (t) in the model above
can be just an approximation of some unknown odd function
and the linear function of t in (11) represents just a first term
of its Taylor series. Choosing to test the hyperbolic sine one
may assume that Vn changes with time in its respective Lagrangian frame as
Vn = V0 sinh(ωt) .

(24)

Considering that time in co-moving frame of parcel now is
not synchronized with time running at the clock of the observer at rest at infinity, but the time coordinate transform is
given by
1
t0 = sinh(ωt)
(25)
ω
where t0 is proper time in co-moving parcel’s frame.
Following the same procedure, as in the previous model,
the total number of produced fluid parcels during time t is
given by (12). And the volume of nth parcel in row is given
by
!
ω
n .
(26)
Vn = V0 sinh
ωm

m
ρ0

(20) The sum of all such parcels provides the total volume produced by time t as


where m is the mass of the point source. And let’s assume that
n
X
sinh2 2n ωωm
ωm represents de Broglie wave frequency of the mass m, and


V(t) =
Vn = V0
(27)
m0 is given by the uncertainty principle with rigorous factor
sinh 12 ωωm
1
Vm =
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where n ≈ n +
 1 for
 a relatively big number of parcels. The Then substituting ω from this into the second term of (35)
value of sinh 12 ωωm is very small and can be easily approx- gives the repulsive acceleration as
imated without a loss of precision as 21 ωωm ∗ . Then, using
8π
arep =
ρ0Gr .
(37)
trigonometric identity and t instead of n let’s rewrite (27) in
3
simpler form as
This term can be also treated as the Newtonian gravitational
ωm V0
(cosh(ωt) + 1)
(28) force from uniformly distributed mass that has the equation
V(t) =
ω
of state p = −ρc2 and satisfies stress-energy equivalent
where factor 1/2 disappears because of the trigonometric conX pi
version. Taking time derivative and using the volume conver= −2ρ0
(38)
ρ0 +
c2
i
sion relation (22) it becomes
V̇ =

1
ωVm sinh(ωt) .
2

(29)

With the use of (9) the differential equation is
v=

dr(t) ωVm sinh(ωt)
=
.
dt
8πr(t)2

Solution for r(t) provides the equation of motion as
!1/3
3Vm cosh(ωt)
3
r(t) = r0 +
.
8π

(30)

as given in [13, see the expressions (45–46)]. Assuming the
constant density ρ0 (36) is equal to the critical density, the
value for ω can be defined via the Hubble constant as
ω = 3H .

(39)

And the repulsive acceleration as given by (35) is
arep = H 2 r =
(31)

c2 Λ
r.
3

(40)

The radial velocity of the fluid (34) based on (3) and using
Applying boundary condition as r = 0 when t = 0 the equa- (39) leads to
tion of motion becomes simply
!
!1/3
2Gm H 2 r2 2 2
2
3Vm
1/3
ds = − 1 − 2 − 2 c dt +
(cosh(ωt) − 1) .
r(t) =
(32)
cr
c
8π
(41)
!
2 2 −1
2Gm H r
2
2
2
Expressing the hyperbolic sine from this and then substi+ 1− 2 − 2
dr + r dΩ
cr
c
tuting it into (30) leads to
v(r) =

Vm ω2 ω2 r2
+
12πr
9

!1/2

that corresponds to the Schwarzschild-de Sitter metric for the
(33) hyperbolic model.

or with use of the definition of V m (20) the resulting radial 8 The harmonic model, the Schwarzschild-AdS metric
velocity is
Using the sine function in (25) which could be treated as a
!1/2
ω2 m ω2 r2
v(r) =
+
.
(34) simple harmonic oscillation of a fluid parcel volume Vn (t).
12πρ0 r
9
Following the same procedure (substituting sinh() with sin()
So the hyperbolic model leads to the same radial velocity as in instead) it is easy to see that the result would be the same as
the previous model (23), but with the additional term. Using it was in previous model (34) but with a difference in sign of
the second term
(18) the fluid acceleration is
!1/2
ω2 m ω2 r2
ω2 m ω2 r
v(r)
=
−
(42)
+
a=−
.
(35)
12πρ0 r
9
24πρ0 r2
9
7

Determination of the model parameters

which with the use of (39) and (3) obviously leads to the
Schwarzschild-Anti de Sitter metric.

The association of the first term in (35) with Newtonian gravitational acceleration allows expressing the value for fluid den- 9 Conclusions
sity via ω as
The model results in full accordance with known metrics with
ω2
ρ0 =
.
(36) exact accuracy by the coefficients based on assumptions of
24πG
the volume conversion equation (22) and of the equality of
∗ For example for the proton mass such approximation would give an
the fluid density to the critical density value. The forces, the
error of order less than 10−40 .
Newtonian gravitational and the repulsive cosmological, both
104
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appear natively in the hyperbolic model. Therefore the model
may support a view on applicability of the static de Sitter metric for cosmology. In presented approach the de Sitter Universe is also empty in the sense that the mass of the matter is
attributed to the medium with constant density ρ0 . While the
matter objects may reside statically at the fixed coordinates of
the metrics (41), the space-time curvature (resulting in both
attractive gravitation and repulsion) originates in a motion of
the medium. The equation of state and the stress-energy of
such fluid were suggested (38). However, one should be cautious to apply GR for further analysis of the solutions, because only Special Relativity is considered in the frame of
the present approach.
The fluid parcels can be treated as virtual particles emitted
by an elementary particle with the constant rate given by the
de Broglie frequency, and on the other hand they can be considered as ”growing bubbles of space”. An individual parcel
is not observable during the cosmological time, and its mass
and volume are constrained by the uncertainty principle as
shown.
The evolution of parcel’s volume with time was modelled
by odd functions. The odd functions have property of being
asymmetric under time-reversal transformation. The requirement for such time asymmetry to generate velocities applicable to describe different metrics for gravitational field could
be a topic for future study. Further analysis is required on
finite boundary conditions (when a fluid parcel originates at
time t = 0 at finite radius) and on corresponding event horizons. The temporal coordinate transform (25) as a base of the
hyperbolic model, a possible correspondence of the cosmological scale factor to the proposed volume increase require
further analysis.
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GR = QM: Revealing the Common Origin for Gravitation and Quantum
Mechanics via a Feedback Signal Approach to Fundamental Particle Behavior
Franklin Potter
8642 Marvale Drive, Huntington Beach, CA 92646 USA. E-mail: frank11hb@yahoo.com

By allowing the fundamental particles of the Standard Model to communicate via “feedback signals” within a vacuum lattice of mathematical nodes at the Planck scale, one
learns that this approach toward understanding fundamental physics reveals the surprising common origin of quantum mechanics and of general relativity. This “feedback
signal” approach is shown to be equivalent to the path integral approach but also the
underlying reason for its success.

1

Introduction

The GR = QM in the title refers to a recent suggestion [1]
that perhaps the long-standing theoretical conflict between
general relativity and quantum mechanics is not insurmountable. In fact, the conjecture has been that they may actually
be closely related, or at least they could have the same fundamental origin.
Herein I establish the common fundamental origin for
gravitation and quantum mechanics. A non-traditional approach to fundamental particle behavior is required, one that
agrees with the successful effective Standard Model (SM) of
leptons and quarks [2] but treats these particles as harmonic
oscillators emitting and receiving scalar waves at their Compton frequencies [3]. A fundamental particle, such as an electron, communicates with the surrounding discrete vacuum
lattice of mathematical nodes via these scalar “feedback signals”. Therefore, a particle itself actively determines its subsequent behavior even in the absence of the SM local gauge
fields.
The surprising result is that the common origin of quantum mechanics and of general relativity arises directly by
simply analyzing particle behavior in sufficient geometrical
detail.
2

A brief particle physics review

In this section I offer a brief review of some of the physics
consequences if one considers both the internal symmetry
space for defining the particle states of the SM and our (3+1)D spacetime to be discrete spaces. Such possibilities may be
necessary in order to justify (1) treating the internal symmetry space and spacetime as C2 unitary space lattices of mathematical nodes and (2) proposing the leptons, hadrons, and
electroweak (EW) bosons to be 3-D particles behaving as harmonic oscillators. If one chooses to accept these concepts
outright, one can skip forward to Section 3 for the details of
the feedback signal approach.
Recall that the SM describes the known local gauge interactions, color and electroweak, via its SU(3)C x SU(2)L x
U(1)Y lagrangian, so I will ignore these gauge interactions in
the discussion ahead. The leptons, the hadrons formed from
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quarks and gluons, and the EW interaction bosons W± , Z0 ,
and γ, are the fundamental particles defined [2] in the internal symmetry space whose behavior in spacetime will be explained in terms of the feedback signal approach. That is,
I am treating these three categories of fundamental particles
as 3-D objects and not as point particles. The justification is
provided below.
The proposed feedback signal approach can only be selfconsistent if each fundamental fermion, i.e., lepton or quark,
“gathers in” the immediate surrounding lattice nodes in its
own unique way. That is, I assume that (3+1)-D spacetime is
a discrete lattice of mathematical nodes, and a particle’s collection of lattice nodes, perhaps at the Planck scale, must have
a different discrete rotational symmetry for each different fundamental fermion family. These assumptions are in contrast
to the same SU(2) point particle continuous symmetries for
each family in the traditional interpretation of the SM.
Specifically, one finds that only discrete symmetry binary
subgroups of the unit quaternion group Q, which is equivalent
to SU(2), suffice, with each binary subgroup of Q having two
EW isospin ± 12 states in each fermion family. Therefore, being binary subgroups of Q, and of SU(2) x U(1), all the mathematical machinery of the SM remains valid. Moreover, the
important left-handed fermion state preference for the weak
interaction is dictated by the mathematical properties of the
quaternion multiplications for the weak interaction.
I have identified 3 discrete symmetry binary subgroups
of Q that define the 3 physical lepton families [4–6]. They
are these specific 3 binary subgroups acting in the R3 subspace of C2 : the [332] binary subgroup for the electron family; the [432] binary subgroup for the muon family; and the
[532] binary subgroup for the tau family. They are known
also as the binary tetrahedral group 2T, the binary octahedral
group 2O, and the binary icosahedral group 2I, respectively,
and correspond to special discrete binary rotations of 3-D objects called regular polyhedrons in the 3-D real space R3 . No
more lepton families are predicted because there are no more
binary subgroups of Q that require a 3-D space.
The fact that Nature agrees with the 3 lepton families representing these 3 binary subgroups of Q is verified by the
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first principles derivation [6, 7] of the neutrino PMNS mixing
angles from their three quaternion generators by collectively
mimicking the SU(2) generators, i.e., the three Pauli generators. The empirical values of the lepton mixing angles now
agree within 1σ to each of these theoretical absolute values:
θ12 = 34.281◦ , θ23 = 42.859◦ , θ13 = 8.578◦ . Conceptually, this
EW flavor state mixing to produce the mass states occurs because a valid renormalizable conformal field theory requires
a continuous symmetry such as in the lagrangian of the SM.
This lepton family mixing therefore guarantees that the 3 discrete symmetry binary subgroups defining the lepton families
collectively behave as the SU(2) of the SM.
I have identified also 4 related discrete symmetry binary
subgroups [4, 5, 8] that define four 4-D quark families in R4 :
[333], [433], [343], and [533], corresponding to the only regular polytopes in R4 . The mathematical and physical consequences of these discrete symmetry groups for 4 quark families are discussed in Appendix A. The 4-D quarks and 4-D
gluons combine according to QCD to form the 3-D hadrons,
the baryons and mesons, or one can use intersection theory to
establish the same results.
Note that the 3-D lepton states in R3 and the 4-D quark
states in R4 both fit into the proposed 2-D unitary space C2 .
Our (3+1)-D spacetime for discussing the particle bahavior
also fits into C2 . I am assuming that the two spaces, the internal symmetry space for particle definition and spacetime for
the physics behavior join together seamlessly. Therefore, this
C2 = R4 space is proposed to be the one I need to consider to
be discrete and composed of mathematical nodes. The nodes
are equally spaced on average at the Planck scale when no
fundamental particles are in existence.
Each fermion family with its own unique discrete symmetry binary subgroup has two Q or SU(2) orthogonal ± 12 states,
but they will be mass-energy degenerate unless they form the
two new physical orthogonal states of different energies as
dictated by QM. Therefore, each lepton and each quark family has two weak isospin flavor states that have different mass
values with a characteristic oscillation occurring between the
two original mathematical states at the Compton frequency
and Compton wavelength
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coming acceptable alternatives for defining the lepton family states, particularly with the advent of neutrino mixing and
non-zero neutrino mass states [2]. However, the discrete symmetry binary subgroups of the unit quaternion group Q that I
have proposed for the leptons and quarks retain the successful predictions of the SM without the need to introduce any
additional horizontal discrete symmetries to its lagrangian.
That is, all the successes of the SM have been retained
by my specific discrete symmetry approach for the fermions
while the geometrical sources of some of its physical properties have been elucidated. I cannot overemphasize this retention of the SM mathematical and physical properties, with
perhaps the SM being a useful approximation even down to
the Planck scale.
The above brief review of my discrete symmetry approach
to the SM has been included in order to introduce some of
the mathematical connections that propose some unconfirmed
physics possibilities and also to justify using a discrete spacetime of mathematical nodes as both the origin of the fundamental fermions of the SM and as an active participant in
their physical behavior. I will show how this approach leads
directly to the special theory of relativity (STR), path integrals, quantum mechanics (QM), and the general theory of
relativity (GTR), as explained in the discussion ahead.
3

The feedback signal approach

Spacetime itself at the Planck scale of about 10−35 meters
could be a discrete space described by a uniform lattice of
mathematical nodes. Therefore, I assume that our physical
(3+1)-D spacetime agrees with a uniform lattice in the unitary
space C2 (or equivalently R4 ) at or near the Planck scale and
that each fundamental lepton family forms its particle states
by “gathering in” lattice nodes to form its own unique discrete
symmetry 3-D objects. This “gathering in” process distorts
the lattice locally with the amount of lattice distortion extending outward in a decreasing manner with increasing distance,
i.e., as inverse distance.
If I assume that the undistorted, uniformly spaced lattice
has no net energy density, then the positive mass-energy of a
fundamental particle is related to the amount of lattice distortion in some yet-to-be-determined way. I expect this massmc2
h
ωC =
, λC =
.
(1) energy to be balanced by an equal negative energy value that
~
mc
retains the overall net zero energy total even for the distorted
For the electron, its Compton values are ωC ≈ 7.8 x 1020 lattice. Perhaps the increased “stretch distance” between the
Hz and λC ≈ 2.4 x 10−12 meters. Therefore, the Compton nodes outside the particle definition volume provides negawavelength of each fundamental particle will be many orders tive energy that is the balancing factor for an assumed zero
of magnitude larger than the Planck distance of about 10−35 total energy for the Universe.
Recall that Clifford algebra and Bott periodicity [9] dicmeters. Consequently, the proposed vacuum lattice structure
of nodes appears to be a continuous space for the fundamental tate a conjugate R4 = C2 space. In this conjugate space for
anti-particles, the same mathematical properties of the uniparticles.
Although the effective SM lagrangian has the continuous formly spaced lattice would apply, again producing a positive
symmetry local gauge group SU(3)C x SU(2)L x U(1)Y , add- mass-energy for the anti-particle states.
ons called horizontal discrete symmetry groups are now beEach fundamental particle oscillating at its characteris-
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tic frequency, its Compton frequency ωC , is proposed to be
emitting scalar waves, call them “feedback signals”, into the
surrounding vacuum lattice to eventually reach everywhere.
The particle source could be undergoing “breathing mode”
oscillations and emitting spherical waves isotropically into its
environment. One must not identify these oscillations with
electromagnetic waves because they are just propagating lattice distortions that allow lattice nodes to communicate with
their nearest neighbors.
According to the special theory of relativity (STR), there
exists a limiting speed for mass-energy transfer. I will take
this maximum speed to be c, the speed of light in a vacuum,
although there could be a higher speed limit if some day a
photon is determined to possess a very tiny mass value.
Let a particle oscillate at its Compton frequency

Compton frequency according to Fourier analysis. Therefore,
a Q value can be assigned to represent the small spread in frequency values, just as for any other harmonic oscillator. The
signal emissions have a small spread in frequencies also, but
for simplicity I will ignore this property unless needed for
clarification purposes. Therefore, I will continue to use a single characteristic Compton frequency ωC even though we understand that the oscillator does not have an infinite Q value.
The lattice nodes act as a transponder to the feedback
signals, absorbing and immediately emitting them equally in
all directions for all frequencies, all amplitudes, and with no
phase shift. That is, each small volume element in the lattice must absorb some of the incident feedback signals and
then emit immediately the feedback signals at the original
frequency into all directions isotropically. One can think of a
single lattice node or of a specific collection of lattice nodes
mc2
,
(2) acting together as a transponder, but considering the same
ωC =
~
type of transponder everywhere for simplicity.
If one wishes to introduce a non-zero phase shift at each
with m the particle’s mass value, c the speed of light in a
transponder, then a simple modification could be to have the
vacuum, and ~ being Planck’s constant divided by 2π.
The feedback signals obey the standard scalar wave equa- phase shift value be the same for all the transponders and be
tion, a hyperbolic partial differential equation in three spatial independent of the feedback signal frequency. Either convariables x, y, z, and one time variable t. Its scalar function straint can be eliminated for a more complicated vacuum lattice. I have chosen the simplest assumption of no phase shift
u(x,y,z,t) obeys
2
and equal response for all frequencies and amplitudes.
∂
u
52 u − 2 2 = 0.
(3)
I had initially allowed the feedback signals to have an arc ∂t
bitrary
velocity v0 . However, I learned that if one lets the
Solutions of this equation for spherical symmetry have no anspeed
of
the feedback signals v0 = c, the speed of light in
gular dependence, so the feedback signal amplitude u(r,t) dea
vacuum,
then this simple feedback signal approach perpends only upon the radial distance according to
mits
the
direct
derivation of the phenomena and equations
!
∂2
2 ∂
∂2
of special relativity, general relativity, and quantum mechan+
u(r, t) = 0.
(4)
−
ics, with all of them agreeing with the present theories. The
∂r2 r ∂r c2 ∂t2
biggest surprise occurred when I learned that general relativThe solutions for a single frequency ω have the form
ity and quantum mechanics would then have the same fundamental origin.
A
u(r, t) = ei(ωt±kr)
(5)
In the sections ahead I will use many parts of my origir
nal 1982 attempt toward establishing this feedback signal apwhere the wavenumber k = ω/c and the peak intensity I(r) = proach as a viable approach but with some added updates here
|A|2 /r2 , i.e., the inverse square dependence.
and there to provide a 21st century perspective. The identifiThis feedback signal approach requires the fundamental cation of the gravitational interaction is one recent addition.
particle to behave as a microscopic ’antenna’ moving within
and communicating with the lattice and with other particles
4 Single particle behavior at uniform velocity
via its feedback signals. For example, the electron oscillating
20
at ωC = 7.77 x 10 Hz disturbs the surrounding lattice at the Let a lone fundamental particle, such as a single electron in
same frequency ωC , and this oscillatory disturbance propa- the Universe, be a 3-D physical harmonic oscillator oscillatgates radially outward in all directions at speed c. By treat- ing at its Compton frequency ωC with its antenna-like behaving the particle as an antenna, the particle not only emits its ior emitting its feedback signal oscillations into the surroundfeedback signals but also can absorb its own feedback signals ing discrete lattice of uniformly spaced mathematical nodes,
returning from scatterings in the lattice environment.
perhaps separated by the Planck distance of about 10−35 meI can describe the electron’s oscillation in more detail. Al- ters. As far as the electron is concerned, with its Compton
though I have its oscillations only at the Compton frequency wavelength of about 2.4 x 10−12 meters, the lattice appears to
ωC , such ideal behavior cannot be maintained once signals re- be continuous. Likewise for all other particles composed of
turn from the environment, even when the electron is at rest. leptons and of quarks, i.e., the hadrons, as well as the interacThere will exist a small spread in frequency values about its tion bosons of the SM.
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Fig. 1: Feedback signals are emitted by an electron at its previous
successive equal-phase positions Ai . P1 and P2 are two of numerous
transponders in the surrounding 3-D space on equal-phase ellipsoids
for the signals from electron position A1 only. This uniform velocity electron has moved forward at 0.866c to B where the returning
feedback signals define its present location.

Either way, having a discrete space or a continuous space,
the oscillations of the particle will appear as feedback signals
traveling in the surrounding space R3 (the subspace of R4 and
C2 ) and progress through the space at the constant velocity
c with decreasing amplitude as the radial distance from the
particle increases. Why require a decreasing amplitude? Because we must consider the concept of energy conservation
associated with these outgoing and incoming feedback signals.
For simplicity only, I ignore at first the “permanent” space
distortion of the lattice caused by the formation and presence of each fundamental particle. Therefore, the feedback
signals propagate through a lattice in which the average lattice node spacings remain the same separation distance everywhere. Later on I will remove this restriction in order to
discuss gravitational effects between two fundamental particles.
Both a coordinate space and a momentum space description of this feedback signal approach is considered. Single
particle behavior in coordinate space is shown in Fig. 1. If
the electron had been at rest, then all the positions Ai and
position B would coincide and the ellipses would be circles
centered at B to exhibit the spherical symmetry. However,
this electron has been moving at a uniform velocity in the
+x direction and is now at location B receiving feedback signals from the transponders Pi everywhere in space. The surrounding ellipsoids are equal-phase locations for the outgoing
feedback signals emitted by the electron at previous equallyspaced successive electron positions Ai for i = 1,2,3,4,5.
In this lab frame as the electron moves by, the diagram
shows three feedback signal rays, from A1 to P1 to B, from
A1 to P2 to B, and from A1 to P3 to B, of equal total length
that have feedback signals arriving at B exactly in-phase with
the particle oscillation when the particle arrives at B. These
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rays are a few examples of the feedback signals that have been
emitted isotropically into 4π solid angle by the particle when
at A1 .
Only a specific subset of all the equal-phase ellipsoids are
shown in Fig. 1. Note also that each larger ellipsoid represents a lesser signal amplitude at the transponders along the
ellipsoid, being a further distance away from the source, and
that all feedback signals returning from the same 3-D ellipsoid have identical amplitudes and phases because their total
path distances are equal. Because the transponders in space
are everywhere, all emitted signals will eventually reach one
of them. I will later explain how all the multiple scattering
paths from the Ai to B are related to the path integral concept considered by R.P. Feynman in his approach to quantum
mechanics and classical mechanics [10].
If the particle has just come into existence, then the signals will have not reached very far into the surrounding space.
In almost all practical cases the particle has existed for a
time long enough so that the signals will have permeated to
tremendous distances and an approximate steady-state condition will have been established, with the outgoing and incoming signal amplitude totals approximately matching at the
particle’s new location B.
Recall that I have chosen no phase delay for the transponders. Incoming feedback signals to the transponder from any
direction are immediately emitted into all directions. Their
spherically symmetrical emission pattern, shown at each Pi ,
assumes that all space locations, and therefore all transponders, are identical, behave identically, and will “scatter” feedback signals. This ideal transponder behavior is the simplest
possible for determining the subsequent behavior of the particle.
5

Frequency shifted feedback signals

The feedback signals sent forward and backward along the
electron’s velocity (momentum) vector in the x-direction experience frequency shifts. Signals sent in the forward direction with frequency ωC return from those transponders at
a higher frequency ωC + ∆ω because the moving particle
encounters the equally-spaced equal-phase maximum signal
amplitudes at shorter time intervals than when the particle is
at rest. That is, these returning signals at frequency ωC + ∆ω
are blue-shifted according to the relativistic Doppler expression
s
1 + v/c
ωC .
(6)
ω0 = ωC + ∆ω =
1 − v/c
And those feedback signals returning from transponders in
the backward direction are red-shifted to the lower frequency
by taking the opposite sign of the electron’s velocity v.
One important consequence of this feedback signal approach is that a steady-state equilibrium can be maintained
for the electron moving at a constant velocity. There is symmetric behavior in the two coordinate directions perpendicu-
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lar to the velocity direction but a constant asymmetric reach
in the x-direction of motion. For example, in Fig. 1 consider
the outermost ellipsoid scattering the feedback signals emitted from position A1 . The backward sampling distance for a
particular ellipsoid is shorter than the forward sampling distance in the environment.
In the steady-state condition for a single electron in the
universe, the returning signals from all directions should not
change the electron’s constant velocity because there is no
amplitude change in any of the returning signals, and their
phases from all directions agree at the new electron position
B. If there were no frequency shifts in the x-component of
the feedback signal frequencies, then one might calculate the
contributions by either of two methods: (1) adding up the
returning signals from the rear and from the front by considering cones of equal solid angles on opposite sides of B and
using elliptic functions of the second kind, or (2) adding up
the returning signals along a line through B at any angle θ
with respect to the velocity vector direction. Using the second method, one would add contributions along a line at angle
θ to achieve
s
s
1 + v cos θ f /c
1 − v cos θb /c
ν+
ν = 0,
(7)
−
1 − v cos θ f /c
1 + v cos θb /c
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Substituting the pertinent geometrical values, one obtains
!
2 3
Ωcap = 2π 1 − √
.
(11)
1 + 4 6
These geometrical factors are multiplied by the frequencies
returning from each point on the ellipsoidal surfaces. Along
the x-axis one obtains:
!s
3
2
1 + v/c
Ωcap ω0 = 2π 1 − √
ωC ,
(12)
6
1 − v/c
1 + 4
and
2 3

Ωle f t ω = 2π 1 + √
1 + 4 6
0

!s

1 − v/c
ωC .
1 + v/c

(13)

Substituting  = β = v/c, assuming v << c, and expanding
the expressions in a Taylor series, their difference becomes
Diff ≈ −4π ωC β (β2 − 1) ≈ 4π ωC β,

(14)

i.e., proportional to the velocity v as expected, verifying that
the uniform velocity will be maintained along the x-axis.
If one desires to check the result for relativistic velocities, the complete integration over the cap and the surface area
remainder would be necessary. The frequency shifts can be
where the first term represents signals returning from the for- large enough to put the returning feedback signals outside the
ward direction at angle θ f and the second term returning sig- high Q absorption curves. However, the integration verifies
nals from the back at angle θb . Because one can constrain that the uniform velocity is maintained.
0 ≤ |θ| ≤ π/2 for the forward direction, then along the same
line θb = -(π/2 +θ f ) and the sum is always zero because the 6 Inertia and Mach’s principles
cosines have opposite signs in diagonally opposite quadrants. The idea of inertia considered in the early 1600s by Galileo
However, that method does not apply for this situation. and others proposed that a body maintains its state of uniform
Why not? Because we must account for the frequency shifts motion unless acted upon by an outside net force.
by integrating over the surface area of each ellipsoid sepaIn the previous section, my feedback signal approach rerately for the feedback signals returning from the forward di- veals the origin for this Law of Inertia. That is, the vacuum
rection and those returning from the backward direction in or- lattice itself plays an active and important role in maintaining
der to determine the net effect. In Fig. 1, one recognizes that the state of a particle’s uniform motion. The feedback sigthe plane passing through points P3 and B perpendicular to nals scatter from the transponders to arrive back in-phase to
the x-axis separates the two surface parts for each ellipsoidal determine the particle’s new location.
surface integral, thereby separating the backward returning
Information about the environment is brought back to defeedback signals from the forward returning ones.
termine the continuous behavior of the particle. Long-lived
In terms of the semi-major axis b and the semi-minor axis particles can establish a steady-state communication with the
a, the ellipsoid’s eccentricity
environment, but short-lived particles learn only transient information about their immediate environment. Fast particles
p
 = (b2 − a2 )/b2 .
(8) near the speed of the feedback signals sample only an extremely small distance perpendicular to the trajectory direcThe solid angle of the ellipsoidal cap on the right of B sub- tion.
tended from A1 is
The distant parts of the Universe play their role in determining the particle motion locally because feedback signals
Ωcap = 2π (1 − cos θ)
(9)
from way out there are added to the closer contributions to
where θ is the angle between the ray from A1 to P3 and the determine its new location. Mach’s principle connecting local behavior to the influences from far reaches of the Universe
x-axis. The solid angle subtended by the left side is
therefore fits well in this feedback signal approach. The oriΩle f t = 4π − Ωcap = 2π (1 + cos θ).
(10) gin of the inertia concept is established.
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lation. Consider a free particle with its Compton frequency
ωC in uniform motion in the lab frame. To the moving particle, as we demonstrated earlier, its returning feedback signals
from the forward direction are blue-shifted to a higher frequency and those returning from the backward direction are
red-shifted to a lower frequency.
Now introduce time reversal via the operator T, i.e., have
Fig. 2: The momentum-space x-component amplitude contribution
at B of the returning feedback signals for the electron at rest [solid the electron move backwards at the same uniform velocity as
rectangle] versus the contributions of the feedback signals [dashed if running a video backwards. The particle will be emitting
rectangle] in the x-direction for the electron at a uniform velocity.
bluish feedback signals in the new backward direction and
their returning signals from the transponders would be redshifted back to the original Compton frequency ωC . The new
7 The momentum-space description
forward emitted reddish signals will return as blue-shifted
What does the particle do with its own returning signals? And back to the original ωC also. Therefore, the environment apwith other particle’s signals, which may be at the same fre- pears symmetrical in the forward and backward directions, so
quency or at other frequencies? The response to any feedback the particle should not be moving. There is a conflict with
signals by the particle depends upon whether the feedback the hypothesis of time reversal symmetry. Therefore, time resignals lie within the response range of frequencies for its versal symmetry is violated. Time reversal cannot occur in
inherent harmonic oscillator, meaning that feedback signals Nature.
Hence, a definite time direction is an inherent feature of
are absorbed if they lie within the absorption response curve
defined by its Q value. That is, a particle is not a transpon- the feedback signal approach. The moving particle “knows”
der and will be frequency selective. And, in contrast to the its forward direction in the time coordinate. All particles
transponders, which maintain their initial properties forever, would possess this time asymmetry property. For the antiparticles, which exist in the mathematically conjugate space
the future behavior of the particle can be affected.
The x-component momentum-space behavior of the elec- to our normal space, they would also have one time direction
tron’s feedback signals is shown in Fig. 2. The gray rectan- only, forward for them but perhaps in the backward direction
gle represents the equal x-momentum contributions from all mathematically for us.
Consequently, time travel backwards in time would be
4π solid angle for the electron at rest in the lab frame, being symmetrical about k x = 0. Left to right, from -k x to 0 impossible in our Universe of particles unless, perhaps, one
to +k x , one has the momentum-space total amplitude con- changes all the material particles to their anti-particles that are
tributions from the x-components of the returning feedback conjectured to have the opposite time direction in the conjusignals. The dashed rectangle represents the same electron gate space. And time travel forward in time faster than normal
moving at a constant velocity v, so this dashed rectangle is would be impossible also because there would exist a conflict
the original rectangle displaced by the x-momentum of the with the particle behavior we have established via the feedparticle. Out-of-phase returning feedback signals will change back signal approach.
the distribution.
9 Origin of Special Relativity
8

Time asymmetry

In addition to continuous Lie symmetries, discrete symmetries are important in particle physics. Experiments in the
1950s and 1960s established both parity P and charge-parity
CP violation for the weak interaction. Theoretically, one expects CPT invariance, which includes the time reversal operation T, and to this date all evidence points toward CPT
conservation [2]. CP violation occurs for the weak interaction, so then T violation must occur for the weak interaction
also in order to maintain CPT invariance. The mathematical
source [6] of the weak interaction CP violation is simply the
mathematics of products of unit quaternions in the group Q,
the leptons, quarks, and weak bosons all being represented by
quaternions.
This feedback signal approach to particle behavior possesses a fundamental time asymmetry, the expected T vio-

Does this feedback model of particle behavior, as developed
so far, lead to the special theory of relativity (STR)? If one
examines the successive series of ellipsoids shown in Fig. 1,
these ellipsoids belong to a set of curves with eccentricity 
= β = v/c, the ratio of the electron’s velocity divided by the
speed of light. Therefore, as β = v/c → 1, then also  → 1.
In order to derive the expected STR equations, two assumptions about the feedback signals must be accepted:
1. the speed of the feedback signals in all reference frames
is the same constant c, and
2. the perpendicular distances are invariant.
In the laboratory frame the feedback signals from each
Ai to an ellipsoidal shell and back to the electron now at B
will arrive in-phase at B, the definition of the new location of
the free electron. A specific path within an ellipsoidal shell
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At the same time the surface area of the ellipsoid as a prolate
spheroid becomes
S .A. = 2πa2 + 2π

ab sin−1 
∼ 2πa2 + 2πab → ∞,


(20)

while the ellipsoid volume increases as
Volume =

Fig. 3: Constant phase ellipsoid parameters for deriving special relativity relations in a vacuum with an eccentricity  = β = v/c.

is shown in Fig. 3. The feedback signal goes from Ai at one
focus of the ellipsoid to B at the other focus in the same time
that the electron goes from Ai to B via a straight trajectory
through the origin O.
I can now do the standard derivation, with the feedback
signals instead of with light rays. Let the lab frame be the
primed frame. The perpendicular distance from O to a, the
semi-minor axis distance, and back is
2∆y = 2ct,

(15)

and, using the geometrical properties of the ellipsoid,
#1/2
" 2
c
0
2∆y = 2s 2 − 1
,
v

(16)

4
πba2 → ∞.
3

(21)

With the ellipsoids stretching out along the x-axis, the velocity direction, as a consequence of β =  → 1, the number
of in-phase ellipsoids that can “scatter” feedback signals from
the Ai to B is rapidly decreasing. Or so it seems that way! As
a check, consider the feedback signal that goes rearward from
Ai to -b and then is scattered forward to B. If the electron’s
velocity v ∼ c, then immediately after the feedback signal’s
emission directed toward -b comes the return feedback signal
to arrive at B simultaneously and in-phase with the electron.
Consequently, only a very small distance into the environment behind and sideward will be sampled to determine the
electron’s behavior.
The minimum sampling distance in the direction perpendicular to the x-axis might seem to be the semi-minor axis
distance
q
ct0
1 − β2 → 0.
(22)
a=
2
However, the particle’s Compton wavelength, or actually half
the Compton wavelength, is the minimum sampling distance
when v ∼ c.

with s = vt0 . Because the perpendicular distances in the two
reference frames are equal, ∆y0 = ∆y, the time intervals are
related by
t
t0 = p
(17)
1 − v2 /c2

9.2

9.1

or, when multiplied by c2 , is
!
!
4 3 2 1 4 3 2
2
Vc =
πa c +
πa v + . . . ,
3
2 3

Energy and momentum

Using Fig. 3 again, one can determine several other important
consequences in STR via the feedback signal approach. Relativistic energy and momentum can be related to the volume
of the ellipsoid. If this statement is true, then the electron at
and the distance intervals along the velocity vector in the x- rest has its mass-energy E = mc2 determined by its “spherical volume” density when  = 0. Note that this fundamental
diection are related by
particle volume will maintain a discrete rotational symmetry
p
`0 = ` 1 − v2 /c2 .
(18) corresponding to the binary subgroup properties of each fundamental particle. So the “spherical volume” is an idealized
These relations are the fundamental equations of STR for the
spherical approximation in which the particle exists.
coordinate and time measurements. In Subsection 9.2 the relThe ellipsoid volume when β  1 is expressed as
ativistic energy and momentum expressions are derived. But
first some geometrical properties of ellipsoids must be intro4
a3
1
4
4
2
πba
=
π
' πa3 (1 + β2 + . . .) (23)
V
=
√
duced.
2
3
3
3
2
1−
Ellipsoidal geometry

In terms of the semi-major axis length b and the semi-minor
(24)
axis length a, the ellipsoid’s eccentricity is given by Eq. 8.
If the perpendicular semi-minor axis length a is held fixed in
both perpendicular directions to the x-direction as β =  → 1, which can be compared
favorably to the familiar STR expanp
2
the semi-major axis value
sion of m = m0 / 1 − v /c2 as
a
1
b= √
→ ∞.
(19)
mc2 = m0 c2 + m0 v2 + . . .
(25)
1 − 2
2
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in which the second term on the right in Eqs. 24 & 25 expresses the increase of the mass-energy due to the particle’s
velocity, also known as the kinetic energy, and defines p =
mv.
The simplest conclusion is that mass-energy is directly
associated with the distorted volume of the space lattice occupied by the electron and depends upon the mass density
ρ(m0 ) =

6 m40 c3
,
π h3

(26)

which reminds us that each type of fundamental particle distorts the lattice space in its own way to pack in its unique
amount of mass-energy.
But there is more to behold! The vacuum, i.e., the lattice
of mathematical nodes, must contribute the energy per unit
volume which can be assimilated into the moving particle to
increase its total energy according to STR. Until now I have
assumed that the uniformly-spaced lattice does not have energy per unit volume, which is probably correct, but now we
learn that the distorted lattice created by the particle at rest
(and when in motion) is the energy source. At this point in
my earlier research in the 1970s and 1980s I realized that each
fundamental particle in Nature should have a different symmetry in order to agree with my discovery of the mass-energy
relation to the volume enclosed.
In 1984, by accident, I found the significant clue to the
lepton family symmetries that indicated that they could be
representing specific discrete symmetry binary subgroups of
SU(2), i.e., the unit quaternion group Q. That is, the 3 lepton families could be representing the specific 3-D discrete
symmetry binary subgroups of Q named [3,3,2], [4,3,2], and
[5,3,2], and also exhibit properties and behavior that suggests
that the SM is a good theory all the way down to the Planck
scale with its possible discrete lattice of mathematical nodes.

Fig. 4: Two vastly different paths from A to B: (1) Path A,1,2,3,4,B,
and (2) Path A, a, B. Feedback signals travel both paths. Or, in the
path integral approach, the electron “sniffs out” both paths.

The actual classical path taken will be among the paths
that collectively make the biggest contribution to the path integral, because this classical path will be the one for which the
nearby paths have almost the exact same contribution to the
path integral. Note that this path integral approach is based
upon the mathematical principle of least time, which dictates
that the actual classical path will be the one for which many
nearby paths have the least time difference for going from A
to B. Fundamentally, the method agrees with the least action
principle.
The path integral approach is a proven method that works
for all of physics, quantum and classical, meaning that the
path integral results agree with all the known fundamental
laws of Nature. Therefore, if the feedback signal approach is
the source of the path integral method, then one can explain
why path integrals successfully describe all of physics! Or
vice-versa!
Feedback signals are emitted by a fundamental particle
into all directions and undergo multiple transponder scatterings between the initial position A of the electron and its next
10 Origin of Feynman path integrals
position B, such as the simple 5-component path in Fig. 4. All
Physicist R.P. Feynman is credited with providing a relativis- the possible paths taken by these feedback signals going from
tic path integral approach to quantum mechanics (QM) in the A to B can be considered collectively identical to the “sniff1940s and applying this method to better understand the foun- ing” out all possible paths from A to B in the path integral
dations of physics. Today, practically all areas of physics approach. Each feedback signal path is then a contributor to
continue to use path integrals to investigate the behavior of the path integral with its specific amplitude and phase angle.
Therefore, the underlying mathematical reason why the
Nature at all levels [11].
The fundamental idea behind the path integral calculation path integral approach works so impeccably well is that funis that a particle, such as an electron, “sniffs out” all possible damental particles are using feedback signals to sample their
paths between its initial location A and its final location B. environment in order to determine their subsequent behavior.
Each possible path contributes its QM amplitude and phase Thus, one could use path integrals as the preferred mathematangle to the path integral. Most paths contribute very little to ical method to describe all the results of the particle feedback
this limit of the sum because their path lengths from A to B signal behavior.
There exist many mathematical ways to represent the path
are so long that not only are their QM amplitude values reduced significantly but also their phase values differ enough integral method. One interesting visual way [12] to represent
to cancel each other. Two path examples are shown in Fig. 4 this limit of the sum over all paths is to use equal length arthat will have significantly different contributions to the am- rows for each path and point them in the correct phase direction in an Argand diagram shown in Fig. 5. That is, each path
plitudes at B.
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Fig. 6: While passing through the single slit the particle will experience diffraction spreading in the y direction because the feedback signals returning from the wall will produce phase shifts in the
shaded regions (approximate idealized representation).

Fig. 5: Argand diagram of the phases for the different paths. Only 13
different paths are shown here, but the general idea of finding their
total contribution to the amplitude is represented by the length of the
arrow from A to B.

Here are those 3 rules of QM from which all its consequences can be derived [13]. But first I must recall the definition of an event in relativistic QM. A QM event is defined as
a set of initial and final conditions, e.g., an electron leaves the
source, arrives at the detector, and nothing else happens. The
first principles of QM [i.e., the 3 rules] are:
1. Each event in an ideal expereiment is described by a
complex number ψ that is called the probability amplitude, the event probability P being the square of the
absolute value | ψ |2 .

2. When an event can occur in several alternative ways,
to the current position will have a different phase, therefore a
the total probability amplitude Ψ for the event is the
different angle with respect to the horizontal real axis and the
sum of the probability amplitudes for each way considvertical imaginary axis in this complex 2-D space.
ered separately. There is an interference term 2ψ1 ψ2 :
Nearby paths will have almost the same phase angle, will
point in nearly the same direction, and will add a significant
Ψ = ψ1 + ψ2
distance to the total vector sum in the diagram. Those arrows
P =| ψ1 + ψ2 |2 .
with opposite directions may cancel out completely. Each
phase arrow is produced by a different path from the start
3. If an experiment is performed that is capable of deterto the current position B. The path integral amplitude is the
mining whether one or the other alternative is actually
length of the long straight arrow from beginning to end, A
taken, the probability of the event is the sum of the
to B in the diagram, and the probability to be at the current
probabilities for each alternative. The interference is
position is the absolute value of its square.
lost:
In summary, each arrow also represents a feedback signal
P = P1 + P2 .
path and its phase contribution at location B, the current position of the electron. Again, one must add up all the feedback
Note that one does not need to actually do the measuresignal amplitudes arriving at B to find their total amplitude, ment for this sum of probabilities to apply. Simply having the
which will depend upon the distance traveled and the phase capability to do the measurement is enough to eliminate the
at arrival at B. The electron position will be at the new max- interference terms.
imum amplitude value. Therefore, we have conceptual and
11.1 Diffraction
mathematical agreement with the path integral.
11

Origin of quantum mechanics

The rules of quantum mechanics (QM) can be derived from
the path integral approach. But the path integral approach has
its origin in the feedback signal approach as described above.
At this point I could simply consider using path integrals to
derive the 3 rules of QM. But deriving QM by the feedback
signal approach provides a better “feeling” for how any particle behaves in the single slit and double slit experiments.
There is no surprise because the feedback signal approach has
been shown to be equivalent to the path integral approach.
114

Consider a fundamental particle moving along the x-axis approaching a narrow vertical slit extending upward along the
z-axis in a solid material wall that extends to infinite distances perpendicular to the x-axis. The slit is symmetrical
about the x-axis in both perpendicular directions. The particle approaches the slit from the left, goes through the slit, and
recedes away from the slit to the right. One can put a “screen”
of particle detectors behind the slit to measure the particle’s
arrival pattern.
As the particle approaches the slit the returning feedback
signals define its new positions as before. Those signals re-
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Interference

This feedback signal approach also reproduces the double slit
interference pattern for the feedback signals because of the ky
momentum distribution shown in Fig. 7. In coordinate space
the behavior of the feedback signals at each slit is wave-like
but now one cannot determine in principle whether the partiFig. 7: After passing through the double slits the electron will excle goes through either slit because the feedback signals pass
perience diffraction and interference spreading in the y direction
through both slits simultaneously. The amplitudes are added
because the feedback signals returning from the wall will produce
phase shifts in the shaded regions (approximate idealized represen- to produce interference before calculating the total probability.
tation).
Only when the experimental setup is such that one could
determine the slit used by the particle do we get the addition
turning directly from the open slit portion of the wall intro- of the probabilities. The mathematics tells us that whether
duce no phase shift, and the returning signals from the volume one “looks” or not is irrelevant, but as long as one “could
of “empty” space on either side of the wall, front and back, look”, then the interference terms are absent in the probability
expression.
also do not introduce a phase shift.
I have explained how the particle’s feedback signal behavWe now need to determine the phase shift effects of the
wall on the behavior of the particle. Its matter content intro- ior at a slit exactly dictates the behavior of a particle as deduces phase shifts δa on the approach and δr on the recession, scribed by QM, both for diffraction and interference. Hence,
with the same phase shift values for each of the infinite series the 3 rules outlined at the beginning of this section for the
of feedback signal ellipsoids. The resulting amplitude values first principles of QM follow directly from the diffraction and
at the particle’s position will depend also upon the total round interference of the feedback signals, thereby revealing the origin of QM.
trip distance.
Our concern is what happens in k-space on the back side
of the slit both along the x-direction of the electron’s travel
and what happens in both perpendicular y and z directions.
The angular distribution of the feedback signals from each
ellipsoid will produce changes in the y-amplitude A(ky ) according to the actual distribution of matter around the slit.
The new ky amplitudes are shown in Fig. 6 for inside and immediately behind the slit. Within the free particle rectangular
box are shaded regions for possible examples of the phaseshifted signals returning from the particles in the wall around
the slit.
With left-right symmetry in the slit region itself in the
y direction, there exist symmetrical amplitude decreases as
shown in Fig. 6 but no net acceleration. Instead, the change
in the distribution of the amplitude in ky space leads to a symmetrical spreading of the particle according to Fourier analysis. If the wall effectively stretches to infinity, then the major
contribution comes from the slit region around ky = 0. One
has a broadened diffraction pattern produced which has the
amplitude

12

Origin of gravitation

Now consider the behavior of two different particles with different mass-energy values. The case of two identical particles exchanging feedback signals is discussed in Appendix
B, where the connection between particle spin and quantum
statistics agrees with Fermi-Dirac and Bose-Einstein behavior.
The analysis developed here first outlines the feedback
signal source of the gravitational interaction. Then I discuss its agreement with the standard geometrical curvature
approach to the general theory of relativity (GTR).
As an example, let’s bring a muon into the environment of
our electron with both particles at rest initially. I ignore their
electromagnetic charge interaction, which is understood to be
a local interaction described by the Standard Model, requiring
the exchange of virtual photons.
Therefore, the muon has its Compton frequency about
207 times higher and a wavelength about 207 times shorter
than for the electron. Thus, in Fig. 8, I cannot do justice to
both particles at the same time by drawing their feedback sigh
i
nal ellipsoids to relative scale. Consequently, I only show
U 0 (y) = U(y) + 2∆k A0 (k0 ) exp i(ω(k0y )t − k0y y)
different wavelength signals emitted by each, but they are not
(27)
sin ∆ky (y − v0y t)
to scale.
×
.
∆ky (y − v0y t)
Both particles emit their characteristic frequency feedback signals into the vacuum lattice. Each high Q particle
The term U(y) is the standard distribution in coordinate space has a nearly zero ability to absorb the signals from the other
for a free particle. The important result is the increased spread particle. Therefore, the biggest contribution to the amplitude
in the y-direction to produce the expected diffraction pattern, and phase changes of the returning feedback signals comes
as represented by the 2nd term.
from the lattice distortion surrounding each particle.
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Fig. 8: As two “assumed neutral” particles approach each other, the
transponders in the vacuum lattice handle both sets of feedback signals simultaneously. The signals returning from these transponders
are a different phase than for the free particle. The instantaneous
effects in k-space are shown in momentum space with the new k
values at the dashed lines (approximate idealized representation exagerated).

Meanwhile, the transponders in space continue to behave
as before, except that their separations have changed because
they no longer have identical average spacings between the
nodes. Whereas the node spacings are expected to be closer
where the particle is defined by its discrete symmetry, their
spacings are further apart outside this immediate region. As
conjectured earlier, perhaps this node spacing difference in
the two regions keeps the lattice total energy value at zero.
One now has a lattice with non-uniform node spacings everywhere compared to the original uniform lattice that has no
fundamental particles.
Transponders around the electron will continue to scatter
the muon’s higher frequency feedback signals isotropically
into all directions. The lattice distortion will cause these feedback signals to return to the muon out-of-phase with returning
feedback signals from other directions, thereby reducing the
total amplitude from the forward direction toward the electron, as shown in the Fig. 8 momentum space diagram.
Therefore, the original spherical symmetry of the returning feedback signals around the muon is gone and the muon
must either move toward or away from the electron. One can
appreciate that the out-of-phase returning signals reduce the
total feedback signal amplitude from the electron’s direction,
which means that the muon will begin to move toward the
electron. Why? As shown in Fig. 8, the center-of-momentum
for the muon’s feedback signal distribution has moved toward
the electron. So there is an attraction toward the other particle.
What does the less massive electron do? The same, but
in the opposite direction toward the muon of greater mass M.
The feedback signals going to the muon region are returned to
the electron out-of-phase. Again, the out-of-phase returning
feedback signals reduce the total amplitude arriving from the
muon’s direction, resulting in electron movement toward the
116
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Fig. 9: Whenever a “chunk” of k-space is absent (the gray area) near
k-∆ k x , there will be an acceleration in the +x direction. Usually
the feedback signals returning from the forward direction are outof-phase, the source being the transponders around other particles in
the environment ahead.

Fig. 10: As a neutral particle of mass m approaches from the left
toward another neutral particle of mass M, the transponders in the
vacuum lattice handle both sets of feedback signals simultaneously.
Shown are paths from positions r1 and r5 subtending the same angle
θ to the distorted space around M as “seen” from the approaching
particle. The feedback signals returning from these two rings of
transponders around M return with a different phase than for the
free particle without the presence of M. (approximate representation
exagerated).

muon. That is, the electron’s center-of-momentum distribution has moved toward the muon. There is a mutual attraction
between the two particles.
The acceleration of each particle occurs when there is a
change in phase of the feedback signals arriving from any
direction. For example, suppose the particle “senses” that a
“chunk” of k-space is absent near k0 -∆k, as shown in Fig. 9.
This situation occurs when returning feedback signals from
the forward direction are out-of-phase with the oscillation
phase of the particle itself. The center of the momentum rectangle will move from k to k’ corresponding to a faster moving electron with k’ > k, meaning that the particle has moved
ahead of the expected uniform velocity location in the corresponding coordinate diagram.
The acceleration is caused by feedback signal amplitude
changes as a result of phase changes in the feedback signals as
the particle approaches a mass M, an effect directly related to
the distortions in the lattice geometry around M. This distortion produces the spacetime curvature associated with GTR
gravitation, as explained in the next Section.
In Fig. 10 are shown our two “neutral” particles of masses
m and M, with m approaching the distortion volume around
M. One sees immediately for the same angle θ subtended by
the feedback signal ray toward M as m approaches M, there
will be a shorter distance of roundtrip travel for the feedback
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signals as they approach one another. And the feedback signals from m will sample regions of greater and greater lattice
distortions upon moving closer to the center of M.
In Fig. 11 is an approximation to the result of both effects
on the momentum-space amplitude distribution for the two
positions shown in Fig. 10, i.e., r1 and r5 . As more and more
amplitude is missing, the change in momentum will increase,
i.e., the acceleration toward M will increase upon nearing M
as the momentum value increases toward +k x . This type of
behavior is expected for the gravitational interaction, because
the lattice distortion amount depends upon the mass-energy
of M.
The feedback signals are scalar waves given by Eq. 4 in
the form (A/r) exp[i(ω(k)t − kx)] that are emitted, scattered,
and returned, so we can go from the momentum space to coordinate space behavior using the Fourier Transform to obtain the total amplitude at the new, accelerated position for
the wave packet

Volume 15 (2019)

Fig. 11: As the particle approaches M, the feedback signals returning
from the two transponder rings have a different phase than for the
free particle. The possible reduction of the amplitudes in k-space
are shown for positions r1 and r5 in Fig. 10, with contributions to the
k-space distribution removed above the dashed lines for a range of
angles. (approximate representation exagerated).

also in these directions perpendicular to the accelerated motion along the x-direction.
One could consider further properties of the electron in
terms of its de Broglie wavelength = h/p for non-relativistic
Z k0 +∆kx
momentum values in order to discuss the wave packet behavU(x) =
A(k0 ) exp [i (ω(k)t − k x x)] dk x .
(28) ior for the electron. However, the feedback signal approach
k0 −∆k x
is all that’s needed to understand the electron’s behavior in
response to another particle that also distorts the lattice.
And if we assume
I have described particle motion in terms of its depen!
dence upon the integral of all the feedback signals returning
dω
,
(29) from the environment back to the source-receiver location.
ω(k) = ω(k0 ) + (k − k0 )
dk
Equal weighting for all k values has been used. In the idethen the composite feedback signal at the electron, i.e., the alized acceleration example, a rectangularized “chunk” of ktotal amplitude at its new accelerated position is
space was missing. Actually, one should consider that some
of the feedback signals are returning from all directions with
U(x) = 2∆k x A(k0 ) exp [i (ω(k0 )t − k0 x)]
a different phase with respect to the k-space signals returning
(30) in a uniformly spaced euclidean lattice. The phase differences
sin ∆k x (x − v0 t)
would produce a “hole” in k x -space that can have positive and
.
∆k x (x − v0 t)
negative values. All the possibilities could be examined via
This modulated monochromatic wave does not spread in time, computer simulations.
an important property of this feedback signal approach for the
13 Gravitation from the Radius Excess
behavior of particles.
As v → c, the ellipsoids become more prolate, the ∆k x in- A lattice distortion occurs not only at the particle’s origin but
creases with each equal time interval, and the wave packet of also throughout the surrounding space and spacetime. No
the electron adjusts smoothly. In the limit, the sideward sam- longer does the lattice have uniformly spaced nodes. As we
pling of the environment does not extend beyond the Comp- move further and further away from the origin of each partiton wavelength λc and the feedback signals are sampling less cle, this lattice distortion becomes less and less.
of the surrounding space, thus reducing any further acceleraThe physics consequences can be understood by first seption. This behavior agrees with the special theory of relativity arating the analysis into two parts: the 3-D space part, and
(STR).
then the time part for the (3+1)-D spacetime of our physical
By considering the acceleration in more detail, one would world. The two parts are put together to assemble the spacediscover that the smaller range in wave numbers in momen- time of Einstein’s GTR.
tum space spreads the particle wave packet in the x-direction.
When a new constant velocity is achieved, the particle wave
13.1 The 3-D space part
packet reverts to its normal size. In the perpendicular y- and
z-directions in which vy = vz = 0 as before, a symmetrical In the uniformly spaced 3-D sublattice part of C2 with nodes
hole appears in ky -space and kz -space during the acceleration but with no particles yet, consider an imaginary thin spherical
but returns to normal when the acceleration is done. Hence, shell with a radius R >> d, the lattice node spacing. Then
some temporary lateral spreading of the wave packet occurs euclidean geometry dictates a radius value from its surface
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The time part of (3+1)-D spacetime

A
.
4π

(31) Now for the time coordinate contribution. The principle of
equivalence states that one cannot distinguish between a gravitational field and an accelerated reference frame for a locally
Now in this 3-D sublattice consider the electron to have
uniform gravitational field. Applying this equivalence princibeen in existence at the origin so that its characteristic distorple, Einstein found that time varies from place to place.
tion exists everywhere with the amount of distortion decreasThe time coordinate will be modified near the mass m.
ing inversely with distance. At the one Compton wavelength
Let v be the relative velocity between a source and a receiver,
distance from the center of the particle, that is, greater than
with the received frequency ω0 being related to the emitted
about 10−12 meters from the electron’s distortion center, one
frequency ω by Eq. 6 for STR. For v2 /c2 << 1, the approxiis far enough away to consider an imaginary spherical surmation is
face surrounding the electron as a good approximation at all
ω0 = ω (1 + v/c).
(35)
further radial distances.
If the receiver is accelerating, then the receiver will have
We measure the distance in a discrete space by counting
the nodes along a radial path. Therefore, the measured ra- an additional velocity gt, where g is the acceleration value
dius rmeas from the electron’s center to any outside distance and t is the time interval it takes light to travel the distance H
will be greater than for the undistorted lattice because nodes from source to receiver.
Using the equivalence principle, the g is now the gravitawill have been pulled inward. In fact, the radial difference between the distorted lattice and their euclidean lattice is called tional acceleration and H becomes the radial height difference
in the gravitational field. For the clock at the radial height h2
the radius excess expressed by [14]
above
the clock at height h1 , with H = h2 - h1 ,
r
A
gH
.
(32)
Radius excess = rmeas −
(36)
ω2 − ω1 = 2 ,
4π
c
R=

Note that in the limit when the enclosed mass-energy inside so that the excess rate is
R is reduced to zero, then the radius excess will reduce to
gH
ω1 2 .
(37)
the previous zero value. Therefore, let the radius excess be
c
directly proportional to the enclosed mass-energy amount m,
in this case the mass of the electron. Then do a dimensional From STR, there is the correction factor of the opposite sign
for the speed in case of the moving clocks
analysis to predict
p
r
ω2 = ω1 1 − v2 /c2 ,
(38)
A
G
Radius excess = rmeas −
(33)
= 2 m.
4π 3c
which for low speeds v << c, becomes
The factor 1/3 comes from the geometry of a 3-D sphere and
is the numerical factor for the second term in the Taylor expansion of the sine function.
This radius excess is the important quantity which, according to Einstein’s GTR, is indeed proportional to the mass
of the particle enclosed by the imaginary sphere at radius R.
That is, for a fixed R value, the distance measured by counting the nodes will be greater for the more massive particle
enclosed. Note that the radius excess defined here is a measure of the 3-D geometrical curvature produced by the massenergy m, and that this radius excess expression actually defines the average curvature just above the chosen surface area.
The quantity G/3c2 ∼ 2.5 x 10−28 meters/kilogram, a very
small number. Therefore, in order to get a “feeling” for the
radius excess magnitude, insert the pertinent values to learn
that the radius excess for the electron is extremely small:

ω2 = ω1 (1 − v2 /2c2 ),

(39)

predicting the defect in the rate of the moving clock to be
−ω1 v2 /2c2 .

(40)

Combining the two effects produces
∆ω = ω1

!
v2
gH
− 2 .
c2
2c

(41)

This frequency shift of the moving clock means that if one
measures a time interval dt on a fixed clock, the moving clock
registers the time interval
"
!#
gH
v2
dt 1 + 2 − 2 .
(42)
c
2c

Therefore, the total time excess over the whole trajectory is
(34) the integral
!
Z
1
gH
v2
− 2 dt,
(43)
Also, for Earth: 1.5 millimeters; for the Sun: 0.5 kilometers.
c2
c2
2c
Electron : radius excess = 2.3 x 10−60 meters!
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which is to be a maximum, thereby obeying the principle of
least action. I.e., the particles always take the longest proper
time. Note that this law does not rely upon any of the coordinates.
One can see this result better in the alternative formulation
by multiplying Eq. 43 by -mc2 , where m is the mass of the
particle, so that the integral is over the kinetic energy minus
the gravitational potential energy which, by the principle of
least action, must be a minimum.
13.3

fermion family are dictated by the discrete symmetry
binary subgroups of the unit quaternion group Q, or
equivalently, SU(2).
2. The two physical orthogonal EW flavor states in each
lepton and quark family are formed by the linear superposition of the two mathematical states, and they oscillate at the Compton frequency ωC as 3-D entities in R3 .
Hadrons combine their 4-D quarks and gluons to make
3-D particles also, obeying QCD.
3. One assumes that (3+1)-D spacetime corresponds to
a 2-D complex lattice C2 = R4 filled with uniformly
spaced mathematical nodes acting as ideal transponders.

The two main laws of GTR

Therefore, the two main laws of GTR have been established
by starting from the idea that each fundamental particle distorts the lattice into its own discrete symmetry. The distortion
continues to all distances, and phase changes in the returning
feedback signals are produced by the distorted lattice.
Equivalently, the distorted lattice around each particle is
the source of the radius excess proportional to the enclosed
mass producing the distortion, and this radius excess leads to
the two main laws of gravitation.
These laws are:

4. The fundamental fermion “gathers in” the mathematical nodes to form its correct discrete symmetry binary
subgroup with its lattice distortion extending outward
into the lattice.
5. The “breathing mode” flavor state oscillations of the
particle emit scalar waves into the lattice. I have called
these “feedback signals”.
6. The transponders in the lattice “scatter” these feedback
signals into all directions isotropically with no phase
shift and with the same response for all frequencies and
amplitudes.

1. The curvature expressed in terms of the excess radius
is proportional to the mass inside a sphere, by Eq. 33.
2. Objects move so that their proper time between two end
conditions is a maximum.
The first law, Einstein’s field equation, reveals exactly how
the geometry of spacetime changes in the presence of matter.
The second law, Einstein’s equation of motion, reveals how
objects move when there are only gravitational forces. So the
entire spacetime is distorted in the presence of matter.
Can we understand the factor of about 1040 for the relative strength of the electric force to the gravitational force
between the two electrically charged particles, two electrons,
for example. There is a significant physical and conceptual
difference between the two forces. The electric force relies
upon the local gauge interaction of the SM by the exchange of
virtual photons, whereas the gravitational force as determined
by the feedback signal approach does not have the exchange
of a virtual particle for a local gauge interaction. The gravitational acceleration results from particle responses to their
returning feedback signals from the environment. Whether
the factor of about 1040 can be derived by exploiting this difference is expected but has not been achieved at present.
14

Review of steps taken

Here are the sequence of steps taken to establish that QM
and GTR have a common origin determined by the feedback
signal approach, based upon the fact that QM, the SM, STR,
and GTR are all successful theories that agree with Nature:
1. The lepton and quark particle states respect the electroweak symmetry SU(2) x U(1) of the SM, but the
actual two orthogonal fundamental particle states per
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7. STR, the principle of inertia, Mach’s principle, the path
integral approach, QM, and the one direction of time,
are all derived by analyzing the details of the feedback
signal behavior.
8. The lattice distortion around each fundamental particle
is the source of phase changes in the returning feedback
signals at the original particle, resulting in an acceleration toward the other particle.
9. Gravitational curvature is shown to agree with the lattice distortion associated with each particle, so the acceleration produced by the feedback signal approach is
the gravitational acceleration of GTR.
10. Therefore, QM and GTR have the common origin as
established by the behavior of particles in response to
the feedback signals.
15

Summary

This feedback signal approach toward understanding particle
behavior successfully explains the origin of QM, the path integral method that allows one to calculate quantum mechanical and classical physics behavior, and gravitational acceleration. The approach involves fundamental particles behaving
as “antennas” emitting and absorbing scalar waves at their
Compton frequencies, scalar waves that I have called feedback signals. These feedback signals are scattered isotropically by a discrete lattice of nodes representing spacetime.
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Gravitation has been shown to be the consequence of the
lattice distortion around particles by changing the amplitude
and phase of the feedback signals that are returning from regions surrounding mass-energy concentrations, in agreement
with the radius excess derivation of GTR.
Therefore, I have revealed the common origin for gravitation and quantum mechanics.
The remaining question is whether fundamental particles,
such as the electron, do indeed emit and receive these feedback signals as described in this approach. If so, then not
only must fundamental particles be using these feedback signals but also all composite entities such as a proton and very
massive objects must rely upon them for determining their
physical behavior.
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ist in R3 , so quark confinement becomes geometrically explained also.
Finally, the 4-D quark and gluon states must combine
according to quantum chromodynamics (QCD) to make the
mesons and baryons, i.e., the 3-D hadrons. Intersection theory in mathematics can handle this geometrical concept of
intersecting 4-D objects to make 3-D objects.
However, QCD theory predicts [17, 18] a self-contained
world for the quarks and gluons, with only color changes allowed and no possibility of quark decay. So why does Nature
need the leptons? The mathematical answer follows from Kuratowski’s theorem [19] in graph theory: all graphs will reduce to the K5 or K3,3 graphs, the only graphs that retain their
integrity. Fortunately, at least for quarks, the [333] discrete
symmetry binary subgroup of the up/down quark family represents the K5 graph, so all other quarks will decay eventually
to this first family. The stability of the electron may also be a
consequence because [332] is related to [333].
Also recall that only 4N-dimensional normal spaces have
a conjugate space of the same dimension according to Clifford algebra and Bott periodicity [9]. So, there will be the
simultaneous existence of the 4-D anti-particle real internal
symmetry space as required by the SM. The next larger space
with a conjugate space, R8 , is equivalent to a 10-D spacetime.
For discrete spaces, icosians related to the binary icosaheral
group [532] provide a direct connection [20] from our discrete R4 to the discrete space R8 , which obeys the discrete
symmetry operations of Weyl E8 .
The particles exist in our discrete SO(3,1) spacetime, so
the icosians produce a second discrete symmetry Weyl E8 for
spacetime. Combining discrete spacetime with the discretee
internal symmetry group therefore makes the discrete product
group Weyl E8 x Weyl E8 , equivalent to the discrete symmetry
group I call “discrete” SO(9,1). Hence, there exists a unique
connection from the SM gauge group to “discrete” SO(9,1) in
a 10-D spacetime.
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The two possible normal mode frequencies for any two
harmonic oscillators communicating via an exchange of energy represented by Γ are
Ω=

1
(ω1 + ω2 ) ± Γ,
2

(44)

but the two identical high Q fundamental particles will have
ω2 = ω1 , so
Ω = ω1 ± Γ.
(45)
Which physical property of a particle actually determines
the difference between the two phase-locked states? Because
the single free particle does not have phase-shifted returning feedback signals, the phase shifts introduced by the other
identical particle can be a function of differences only:
phase shift = f (ωi − ω j , Ai − A j , Pi − P j ),

(46)

where ω is the Compton frequency, A is the signal amplitude,
and the P could be some other factor such as the intrinsic spin.
As we know, the physical factor P called particle intrinsic
spin S is the key. Different particle angular momentum spin
states need to be considered, such as a scalar S = 0, a spinor
S = 1/2, and a vector S = 1, in order to determine the general
result.
Consider the scalar particles first, the ones with intrinsic
spin S = 0. At first the feedback signals returning from the
direction of the other identical scalar particle might not be
in-phase, so the two particles are accelerated toward each another because the returning feedback signals from the vacuum
transponders in the direction opposite the other particle are inphase. Eventually, the scalar particles can become locked inphase with each other’s oscillations and can occupy the same
point in space. So these two S = 0 identical particles behave
as bosons obeying Bose-Einstein statistics.
Now consider a system of two spin S = 1/2 electrons. QM
requires [21] that their overall asymmetric wavefunction be
the product of position eigenvalues and the total spin quanAppendix B: Identical particles and quantum statistics
tum numbers. There are three triplet spinor states having S
Consider two identical particles. What behavior will the feed- = 1 symmetric with respect to the exchange of the electrons,
back signal approach predict?
with the spatial part being asymmetric so that the probability
Two neutral identical particles are to be considered, so of the two electrons being at the same point in space is zero.
that we can ignore any local gauge interactions of the SM, But for the singlet S = 0 spinor state, the spin part is asymboth particles beginning at rest with respect to each other. In metric and the spatial part is symmetric, thereby enhancing
the general case, feedback signals emitted at the same Comp- the probability to be at the same point in space, i.e., there is
ton frequency ω1 by each particle are absorbed, phase shifted, an attraction to one another.
and emitted by the other identical particle back into the surApplying geometry by rotating the two S = 1/2 identical
rounding space.
particles together in the triplet S = 1 state by 360◦ , one deterTheir existence in each other’s environment means that mines that the feedback signals will return with a phase that
the identical particles can become phase-locked, either with produces an increased amplitude pushing each particle away
in-phase or with out-of-phase normal modes, as is the case for from the direction of the other identical particle. Therefore, a
two identical-frequency quantum harmonic oscillators com- repulsion occurs to produce an increased separation. Called
municating to each other, with their final locked-in phase re- Pauli repulsion, this response is the source of Fermi-Dirac
statistics.
lationship becoming 0 or π.
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In the total S = 0 case for two spin S = 1/2 particles, i.e.,
with spins opposite, the feedback signal amplitudes at each
particle decrease by adding in the returning signals from the
direction of the other identical particle. There is attraction,
so this total S = 0 spin state is allowed for two electrons at
the same point in space. That is, the spatial wavefunction
is even but the spin wavefunction for this total S = 0 state is
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anti-symmetric.
Finally, when both particles each have S = 1, the total
spin states are S = 2 and S = 0. The geometrical factors will
produce a result identical to the total S = 0 Bose-Einstein behavior for two scalar particles, i.e., there is a feedback signal
amplitude decrease that results in an attraction.
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The antique concept of a permanent Cosmos is reintroduced as a perfect deterministic computer, inverting the Anthropic Principle and interpreting the dimensionless parameters as optimal calculation bases. The later are unified in the Topological Axis,
which exhibits the string theory dimension series d = 4k + 2, with the emphasis on
the values 26 (visible universe) and 10 (the hydrogen-pion couple). The 1-D extension of the Holographic Principle defines the Grandcosmos and a 1061 trans-plankian
quantified time. This confirms the matter-antimatter oscillatory bounce and resolves at
last the vacuum energy dilemma. The intervention of the sporadic groups implies the
mathematics-physics fusion which is confirmed by 10−9 precise relations, showing four
force connection with the Eddington constant 137 and the Atiyah one. The Holic Principle, the generalized Holographic Principle and Eddington’s theory must unlock particle
physics, with composite d quark and massive string, gluon, photon and graviton. The
standard evolutionary cosmology will soon be excluded by the observation of mature
galaxies in the very far-field.
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The hierarchy and computation principles

There is presently an intense debate in the physics community. While a minority believes in an Ultimate Theory, a large
majority have abandoned such hope and believes seriously
in the extreme consequence of the “Anthropic Principle”, the
Multiverse conundrum [1]. The present article settles the debate in favor of a single steady-state flickering cosmos (Section 4), a kind of synthesis between the two historic main cosmologies, since it can be viewed as a Permanent Big Bang.
Only a minority thinks physics and mathematics are really unified, while a large majority separate the two domains
(so separating also biology). The criteria for the uniqueness
of the Cosmos is the mathematical character of the measured
dimensionless parameters. Indeed, we show in Section 2 that
the latter obeys the Topological Axis, Fig. 1, and, for the first
time, they are connected with a series of ppb relations involving e, π and γ (Section 9.4). This article shows also that the
discovery of the sporadic groups, with, in particular, the monstruous moonshine correlation [2], is a crucial discovery for
∗ Crimean
† École
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physics (Section 8.5).
In this debate unicity-multiplicity, pure mathematicians
believe that progress can be obtained only when the Ultimate Theory has been discovered. However, the history of
physics shows that one can progress without knowing the ultimate laws. This no-said principle can be called the “Hierarchy Principle”. So, when Proust and Dalton found whole
numbers in chemical reactions, they were prefiguring atomic
physics. The same for Balmer, spectral lines and wave mechanics. Idem for Mandeleev, atomic masses and nuclear
physics. Also, when Mandel found whole numbers in biology, he anticipated genetics. In the same manner, this article
prefigures the fundamental theory, but precising its arithmetical foundation: the Holic Principle, recalled in Section 6. We
interpret this central role of whole numbers by assuming that
the Cosmos is a perfect computer. This is the very foundation
of quantum physics. The Section 3 shows the overall holographic quantification, breaking the Planck wall by a factor
1061 , solving at last the vacuum quantum energy dilemma and
justifying why the Cosmos is so large. This “Optimal Computation Principle” enlightens the First Principle of Thermodynamics, the energy conservation. This is a more direct and
logical explanation than the standard “time uniformity”.
This reinstates the Laplace determinism, involving nonlocal hidden variables, which are identified with the Cosmos,
so rejecting the standard Copenhagen statistical interpretation
of quantum mechanics. It seems that the pre-scientific role of
chance is a common point between three misleading views
in present mainstream thinking. Firstly, in biology, the assimilation of Darwin’s rough argumentation with a scientific
theory (see Discussion). Secondly, in quantum physics, the
so-called “uncertainty principles”, which are only manifestations of the general wave propagation (field and flickering
matter), through Fourier transform properties. Thirdly, in cosmology, the above recurse to the Multiverse conundrum.
While it was already shown that main dimensionless parameters are present both in musical scales and in DNA characteristics [3], this article goes further, by showing they are
calculation bases.
The abnormal efficiency of elementary 3-fold dimensional analysis is justified in Section 5, confirming the reality of
the Grandcosmos, essential in Coherent Cosmology [3]. The
c-free analysis gives simply and directly the supercycle period in an all-deterministic Cosmos, with dimension d = 30,
given by the Holic Principle. An elementary calculation gives
also a good approximation of the invariant Hubble radius, in a
formula which was present for a century in astrophysics textbooks: the limit of a star radius when the number of atoms
reduces to unity. We recall that in Coherent Cosmology, the
Hubble radius R is defined by the relative redshift law
∆ f / f = l/R
of l-distant galaxy groups, in the exponential recession.
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Finally, there is the central problem of infinity. While it is
welcome in mathematics, it is condemned in physics. The
domination of mathematics blocked for years the quantum
mechanics, annonced by the above discoverers, from Proust
to Mandel. Indeed, Planck believed in the mathematical continuum, and was reluctant of his own physical discovery, until
1912, when Poincaré demonstrated that the quantification of
matter-light interaction was mandatory [4]. The continuum
has the advantage that it simplifies formulas, by the virtue of
the computation properties of e and π. Thus, the vastness of
the Cosmos is a compromise, but at the expense of a necessary rationalization of e and π, as shown in this article.
Thus, there must exist multi-base algorithms able to explain the compatibility between these two principles, Hierarchy and Computation, which seems at first sight somewhat
contradictory. The key is the analysis of the dimensionless
parameters (about 30 in the standard model), which are tightly contrived by a mysterious “fine-tuning”. Happily, the Hierarchy Principle applies: only three dimensionless parameters:
a, p, and aG are sufficient to explain the main structures of the
world [1]. Two of them are precisely measured: the electric
constant a ≈ 137.035999139(31), known with 0.23 ppb precision, and the proton-electron mass ratio p ≈ 1836.15267245
(75), known with 0.4 ppb precision. The gravitational coupling constant aG was the square of the ratio Planck/proton
mass, subjected to a relatively large imprecision 10−4 due to
the imprecision on G measurement. In fact, we consider rather the inverse of α and αG , we note a and aG .
One reads [1]:
For example, the size of a planet is the geometric mean
of the size of the Universe and the size of an atom;
the mass of man is the geometric mean of the mass
of a planet and the mass of a proton. Such relationships, as well as the basic dependencies on α and αG
from which they derive, might be regarded as coincidences if one does not appreciate that they can be deduced from known physical theory, with the exception
of the Universe, which cannot be explained directly
from known physics... This line of arguments, which
is discussed later, appeals to the ’anthropic principle’.

This is misleading since, as soon as the fine-tuning involves the observable Universe radius, it signals the existence
of a fundamental theory that must take into account the antique Cosmos concept, which, as Eddington claimed [5], must
be permanent. Extending this to the standard spatial homogeneity, this leads to the Perfect Cosmological Principle, the
very foundation of the steady-state cosmology and the starting point of Coherent Cosmology [3].
2

The cosmic fine-tuning and the topological axis

We look here for a systematic organization of dimensionless
physical quantities stemming from cosmology, astrophysics,
particle physics, theoretical physics and mathematics. The
most famous fine tuning implies cosmic quantities, awkwardF. M. Sanchez et al. Back to Cosmos
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Fig. 1: The Topological Axis (data in Table 1). The double natural logarithms y = ln(ln(Y)) of the main dimensionless physical quantities
Y corresponds to the special string dimension series d = 4k + 2, from k = 0 to k = 7, characteristics of the Bott sequence [27]. This is
the reunion of height 2D-1D holographic relations, hence the name “Topological Axis”. Two relations come from the double large number
correlation [5], one comes from the Carr and Rees weak boson-gravitation relation (2), and one comes from the Davies analysis [11],
involving the Cosmological Microwave Background (CMB) wavelength. On the macrophysics side, with length unit oe , the electron
Compton reduced wavelength, 6 × Hubble radius 13.812 billion light-years, (3), is tied to the bosonic critical dimension 26, while Bott
reduction ∆d = 8 leads firstly to d = 18: it is the thermal photon (CMB). This temperature T ≈ 2.725820805 Kelvin, (38), is identified
to the common temperature of the couple Universe-Grandcosmos. It is tied to the the mammal wavelength through the Sternheimer scale
factor j (Section 8.3); another Bott reduction leads to d = 10 (superstring dimension): it is the hydrogen atom, and finally to d = 2: the
massive string, about 2.1 GeV. For the number 24 of transverse dimensions, it is the Kotov length (Section 4.3), multiplied by a factor
about 2πa, with a ≈ 137.036. For d ≈ Γ, the Atiyah constant (Section 8.2), it is the galaxy group radius, a characteristic cosmic length
(106 light-years, Section 2.1). For k ≈ e2 , y ≈ 2e, it is the Grandcosmos radius (Section 3). The Space-Time-Matter Holic dimension
d = 30 (Section 6) is tied to c times the cosmic supercycle period (Section 5). On the microphysics side, with the same length unit oe , Bott
reductions from d = 30 lead to the gauge bosons: d = 22 for the Grand Unification Theory (GUT) one, (2.30 × 1016 GeV), d = 14 for
the weak one and d = 6 for the (massive) gluons, about 8.6 MeV. For the intermediary superstring value d = 10, there is the mean pion.
For d ≈ γ × Γ, Y ≈ 4952 the square of the diminished Green-Schwarz string dimension (496 − 1), it is the Brout-Englert-Higgs boson
(125.175 GeV). For k ≈ 2ee , it is the topon, the visible Universe wavelength, the space quantum, which identifies with the monoradial unit
length of the Bekenstein-Hawking Universe entropy (Section 3). With unit 2π times the Nambu mass mN = ame [15], d = 24 and 26
corresponds to the photon and graviton masses, defined by the two-step holographic interaction [3], Section 7.1. This is the extrapolation
towards smaller numbers of the Double Larger Number correlation. The central dimension is d = 16, for a total of 27 string dimensions in
the Bott sequence. This suggests a liaison with the Eddigton’s matrix 16 × 16 [5].
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Table 1: Topological Axis f (d) = exp(2d/4 ). Data with R = 2aG oe = 2~2 /Gme m p mH ≈ 13.812 Glyr, RGC = 2re6 /l5P ≈ 9.0758 × 1086 m
57
1/2
o M = 2l2P /R ≈ 3.9989 × 10−96 m, T = ~4 /ρc3/2G5/2
, m ph = aw mgr ≈ 1.222 × 10−55 kg
F ≈ 5.4829 × 10 s, lK = oe (aG aw )

Physical element

k

d = 4k + 2

ln(ln( f (d)))

string
gluon
mean pion
H atom diameter
half mean weak boson
Higgs boson
thermal photon
boson GUT
photon
Kotov perimeter
Hubble radius R*6
graviton
supercycle period
topon
Grandcosmos

0
1
2
2
3
4
5
5.5
5.5
6
6
7
e2

2
6
10
10
14
γΓ ≈ 14.533
18
22
24
24
26
26
30
2ee
-

0.347
1.040
1.733
1.733
2.426
2.518
3.119
3.812
4.159
4.159
4.5054
4.505
5.199
5.253
5.432

ly called the “Double Large Number Problem”. If it is a “problem” for standard evolutionary cosmology, it is a precious
clue in the steady-state cosmology based on the above Perfect
Cosmological Principle (spatial and temporal homogeneity).
This cosmological fine-tuning leads directly to a gravitational
hydrogen molecule model of the visible universe [3].
This defines the Universe Hubble radius R = 2aG oe , where the factor 2 comes from the bi-atomic structure, and where
oe = ~/cme is the electron Compton reduced wavelength,
while the gravitational coupling constant is aG = ~c/Gm p mH ,
where m p and mH are the proton and hydrogen atom masses.
So, the speed c is eliminated, in accordance with the Coherent
Cosmology which needs signal celerity far exceeding c. This
gives R ≈ 13, 812 Gly, corresponding to a Hubble constant
70.790 (km/s)/Megaparsec, compatible with the most recent
measurements [6]: 72(3) (km/s)/Megaparsec. The latter confirms the value measured by the 1a type novae, while the standard optimization of 6 parameters results in a lower value, by
9%. This is a significant refutation of the standard cosmology, but the fact that the so-called Universe age is about 13.8
Gyr cannot be due to chance. This means that the standard
approach has something right [10], but the standard interpretation is false: in fact the Big Bang is permanent.
Consider the wavelength of the visible Universe with critical mass M = Rc2 /2G:

Predictions (oe = are = cte )

ln(ln(Measured ratio)) [17]

m string ≈ 2.1 MeV ?
mgluon ≈ 8.6 MeV ?
ln(ln(268.60)) ≈ 1.722
ln(ln(274.22)) ≈ 1.725
ln(ln(8.378 × 104 )) ≈ 2.428
ln(ln(2.449 × 105 )) ≈ 2.518
ln(ln(hc/2kθCMB oe )) ≈ 3.035
ln(ln(2πlK /re )) ≈ 4.159
4.506(3) [6]

mHiggs ≈ 125.175 GeV ?
mGUT ≈ 2.30 × 1016 GeV ?
ln(ln(mN /m ph )) ≈ 4.130
ln(ln(6R/oe )) ≈ 4.5054
ln(ln(mN /mgr )) ≈ 4.485
ln(ln(T/te )) ≈ 5.199
ln(ln(oe /o M )) ≈ 5.523
ln(ln(RGC /oe )) ≈ 5.433

0
/oe )2 , followed by lmacro /oe ∼ (oe /lmicro
)2 , leading to:

oe /o M ∼ (R/oe )2 ∼ (oe /oX )4
∼ (λCMB /oe )8 ∼ (oe /oW )16 ∼ (2rH /oe )32
8

∼ (oe /lGl )64 ∼ (o str /oe )128 ∼ 22 .

This series include the Cosmic Microwave Background wavelength λCMB and a string wavelength o str , with mass about 2
MeV. Hence, the correlation is eight-fold. They include implicitly the above double fine-tuning and three more relations
that have been independently reported [3]. Thus, only three
relations are really new. The overall large number 2256 has
an obvious computational character, confirmed below by the
dramatic appearance of the Eddington Large Number.
In particular, as Davies quoted [11] “The fact that R/λCMB
∼ aG3/4 seems to indicate yet another large-number coincidence”. By this order of magnitude, we infer rather precise
relations. With the hydrogen radius rH , we observe R/rH ≈
(4πλCMB /rH )4 , precise to 0.6%. Considering the standard
cosmological neutrino background (CNB), which wavelength
is defined by (λCNB /λCMB )3 = 11/4, we note that R/oe ≈
2
(λCNB
/λCMB oe )4 to 1.7%. The appearance of the neutrino
field is conform with the synthesis of the two main cosmologies, where the single Bang is replaced by a matter-antimatter
Oscillatory Bounce [10].
It was noted in [1] that aG is of order W 8 , where W is the
o M = ~/Mc ≈ 4.00 × 10−96 m .
(1)
W boson-electron mass ratio. With the above R value, one obThis “topon” corresponds to the value n ≈ 2ee , close to the serves the following more symmetrical relation involving the
touchstone n = 30 of the Topological Axis, see Fig. 1. This other (neutral) weak boson Z, in the 0.01% indetermination
scheme illustrates the function f (n + 4) = f 2 (n) and stems of W and Z:
from the imbrication of relations of the form oe /lmicro ∼ (lmacro
R/(o p oH )1/2 ≈ (WZ)4
(2)
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where o p and oH are the proton and hydrogen reduced wavelengths. The precision of this formula will be pulled to the
ppb range in Section 9.4, by intervention of canonical mathematical constants.
The gravitational hydrogen molecule model [3] implies
the following double correlation, which is the simplest case of
Eddington’s statistical theory [5]: the position of a “reference
particle” is supposed to be determined with an uncertainty of
R/2. For N particles of mass m components of √
the visible
Universe, the deviance is statistically divided by N, where
N = M/m. If m is the principal value of the effective mass of
the electron in the hydrogen atom, m = m0e = me m p /mH , and
p
if, moreover, one equates the deviance R/(2 (M/m0e )) to the
hydrogen reduced wavelength oH = ~/cmH , one gets:
R/2oH = (M/m0e )1/2 = ~c/Gme m p .

(3)

This is the definitive interpretation of the Double Large Number fine-tuning. So, while the two pillars of physics, relativity
and quantum theory are unable to conciliate gravitation and
particle physics, the third pillar, statistical physics, directly
makes this connection in cosmology [5].
Recall that, contrary to what is often stated, quantum physics does not limit to microphysics. Indeed, the exclusion
principle applies in both solid state physics and in stellar physics. In particular, for a star containing N s atoms, in which the
pressure has reached the quantum degeneracy value (case of
white dwarfs), exclusion principle applies for electrons, and
the star radius is about R/N s1/3 [3]. So the formula giving
the Hubble radius R, a very difficult measurement which puzzled a whole century, was implicitly contained in astrophysics
textbooks. Eddington was aware of this Cosmologic Exclusion Principle, but he could not conclude since, at his epoch,
the Hubble measurement for R was false by an order of magnitude.
The reason for this discrepancy is that Lemaı̂tre and Hubble considered galaxies of the Local Group, which do not
participate in the so-called space expansion. In fact, it is
sufficient to introduce a repulsive force proportional to separation distance, for explaining the steady-state exponential
recession. The repulsive force is equivalent to reintroduce
the Einstein cosmological constant in the General Relativity
equations, but with invariant value 1/R2 .
The distance for which this force exceeds attractive gravitation between galaxies is about 106 light years [3], a typical
galaxy group radius, which corresponds, in the Topological
Axis, to the Atiyah constant Γ, (Section 8.3), see Fig. 1.
In the steady-state cosmology of Bondi, Gold [7]andHoyle [8], such a repulsive force between galaxy groups is necessary, in order to avoid a big chill due to the thermodynamics
second principle. But, inside a galaxy group, another evacuation mechanism must occur: it would be the role of the
massive black holes.
F. M. Sanchez et al. Back to Cosmos
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The toponic holographic quantification

In the above steady-state cosmological model, the Perfect Cosmological Principle implies the invariance of the Universe
mean mass density ρ, defined at large. This predicts also
the exponential recession of galaxy groups, with time constant R/c being compensated by the appearance of mn massive
neutrons at rate c3 /Gmn , corresponding to about one neutron
by century in a cathedral volume. The invariant visible Universe radius R is then defined by the Schwarzschild relation,
so that each topon, with wavelength o M = ~/Mc = 2l2P /R
is the center of an equivalent R-radius black hole, of critical
mass M = Rc2 /2G. The Bekenstein-Hawking entropy of this
black hole Universe shows a 1-D extension [3] of the standard
Holographic Principle, until now devoted to 3-D application
only [12]:
S BH = A/4 = π(R/lP )2 = 2πR/o M

(4)

where A is the horizon sphere area and lP = (G~/c3 )1/2 is
the Planck length. Note that, while the standard evolutionary
cosmology uses differential equations, which are not adapted
to a single Universe, as Poincaré stated [9], the Permanent
Cosmology must favor such integral relations. Here it is the
Archimedes testimony tying the disk area to its perimeter.
The topon breaks the so-called “Planck wall” by a factor
lP /o M ≈ 1061 . This explains why this holographic relation
was long time unnoticed. Indeed, it was admitted that lP was
the quantum of space: in fact the Planck length is an intermediate holographic length only.
The gravitational potential energy of a critical homogeneous sphere is −(3/5)GM 2 /R = −(3/10)Mc2 , while the nonrelativistic kinetic energy of galaxies is (3/10)Mc2 [3]. Their
sum is therefore zero: the density of the so-called “dark energy” is compatible with 7/10, so that dark energy was a trivial false problem. The relativity theory is a local theory that
does not apply in cosmology at large: galaxies actually reach
speed c, and, crossing the horizon, enter a Grandcosmos of
radius RGC , given, as a first approximation, by the symmetrical monochrome holographic relation:
(0)
S BH = π(R/lP )2 = 2πRGC
/lP

(5)

(0)
with RGC
/R = lP /o M ∼ 1061 . The conservation of the time
(0)
constant t = R/c = RGC
/C introduces a canonical velocity
61
C ∼ 10 c, lifting the veil on an energy larger than that of the
visible Universe by a factor of 10122 , which can be identified
with the lP -normalized quantum energy of vacuum, checked
by the Casimir effect [13]. The central problem of quantum cosmic physics is thus solved. Moreover, the objections
against the Hawking approach using transplankian frequencies are wiped out [14].
In a better approximation, justified below, R is replaced
in the above relation by R0 = 2~2 /Gm3N ≈ 18.105 Gly, where
mN = ame is the Nambu mass [15], of central importance in
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particle physics. Indeed, the half radius R0 /2 has a simpler
definition than R/2: it corresponds to the elimination of c between the classical electron radius and the Planck length [3].
In this way, the sphere of radius R0 appears as the spherical
hologram representation of the outer Grandcosmos:
S 0BH = π(R0 /lP )2 = 2πRGC /lP .

(6)

This value will be confirmed in Section 5 (Fig. 6).
The toponic quantification hypothesis assumes that the
mass of a particle is an exact sub-multiple of the critical mass
M of the visible Universe: m = M/Nm . Thus its wavelength
is Nm o M , allowing the following holographic extension of the
above monoradial holographic conservation:
S BH = π(R/lP )2 = 2πR/o M = 2πNm R/om .

(7)

This series of diametrical circles generate, by scanning, the
approximation of a sphere: thus it goes from the disk to the
sphere with area 4π(R/lP )2 . Note that this justifies the factor
1
4 in the BH entropy. But, for the approximation to be sufficient, the numbers Nm must be very large. In this way, the
Cosmos computer can use the computational properties of the
mathematical constants of the continuous analysis, such as e
and π, (Sections 8 and 9).
The immensity of the Cosmos thus receives a computational holographic explanation, which is much simpler than
that of standard cosmology, where initial conditions, during
Planck time, would be adjusted with extreme precision, even
with inflation.
With NEd = 136 × 2256 the Eddington large number, one
observes that NEd times the neutron mass, corrected by the
classical ratio H/p, gives the effective mass 3M/10 to 41
ppm, so that:
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[10]. The CPT symmetry (Charge conjugation-Parity inversion-Time reversal) connects this matter-antimatter oscillation with the parity violation in particle physics and biology.
4

The tachyonic flickering space-time-matter

The tachyonic hypothesis is consistent with the non-local character of quantum mechanics.
4.1

The single electron cosmology

The single-electron cosmology [3] uses the electron indeterminacy, which is the real basis of the Exclusion Principle, giving a horizon value R1 only dependent of the principal value
of the hydrogen radius a0 = aH/p, by respect to oe . It is the
value for which the mean cosmic value is also the atomic one:
P
(1/n)
= a0
(10)
P
(1/n2 )
with the sum running from 2 to R1 /oe . This implies:
R1 = oe exp((π2 /6 − 1)a0 + 1 − γ) ≈ 15.77465 Gly
very close (0.4 ppm) to R1 = (pG /p0 )(βRR0 )1/2 , where pG =
P/2127/2 , with P = oe /lP , β = (H − p)−1 the Rydbergh correction factor and p0 = 6π5 the Lenz-Wyler value p (Section
9.2). Moreover, there is a direct connection with the Grandcosmos radius and the topon, to 0.90 %:
2
o M = 2l2p /R ≈ R31 /RGC
.

(11)

This synthesis relation confirms the coherence of the whole
procedure. It will be of central importance in the following.
4.2

The Cosmic Coherent Oscillation (CCO)

The Kotov non-doppler cosmic oscillation [16] is not considered seriously, since it seems to violate the most basic preMm p = m4P /me mH ≈ (10NEd /3)mH mn
(8) requisite of physics, the generality of Doppler phenomena.
Interpreting this as a tachyonic phenomenon, we identified
This directly involves the Planck mass mP , which presently the Kotov period t ' 9600.06(2) s, taking the electron charK
has no known interpretation, except that it is close to the mass acteristic time t = o /c as unit, to the simplest relation elime
e
of the human ovocyte [3]. In this way, the local inertia is inating c between a and a = ~3 /G m2 c, the well measured
G
w
F e
related to the distant masses, in accordance with the Mach (3 × 10−7 ) dimensionless electroweak coupling constant a :
w
principle, which the relativity theory does not explain. Another shortcoming of this theory is that it does not define any
tK /te = (aG aw )1/2 .
(12)
inertial frame. However, the Doppler asymmetry of the cosmic background indicates that the speed of our local group of This weak coupling constant [1] aw = (E F /me c2 )2 is defined
galaxies is about 630 km/s. The cosmic background is, there- from the Fermi energy [17]: E F ≈ 292.806161(6) GeV ≈
573007.33(25) me c2 , itself tied to the weak force constant G F
fore, tied to the Newton absolute frame, the Grandcosmos.
≡
(~c)3 /E F2 ≈ 1.4358509(7) × 10−62 Joule × m3 . This introThe mathematical continuity is excluded by the above
Computation Principle, so the time associated to the above duces the product of two area speeds, confirming the flickering hypothesis:
“topon”:
t M = o M /c = ~/Mc2 ≈ 1.33 × 10−104 s

(9)

is the new candidate for the “chronon”, the “quantum of time”, so the oscillatory bounce has a frequency about 10104 Hz
128

(o2e /tK )(~/(m p mH )1/2 = (GG F )1/2

(13)

so the best measured cosmic quantity, the Kotov period, implies a symmetry between gravitation and weak nuclear force.
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This specifies the G value to 10−6 precision (ppm). It is
compatible with the well-elaborate (10−5 ) BIPM measurement [18], at several sigmas from the Codata value [17], but
the later is the mean between discordant measurements. Computer analysis shows that this value of G is compatible with
the following well-defined value, with de ≈ 1.001159652 the
relative electron magnetic moment [17] :
(2127 /aG )1/2 ≈ de (H/p)3
⇔
G ≈ 6.6754552 × 10−11 kg−1 m3 s−2 .
A value ppb confirmed in Section 9. One notes:
p
(R1 /aw lK ) ≈ 4πp/p0 ↔ tK ≈ 9600.591445 s
a relation independent from G. This Kotov period tK value
will be confirmed, in the ppb range, in Section 9.4. It is associated [3] with the photon mass m ph = ~/c2 tK ≈ 1.222×10−55
kg. The connection with the graviton mass is proposed in
Section 7.1.
The following relation (0.1%), will be very useful in the
Section 5:
M/m ph ≈ (3/e)O2M
(14)

Fig. 2: Resonance-spectrum F(ν) computed for 15 motions of the
largest, fast-spinning bodies of the solar system. On horizontal axis
is logarithm of frequency ν in µHz, the dashed horizontal line shows
a 3θ C.L., and the primary peak yields to the best – commensurable
period 9594(65) s.

with O M the cardinal order of the Monster group [19]. The
Monster Group, the largest of 26 sporadic groups, is suspected by some researchers to play a central role in physics:
indeed string theory allows a bridge between apparently unconnected mathematical theories [2].
4.3

The omnipresence of CCO in astrophysics

With t = R/c, the relation (t tK2 )1/3 ≈ 10.8 years, compatible with the famous 11-year sun period was noted. It was
proposed that this unexplained phenomenon, responsible for
moderate periodic climate variation, was also of flickering
cosmic origin [20]. This hypothesis has been recently confirmed by the straight temporal profile of the phenomena,
showing it is tied to a quantum process [21].
Remarkable enough, a “mysterious” period ≈ 1/9 days of
the Sun’s pulsations has been predicted long before its actual
discovery in 1974. Namely, 73 years ago, French amateur
astronomer Sevin (1946) claimed that “la période propre de
vibration du Soleil, c’est-a-dire la période de son infra-son
(1/9 de jour), a joué un role essentiel dans la distribution des
planètes supérieures”. Presumably, the Sevin “vibration period” of the Sun was merely an issue of his reflections about
resonances and distances inside the solar system. Nevertheless, solar pulsations with exactly that period were discovered, after decades – and independently of Sevin’s paper –
by a few groups of astrophysicists. Soon the presence of the
same period, or timescale, was found in other objects of the
Cosmos too [16].
Opponents emphasize often that tK is very close to the
9th harmonic of the mean terrestrial day: the corresponding
F. M. Sanchez et al. Back to Cosmos

Fig. 3: Same as Fig. 2, for N = 11 sizes “diameters” of the solar
system (with c = 1 and the π factor for inner orbits). The highest
peak corresponds to the spatial scale 9600(120) light-sec.

ratio – of the length of a day to the tK period – is equal to
8.99943(1) – and claim thus the tK oscillation of the Sun
should be regarded as an artifact (see, e.g. Grec and Fossat,
1979; Fossat et al., 2017). As a matter of fact, however, the
tK period occurs to be the best commensurate timescale for
the spin rates of all the most massive and fast-rotating bodies
of the solar system, in general.
This is obvious from Fig. 2, which shows the resonance
spectrum F(ν), calculated for 15 motions of 12 largest, fast
spinning, objects of the system (with the mean diameters ≥
500 km and periods inferior to 2 days: six planets, three asteroids and three satellites, leaving apart trans-neptunian objects; see Kotov, 2018). The peak of the best commensurability corresponds to a period of 9594(65) s, which coincides
well, within the error limits, with tK at about 5.3θ C.L., i.e.
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Fig. 4: Resonance-spectrum F1 (ν), computed for N = 5746 binaries
with periods inferior to 5 days. Horizontal axis gives logarithm of
the trial frequency ν in µHz, the dashed line indicates a 3θ C.L., and
the major peak corresponds to a timescale of 9590(70) s.

Fig. 5: Same as Fig. 4, for the F2 (ν) spectrum, computed for N =
145 exoplanets with P inferior to 1.5 days. The strongest peak of the
composite commensurability corresponds to a period of 9640(115)
s, at nearly 3.9θ significance (after Kotov, 2018).

with a chance probability 10−7 .
It seems very puzzling also that the spatial scale lK ≈
19.24 A.U. occurs to be the best commensurate with orbital
sizes of the main planetary orbits of the solar system, – see
Fig. 3, where the resonance spectrum F(ν) is plotted for 11
orbits, including those of asteroid belt, Pluto and Eris (orbital
“diameters” were approximated by the major axes, and for the
inner orbits they were multiplied by π). The primary peak – of
the best commensurability – corresponds to the spatial scale
9600(120) light-sec., or 19.24(3) A.U., at 4.7θ C.L. (Kotov,
2013).
Close binaries are characterized by the tK resonance too,
with the π number as a factor of ideal incommensurability of
motions, or frequencies (Kotov, 2018). Fig. 4 shows the resonance spectrum, or metrics of motion, F1 (ν) ≡ F(π × ν/2),
computed for 5746 close binaries, including cataclysmic variables and related objects. The major peak, with C.L. of about
7θ, corresponds to the timescale 9590(70) s, coinciding within the error limits with tK (the stellar data were taken from all
available binary stars catalogues and original papers).
To compute the F1 (ν) spectrum, the program finds – for
each test frequency ν – deviations of ratios (2νi /πν)k ≥ 1
from the nearest integers, and determines then the least-squares minimum of such deviations. Here, ν is the test frequency,
νi minus the frequency of a given object, i = 1, 2, ...N – the
ordinal number, with N, the total number of observed periods in a sample of objects, and the power k = 1 or -1. The
factor of two in Eq. (2) takes into account that second half of
the orbit repeats the first one, and the transcendental number
π appears as a factor of orbital stability, or “idea” incommensurability, of motions, or frequencies (the π number, in fact,
characterizes geometry of space; for details see Kotov, 2018).
Recently it was shown, that the tK timescale characterizes,
statistically, the motion of superfast exoplanets too, see Fig. 5.

It was shown in fact, that a number of superfast exoplanets, with periods inferior to 2 days, revolve around parent
stars with periods, near-commensurate with timescales t1 and
/or 2t1 /π, where t1 = 9603(85) s agrees fairly well with the
period tK ≈ 9600 s of the so-called “cosmic oscillation” found
firstly in the Sun, then – in other variable objects of the Universe (the probability that the two timescales would coincide
by chance is near 3 × 10−4 ).
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4.4

The Tifft, Arp and Pioneer effects

Another unexplained effect is the 75(5) km/s periodicity in
the galactic redshift [22]. Now, this speed v1 ≈ ca/F corresponds to the following quantum resonance, with the electron
√
classical radius re = oe /a and where mF = me aw is the
Fermi mass:
vn /n = v1 = ~/re mF .
(15)
The Halton Arp observations of chains of galaxies with different redshifts [23] was also rejected. But it could be the sign
of the galactic regeneration constantly maintaining the visible Universe mass: this is sustained by the following section
proving the invariance of the mean mass density ρc .
Much controversial is the Pioneer deceleration [24] gPi ≈
8.7 × 10−10 ms−2 . It corresponds to the Pioneer time tPi =
c/gPi ≈ 3.4 × 1017 s close to t = R/c ≈ 4.3587 × 1017 s. The
following section will show a connection between the Kotov,
Tifft and Pioneer effects.
5

The logic of prospective dimensional analysis

Physics uses principally physical quantities of the type Q =
M x Ly T t , where M, L and T are Mass, Length and Time measurements, and where the exponents are rational numbers.
However, the addition of measures of different categories has
no significance. This seems at first sight illogical since, fundamentally, a product is a sum of additions. So, there must
F. M. Sanchez et al. Back to Cosmos
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be a hidden common nature for the three categories, mass,
length and time. This sustains the above single electron cosmic model [3].
This suggests a 3-D geometrical model. Indeed, consider
t = R/c, and M 0 = R0 c2 /2G the critical mass in the above
holographic sphere representing the Grandcosmos. Summing
the square of ln(M 0 /me ), and two times the square of ln(R/oe )
= ln(t/te ), one gets, to 40 ppm:
ln2 (M 0 /me ) + ln2 (R/oe ) + ln2 (t/te ) ≈ ln2 (RGC /oe )

(16)

showing the Grandcosmos ratio. This traduces, in function of
P = mP /me , p = m p /me , H = mH /me by:
ln2 (P4 /a3 ) + 2 ln2 (P2 /pH) ≈ ln2 (2P5 /a6 ) .

(17)

Moreover, to 10−7 , corresponding to 7 × 10−6 precision on the
above G value:
ln2 (P4 /a3 ) + 2 ln2 (P2 /pH) ≈ exp(4e–1/a) .

(18)

This is a dramatic geometrical confirmation (Fig. 6) of the
visible Universe-Grandcosmos holographic couple.
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most pertinent in the considered domain. This prospective dimensional analysis is largely used in fluid mechanics, where
the equations are intractable. However, it is largely ignored in
other domains because there is not really mathematical foundation, apart the above essential remarks. The triplet c, G, ~
which define the above Planck units is a notable exception.
Moreover, in virtue of the above Hierarchy Principle, the
lack of theoretical justification is not a reason to neglect prospective dimensional analysis.
The elimination of c in the above R formula means that
the simplest basic dimensional analysis starting from ~, G and
m, the electron-proton-neutron mean mass, gives a good approximation for R/2. Indeed, in the hypothesis of a coherent
Cosmos, it is logical to discard c which is far two small a
speed. This has not been observed during one century since
c is always believed to be the single mandatory foundation of
space-time. The warning of Poincaré [25], the true discoverer of relativity: “use 4-D space-time, but do not confound
Space and Time” has long been forgotten, and physicists have
unwisely put c = 1 in their equations.
In his three first minutes of cosmology (Sept. 1997), the
first author obtained the length:
l{~, G, m} = ~2 /Gm3 ≈ R/2

(19)

but it took nine years to get this published [20], and it appeared later [3] that m must be considered more precisely as
the cubic root of the product me m p mH . Moreover, the above
critical condition links the time t = R/c and the mean mass
density by the c-free formula:
ρc = 3/8πGt2 ≈ 9.41198 × 10−27 kg × m−3 .

(20)

Thus, the mainstream idea of a temporal variability of the
mean density ρc cannot be to sustain, meaning that ρc must
be considered a fundamental constant. This writes:
1/2
t{~, ρc , G} = 1/ρ1/2
= (R/c)(8π/3)1/2 .
c G

Fig. 6: Geodimensional Universe-Grandcosmos couple, with unit
length the electron Compton reduced wavelength. In a 3-D superspace, logarithms of physical ratios are considered vectors. The
Grandcosmos radius appears as the norm of the vector using for
length and time projections the same value R/oe = t/te . For the mass
projection it is M 0 /me where M 0 is the critical mass in the Grandcosmos reduced spherical hologram. This is a dramatic geometrical confirmation (not dependant of the base for logarithms) of the
Extended (2D-1D) Holographic Principle applied to the BekensteinHawking Universe entropy (6). The Grandcosmos existence cannot
be denied since the relation involving natural logarithms with e and
a reach precision 10−7 .

Another crucial point in physics is the existence of invariant fundamental constants. Thus, association of three of them
must give characteristic values of M, L, T . So, approaching a
domain in physics necessitates to calculate characteristic values (M, L, T ) from the three universal constants which are the
F. M. Sanchez et al. Back to Cosmos

(21)

This idea of ρc being a fundamental constant permits to define
the Hubble radius R without any ambiguity: this is the radius
of the sphere containing a critical mass. This justifies the
above application of the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy.
Opponents would say that the center of a black hole presents a singularity: that is indeed the case for the topon in the
above flickering space- mass-time hypothesis. Others will argue that the flying galaxies cannot reach the celerity c at horizon, but, as recalled above, relativity is a local theory, so do
not apply to cosmology at large. Indeed, even General Relativity in unable to define any Galilean frame, while the Foucault pendulum shows it directly, realizing the Cosmic Microwave Background frame, identified with the Grandcosmos
frame, as seen above.
Introducing the Fermi constant G F , the associated c-free
length is very particular, to 1.7%:
1/2
9
2
l{~, ρc , G F } = ~/ρ1/2
c G F ≈ 9.07154 × 10 m ≈ oe /lP .
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Now, most dramatically, the following mandatory c-free times are close to each over (0.7%):
57
T {~, ρc , G F } = ~4 /ρc3/2G5/2
F ≈ 5.4829 × 10 s

(22)
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this corresponds to d = 30, the natural extension of the above
diophantine equation:
T 2 = L3 = M 5 = n30

(26)

(23) where M is a mass ratio. Recall that the lifetime of an unstable particle depends on the 5th power of its mass. This holic
One would conceive it is the deterministic supercycle period, dimension 30 is the touchstone of the Topological axis, from
which matches the Topological Axis at n = 30, the holic di- which the gauge bosons are deduced by Bott reductions [27]
mension (see Section 6), to 4%. Comparing T with the Kotov (Fig. 1).
non-doppler Cosmic Oscillation period tK ≈ 9600.60(2) s,
This is called the Holic Principle, but limited to the apone observes, to 0.04 % and 0.2 %:
parent MLT world only. The Complete Holic Principle [29]
√
involves a field term F 7 , and so introduces the dimension
√
T/tK ≈ O M / 2 ≈ ea / aw
30 × 7 = 210. This is confirmed by (to 0.56 %, -0.65 %,
-0.59 %, -0.32 %):
where O M , the cardinal order of the Monster Group, have
been detected in the Section 4.2, again in relation with the
R/oe ≈ s54 ≈ f (26)/6 ≈ Γ28 /5 ≈ (2/δ)210
(27)
Kotov period. Eliminating the latter, this introduces the above
t M chronon :
where s4 = 2π2 a3 is the area of the 4-sphere of radius a and
√
T/t M ≈ (3/e 2)O3M
(24) Γ is the Atiyah constant (Section 8.3). Moreover (0.1 %, 0.03
% and 0.9 %):
The simplest interpretation follows: this is the number of
quantum events in a supercycle of period T , in a perfectly
2/δ = 2R/R0 ≈ ln p/ ln a ≈ ln a/ ln Γ ≈ ln Γ/ ln f
(28)
deterministic Cosmos.
Introducing the above Pioneer abnormal deceleration gPn , where f is the inverse strong coupling constant (Section 8.3).
3 0 1/4
te ) , This confirms the central computational role of δ = R0 /R =
one gets the time: t{G, me , gPn } = (Gme /g3Pn )1/4 = (tPn
0
3
where tPn = c/gPn and te = Gme /c . This time is compatible pH/a3 , which is to 1.6 ppm: δ ≈ e2/e2 . This implies a geowith: t{G, me , gPn } = tK /(F/a)2 , where the above Tifft factor combinatorial relation between a and p:
F/a appears. The implication of the time te0 = Gme /c3 =
2
3
2.2568 × 10−66 s confirms the above Planck wall breakdown.
p(p ) ∼ (a2 )(a )
(29)
T 0 {~, G, m} = ~3 /G2 m5 ≈ 5.5224 × 1057 s .

6

The arithmetical logic: Holic Principle

showing a symmetry between basic powers of a and p.

In the hypothesis of an arithmetical Cosmos, the ultimate
7 The special holographic relations
equations must be diophantine. The simplest one is T 2 = L3 ,
where T is a time ratio and L a length one, resolved, since 2 The holographic technique, based on the properties of a coherent wave, is by far the most efficient way to treat huge
and 3 are co-prime, by:
information, in particular in optics [28].
The students of the first author realized in 1987 a holoT 2 = L 3 = n6
(25)
gram by scanning a 1 mW security power laser beam upon
where n is a whole number, showing the classical 6-D phase- a photosensitive area of 0.6 m2 . The emulsion depth 10 mispace of point mechanics. Considering the exponents, this crons permitted false color to be obtained by varying illumiparticularizes the usual 3-D space, but attributes 2 dimensions nation through a photomask, and use of a shrinkable emulsion
for the time, in conformity with an independent study [26].
chemical process. The information contained in this holoThis is the degenerate arithmetic form of the 2D-3D holo- gram reached 1015 bit, obtained in 12 minutes of scanning
graphic principle.
exposition. Then, the first author claimed “such an efficient
This is also Kepler’s third law. It was the simplest one of way of dealing information must be used by Nature”. Turning
his three laws, and the realization of his research of harmony. to the impressive data of particle physics, after an intensive
Indeed, its diophantine form says more: it gives L = n2 , study, holographic relations were indeed found, and its ariththe orbit law in the hydrogen atom and in our gravitational metical form, the Holic Principle was presented at ANPA 16
molecule model, where the visible Universe corresponds only (Cambridge, 1994) [29].
to the first orbital. This suggests at once the existence of a
In Sept. 1997, the Orsay University attributes a sabbatical
Grandcosmos.
year, giving time to reexamine the foundation of cosmology.
Before the superperiod was recognized, the first version In the three first minutes, the half-radius of visible Universe
of the Topological axis [3] showed an overall dissymmetry. was obtained. After several weeks, the scanning holography
This was another sign for the Grandcosmos existence. Now, of Section 3 was established. After rejection by the Orsay
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University and the French Academy, this was put in March
1998 in a closed draft in the Académie des Sciences de Paris,
under the title “L’Univers conserve-t-il l’information ?”. The
next year, the initial form of the Topological Axis was rejected by the French Academy, when an anonymous referee
argued that “le Big Bang est avéré”.
Strangely enough, when the first author’s publication was
blocked (1993-1995), a Holographic Principle was coined by
some theoreticians [12], which were not specialists in holography. The origin of this appellation is not clear. One may
think that the name comes from the idea of dimension reduction, from 3-D to 2-D, similar to the visual impression in
current visible holograms (in fact holography is only the 2-D
restitution of a propagating wave). It this respect, it is strange
that no one tried to extend this process to 1-D. The idea of
temporal 1-D holography was proposed in the first author’s
thesis as soon as 1975 [30].
While the standard Holographic Principle is limited to using the Plank area, it is natural to suppose that there are other
holographic units. In fact, the Topological Axis is the reunion
of eight 1D-2D holographic relations. We present here four
more confirmations.
7.1

The graviton and photon masses

The electromagnetic interaction is not really understood, especially the photon concept [31]. The main lesson of modern
physics is that everything (light and matter) propagates by
waves (quanta appearing only at the detection). This implies
directly the non-local hidden variable (Cosmos), without involving the so-called EPR paradox [32]. Indeed, a coherent
wave is represented by a unitary operator: we have shown
that the quantum formalism is very similar to the holographic
one, describing an interaction by a two-step holographic process. We recall that convergent and divergent waves lead to
an oscillation [3]. This is known as the particle exchange of
a massive boson associated with any interaction. Here, it is
assumed that the boson has a tachyonic speed C1 . Now, the
resonance condition is that the wavelengths are identical, by
analogy with the Gabor condition [33]. So, for the electron
wave and the weak wave:

7.2
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The conservation of information

The Grandcosmos holographic reduction radius R0 shows in
itself an holographic relation with the CMB Wien wavelength
lCMB = hc/kT v, with v = 5(1 − e−v ) ≈ 4.965114245, and √the
proton radius, identified, as a first approximation, to oe / D
≈ 8.7029 × 10−16 m (0.1 %, -0.1 % and 87 ppm):
√
ea ≈ 4π(R0 /lCMB )2 ≈ (2π/3)(r p /lP )3 ≈ 3MB /mP (34)
√
where MB = 2M/
√ n is the baryonic mass of the Universe
[3]. The factor 3 implies a new holographic relation (see
the “neutron relation” in Section 8.3):
4π(R/ea lP )2 ≈ (4π/3)n ≈ (4π/3)(vπ2 /4)3 .

(35)

Since the holographic technique uses coherent radiation,
this seems incompatible with the CMB thermal character. But
in a totally deterministic cosmos, there is no paradox. This
question is connected with the black hole information paradigm [35]. Independently of our approach, an argument in
favor of a total conservation of information was tied to a nonevolution cosmology [36].
So, while General Relativity and quantum physics disagree about the nature of space-time, especially the non-locality phenomena, they agree for complete determinism, leading
to the definitive rejection of the Copenhagen statistical interpretation.
The Wien wavelength enters (0.03 %):
lCMB /oe ≈ P/pHa3

(36)

confirming that the cosmic temperature is invariant. Note that
the measured proton “charge radius” 8.775(5) × 10−16 m is
slightly distinct from the above value. There is presently a
“proton radius puzzle” [37].
7.3

The cosmic temperature

In the gravitational hydrogen molecule model [3], the Hubble radius R shows the following 1D-2D special holographic
relation, using the wavelengths of the electron, proton and
oe = ~/me c = ~/mgr Cgr
(30) hydrogen, while the background wavelength appears in the
logical extension, the 3-D term involving the molecular hyow = ~/mw c = ~/m phC ph .
(31) drogen wavelength:
Equaling the tachyonic celerities to C1 , and m ph with ~/clK
2πR/oe = 4πo p oH /l2P ' (4π/3)(oCMB /oH2 )3 .
(37)
[34], taking account of the ppb correlation tying R1 and lK
(Section 4.2), one gets:
The above relation gives TCMB ≈ 2.73K. Moreover it is anC1 /c = me /mgr = mw /m ph = lK /ow ≈ R1 /oe (4πp/p0 )2 . (32) other dramatic example of c-free dimensional analysis [3].
This leads to m ph ≈ 1.2222 × 10−55 kg, and mgr ≈ 3.7223 × With the measured temperature of the cosmic background,
2
5
10−67 kg, which fit canonical places in the Topological Axis there is a small gap compatible with (H/pG ) p/6π , where
2
2 127
pG = P /2 , with P = oe /lP . This eliminates lP , producing
(Fig. 1). This means (0.8 %):
a relation independent of G, implying TCMB ≈ 2.725820805
aw = m ph /mgr ≈ f (26)/ f (24)
(33)
Kelvin. Recall that 2127 − 1 is the most famous prime number in the history of mathematics, being the last term of the
calling for further study.
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(F 3 R1 /2a3 R0 )2 ≈ Z 4 (a/137)(p0 /p)2 .
(45)
√
This refines the relation aw /WZ ≈ a known (0.1 %) in par2
ticle
theory (0.3 and -0.4 ppm)
22 −1 −1
−1
3
22
− 1 = 2π2 λCMB
/oe o2H
(38)
p
137p0 W 2 Z 2 /pa2w ≈ O M /(2a2 P) ≈ e1/−4a .
(46)
which is the area of the 4-sphere of radius λCMB /om , where
2 1/3
om = (oe oH ) . This proves the relevance of the Lenz-Wyler
Thus, in first approximation (e−1/4a ≈ 0.036 %), the square
approximation for the proton/electron mass ratio p0 = 6π5 ,
root of the Monster order is the ratio of the Rydberg wave(Section 9.2).
length 2a2 oe to the Planck length.
Combinatorial Hierarchy [3] of special imbricated Mersenne
numbers 3, 7, 127, the sum of which is 137 (Section 8.2):

7.4

The Holic Principle and CCO

8 The role of intermediary mathematical constants
The sphere of radius R0 = 2re3 /l2P , where re = oe /a is the
8.1 The electrical constant a
electron classical radius is the Grandcosmos hologram (Sec0
2
0
3
tion 3). Its HB entropy writes: π(R /lP ) = (π/2)(R /re ) , i.e. The electrical constant a characterizes the Coulomb force bewith a wrong geometric coefficient. However, the HB entropy tween two l-distant elementary charges at rest:
of the visible Universe shows a nearly geometric term, with
Fqq = ~c/al2 .
(47)
imprecision 4/3δ ≈ 1.017:
(39) Since any electrical charge is a whole multiple of unitary
charge q (a relativistic invariant), any electrical force depends
which is a holographic conservation in the half-sphere of the only on the above constants and whole numbers. Hence, it is
visible universe. By analogy with the above scanning process logical that a appears central in atomic physics and in many
filling the whole sphere (Section 3), the above Kotov length lk fine-tuning relations [1].
(Section 4.3) permits to introduce two holographic relations,
However, theorists focused on one property only, the apinvolving the whole sphere (0.90 % and 2.6 %):
pearance of its fifth power in the hydrogen hyperfine spectra,
calling its inverse α, the “fine-structure constant”.
π(R/lK )2 ≈ 2πlK /re
(40)
Many researchers looked for the
√ mathematical origin of
3
2
a is connected with the
a.
In
quantum
electrodynamics,
(4π/3)(R/lK ) ≈ 4π(re /lP ) .
(41)
electron magnetic abnormal factor, which is very precisely
The deviation of the first relation is very close to that of (11): measured [17]: d ≈ 1.00115965218076(27). It is readily
e
2
√
R31 ≈ RGC
o M . This induces,
√ with precision 17 ppm, identified seen that a ≈ exp(π/2)2 . From i = e(iπ/2) , this writes i− ln i
2
2
to 0.3 ppm with np /H pH, and 0.08 %:
and the study of deviation leads to, with ae = a/de (29 ppb):
2
3
1/3 35
p
√
√
(RGC lP /Rre ) ≈ (R1 lK /Rre ) ≈ 3 µ
(42)
i− ln i / de ≈ ( ae + 1/ ae )2 .
(48)
showing a quasi-holic form implying µ, the muon/electron
mass ratio. The complete holic form with dimension 210 is The slight deviation is not a valid objection, since Nature
shown by the study of the BH entropy of the Grandcosmos: must use rational approximations for π. Indeed, the fractional development for the corresponding π value is 3, 7, 15,
(12 ppm, 100 ppm, 42 ppm):
1, (τ/µ)2 , with µ and τ the normalised masses of the heavy
4
137
2
210
−3/2
leptons. It is a formal rationalisation, focussing on an acute
µ ≈π
(RGC /lP ) ≈ 4πτ (a/137)
(43) problem of present standard model, which is unable to ex≈ O9M ln D(p/n)2 .
plain the three families of particles. Thus, the study of the
Ths is a perfect illustration of the Hierarchy Principle. Thus muon and tau mass ratios is crucial. One observes (1 ppm, 56
the expected correlation [38] [39] of ln D with 4π is con- ppm, 0.02 %):
π(R/lP )2 ≈ (2π/3)(R/re )3

firmed. The existence of a final theory based on the Holic
Principle (Section 6) and the Grandcosmos cannot be denied.
The interpretation is clear: the 4-D space-time of Grandcosmos is associated with a 9-D space involving the Monster.
This opens a path towards the Final Theory.
√
The term R1 lK /R0 re is close to (1%) O M ≈ 2a2 P (0.18
%). The study of deviations shows the intermediate bosons
ratios W and Z, with values specified to the ppb range in Section 9.4, leading to (-4 and 3.5 ppm, 0.3%):
O M (FR0 /PR1 )2 ≈ W 4 (137/a)3
134

2/δ ≈ (1/2de ) ln(pH)/ ln a
≈ (1/de2 ) ln τ/ ln µ ≈ de2 ln s/ ln τ

(49)

where s is the Higgs ratio (Section 9.4). The following Koide
relation [40], which has a mathematical justification in terms
of circulant matrix [46], correctly predicted τ at an epoch
(around 2000) during which its measurement was false to 3
σ. It writes:
√
√
(44)
(1 + µ + τ)/2 = (1 + µ + τ)2 /3 = pK .
(50)
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This Koide relation, quite discarded by the scientific community, is another sign of the serious incompleteness of the
present particle physics standard. This Koide-Sanchez constant will be precised to ppb precision in Section 9.4.
8.2

The Eddington constant 137

The initial Eddington proposal for a was the whole number
136, being the number of independent parameters in the symmetric matrix 16 × 16. Note that n = 16 is the central dimension of the Topological Axis. Later, one unity was added,
becoming 137 [5]. It shows a symmetry between the 11 dimensions of M theory (a synthesis of five string theories) and
the 4 of space-time. Indeed: 137 = 112 + 42 , while, as seen
above: 11/4 = (θCMB /θCNB )3 .
Since Riemann series are tied to the prime number distribution, it seems odd and incredible that mathematicians
have not point out the primes appearing in the harmonic series since it is the single Riemann pole. It seems that the basic
precept all occurs in the pole was forgotten in this case.
As ancient Egyptians used only fractions of type 1/n, they
were certainly aware of this particular harmonic series: S 5 =
137/60. Indeed it appears in the Ptolemaic approximation for
π: πPt = 377/120 = 2 + S 5 /2.
It is strange that Eddington’s theory was rejected as soon
as a appeared to deviate from 137. Indeed, the following
shows that 137 plays a central role in ppb fine-tuning analysis. Note that Nambu [15] showed that the mass mN = 137me
is central in particle physics.
One may interpret 137+1 as the sum of the numbers of dimensions in the Topological Axis [3], taking into account the
double point (H atom-pion couple) for the superstring value
d = 10, and the remarkable sum:
k=0
X
(4k + 2) = 27 .

8.3
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The Atiyah and Sternheimer constants

Sir Michael Atiyah was a precursor in the search for unity in
mathematics and physics. In his last work [42], the Bernoulli
function x/(1 − e−x ) plays a central role. This is the kernel of
the thermal Planck law. Considering the above Wien reduced
constant v = hc/kT λWien , one notes that a ≈ ev − 2π, suggesting a to be a trigonometric line. Indeed cos a ≈ 1/e, and, to
65 ppb:
a ≈ 44π − arccos(1/e)
(55)
a formula diffused on the web, but without indication of its
connection with the Planck law. Moreover, v appears in the
normalised neutron mass n ≈ 1838.6836089(17) (13 ppb):
n1/3 ≈ v (π/2)2 .

The small deviation is attributed to a rationalisation of π involving again the heavy leaptons: 3, 7, 16, -(1+τ/µ)2 .
Another central constant in the Planck law is the irrational
Apery constant ξ(3) ≈ 1.20205691. The number of photons
in a sphere of radius r is: n ph (r) = (4π/3)(r/l ph )3 with l ph =
(hc/kB θ)(16πξ(3))−1/3 . The photon density is l−3
ph ≈ 410.872
3
photons/cm . The standard value is 410.7(4) cm−3 [17].
The critical photon/baryon ratio is ηcr = n ph (R)mn /M.
While the number of photons exceeds the baryon number,
it is the contrary for the energy densities, which is, for the
4
. However, the energy
CMB alone uCMB = (π2 /15)~c/oCMB
density of the sum CMB and CNB is the latter times 1 +
3 × (7/8)(4/11)4/3 ≈ 1.681321953, to be compared to ucr =
ρcr c2 . One notes the dramatic relation between these two
canonical ratios, with the 2 factor coming from photon polarisation (0.4 %):
p

(51)

(56)

2ηcr ≈

ucr
.
uCMB+CNB

(57)

k=7

This is an Eddington-type relation, confirming that there are
So 137 = 27 − 1 + 3 + 7, i.e. the Combinatorial Hierarchy only three neutrinos, and ruining again the standard evoluform [41]. But this appears also as 137 = 135 + 2, showing tionary cosmology. Moreover (0.08 %):
the string dimension 2. Indeed, one obtains the value a ≈
137.035999119 compatible with measurement value in:
E = l(CMB) /oe ≈ (πa2 )2 .
(58)
ph

ln 137/ ln(a/137) ≈ (2 + 135/de )2
meaning that the ratio a/137 acts as a canonical ratio.
Considering the product of the T.A. dimensions:

(52)

This term is central in the unification number [29] (0.07 %):
U = Φ137 ≈ (1 − e−v )−1 (πa2 )6 .

(59)

8 4 2 1
1
1
Pd = Πk=0
k=7 (4k + 2) = 2 3 5 7 11 13

(53) We recall that this quasi-whole number, based on the golden
number Φ, shows a holic character [29] (0.03, 1, 0.07 %, 43
which is a simple sub-multiple of the cardinal order of the
ppm, 0.4 %) :
Suzuki group, and a simple multiple of the three other spo√
radic groups M11 , M12 and J2 [19]. With lW the mean of the
U ≈ (πP/DpK )2 ≈ E 3 ≈ (pH/2a)7 ≈ (τ2 /µ3 )210 δ (60)
CMB and CNB Wien lengths (0.06 %):
Pd ≈ lW /λe .
(54) with D = 196883 the Monster Moonshine dimension [43].
Atiyah introduced also the constant
The pertinence of the Topological Axis series is thus conΓ = γa/π
(61)
firmed, calling for further study.
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The ubiquity of aa

Since 137 is a number of parameters, it must be interpreted
as a dimension i.e. a privileged exponent. However, from the
δ Computation Hypothesis, a must be an optimal base also. So
With w = F/W, this leads to (22 ppm): a/Γ
√ = π/γ ≈ w the term aa must be central.
while, √with z = F/Z (3 ppm): 137/Γ ≈ z f /2 . Recall that
Indeed, apart a π factor, aa is the Grandcosmos volume
wz ≈ a, while f is the Bizouard strong constant precising
with unit length the hydrogen radius, to 0.4 and 0.5 %:
the inverse 8.44(5) of the standard “strong coupling constant”
√
[17]:
(72)
(4π/3)(RGC /rH )3 ≈ aa /π ≈ 3(1/ ln 2) pH .
3/2
f = aw /2π(pH) ≈ 8.43450 .
(63)
2/δ = 2a3 /pH ≈ (1/2de ) ln(pH)/ ln a ≈ ln a/ ln Γ .

(62)

In cosmology, Γ and the canonical eπ enter the follow- Note that the ln 2 factor involves information theory. This reing dramatic simplification of the above (Section 4.1) single- lation is tied to the following property of the above unification
factor (0.06 and 0.1 %):
electron cosmic formula (0.3 ppm):
a0 = ((ln(R1 /oe ) + γ–1)/(π2 /6 − 1)) ≈ ln(R/oe) + Γ + eπ (64)

2

U = Φ137 ≈ a p/a ≈ (1/ ln 2) pn/137 .

(73)

Moreover, the dramatic relation aa ≈ e p/e has been connected
with the fifth optimal musical scale (306 notes) and to the
operational definition of e [3]. Hence, we look here for its
manifestations in classical mathematics.
The famous Lucas-Lehmer primality test uses the series
j ≈ ln(R/oe) + Γ ≈ a − eπ ≈ eπ ln a .
(65)
of whole numbers Nn+1√= Nn2 − 2, starting from N = 4 =
The Titts group order 13 × 211 33 52 [44] completes the bio- u3 + 1/u3 , with u3 = 3 + 2. The latter is a special case
√
√
physics relations involving central temperatures [3]:
of diophantine generators un = n + (n + 1), whose entire
powers are close to whole numbers. One shows that Nn ≈
j ≈ T mam /TCMB ≈ OT /W
(66) u(2n ) , and for n = 9:
3

so confirming the R value to 45 ppm.
Moreover, this confirms the role of j = 8π2 / ln 2, the
Sternheimer scale factor [3] (to 0.013 %, 0.013 %, 0.046 %):

102 ≈ T H2 O /TCMB ≈ OT /Z .

(67)

9

)
u(2
≈ (2(1372 + 48))64 ≈ aa
3

(74)
The pertinence of OT is confirmed by the 2 ppb relation,
defining a to 39 ppm and showing that the Rydberg term 2a2
where 71 is the biggest prime in the Monster order:
plays a central role.
√
2 × 1372 + 21 = 232 × 71 ≈ 3 × 137de OT /D .
(68)
Also, with the Pell-Fermat generator u1 = 1 + 2:
8

aa ≈ u3×(2
1

The mammal wavelength enters (1%)

−1)

(75)

(RlP )1/2 ≈ hc/kT mam .

(69) which defines a to 0.3 ppm. So the number a establishes a
connection between u1 and u3 , two of the simplest arithmetic
It is known that the reduced series 8k0 + 2 gives for k0 = 1 generators. This opens a new research in pure mathematics.
and 3 the canonical values 10 and 26. Now the value k0 = 2,
d = 18 is at last interpreted: the couple thermal photon-Life 8.5 The intervention of sporadic groups
is at the upper center of the Topological Axis, while the down
center is the Higgs boson (Fig. 1). The real center, as seen One observes, to 30 ppm, 0.5 % and 0.05 %:
above, is the dimension d = 16. Moreover, to 0.1%, the water
0 2
O M ≈ (ln ln ln O M )2(136+de ) ≈ (π/2)2a de ≈ (F/a f )20 . (76)
triple point enters (0.1 and 1 %):
(R0 lP )1/2 ≈ hc/kθH2 O
θH2 × θO2 ≈ θH2 O × θCMB .

(70) Moreover (0.036 % and 0.038 %):
(71)

This shows that chemistry is also involved [3].
The study of the 22 amino-acids [3] has shown that j is
also a computation base. Indeed, to 2%: j22 ≈ 3P2 and, more
precisely, to 0.01 % : j22 ≈ Pp7E where pE ≈ 1847.599459 is
the Eddington mass ratio of the couple proton-electron, the
roots ratio in the Eddington equation 10x2 − 136x + 1 = 0.
136

O1/10
≈ 4952 ≈ f (γΓ)
M

(77)

where 495 = g0 /16, implying the order g0 of the smallest
sporadic group (Mattieu) order M11 . Note that 495 is a unity
less than the Green-Schwarz string dimension 496, the third
perfect number, after 6 and 28. The precision 1.7 ppm of
f (γΓ) ≈ 4952 (a/137) suggests that the Higgs ratio is 4952 ,
corresponding to 125.175 GeV (Fig. 1 and Table 1).
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The product of the 6 pariah group orders verifies (7 ppm):
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With the tachyonic ratio V = RGC /R = C/c, the orders of the
two giant sporadic groups enter (0.2 %, 0.1 % and 79 ppm):

Π pariah ≈ (F/a)20 /de2

(78)

OB ≈ Γ24 ≈ (a/Γ)a/3

(81) We look here for relations involving basic mathematical constants, noting firstly that, to 6.5 ppm: p ≈ Γ(πe)2 .

V ≈ 44πNS ≈ (a/π)O M D ≈ (a/π)OB Pa3/2
(88)
thus, the above cosmic Tifft ratio F/a (Section 4.4) is directly
tied to the six pariah groups. This establishes a connection where NS = 265 × 341 × 528 is the Systema number [45].
0
The corrected Eddington’s number NEd
= a × 2256 , where
between the six pariah groups and the Monster group (0.7
136 is replaced by a, shows (4.5 ppm and 0.03 %):
%):
Π pariah /O M ≈ f 20 .
(79)
0
NEd
≈ 6 × 137PO M ≈ (3/4)apaw (V/O M )9 .
(89)
These six pariah groups are not identified to form any famWith the 4D area s4 = 2π2 a3 , the holic reduction
ily. By contrast, the 20 normal sporadic groups form the socalled happy family which is closely related to the Monster.
(R/oe )7 ≈ (3/2)O5M ≈ s35
(90)
4
The product of the 20 groups of the happy family shows, to
0.015%, 1% and 0.45 %:
implies O1/7
M ≈ s4 . Indeed, the Monster appears to be close to
Πhappy ≈ δ × aa ≈ ( j/495)2 Γ210
(80) the seventh power of the pariah group J3 (0.2 ppm):
p
(91)
O M ≈ de J37 p/p0 .
where j/495 is close to the weak mixing angle 0.23116(12)
[17], to 0.45 %. This confirms the above Complete Holic
Principle, and the computation role of Γ. Moreover, to 2%: The above relations proves that physics establish unexpected
aa ≈ Γ209 . From the order of the Baby-Monster OB ≈ Γ24 , bridges between sporadic groups, including the Titts one.
and 209 = 137 + 3 × 24 (1 and 2 %):
9 The fine-tuning with basic mathematical constants

where a/Γ = π/γ is the above canonical Atiyah ratio.
The total product of the 26 sporadic orders Π26 verifies 9.1 The optimal calculation base e confirmed
(0.27 %):
The electron magnetic moment 2de appears in (0.7 ppm):
Π26 ≈ (9/2)(RGC /o M )2 .
(82)
a/Γ = π/γ ≈ 2de × e (p0 /p)2 .
(92)
Now Π26 is close to the holic term e4×210 , whose ath root is
very remarkable (65ppm, 98 ppm, 5 ppb):
The Topological Axis shows clearly that the Grandcosmos is
e4×210/a ≈ 2e2e ≈ H/4 ≈ 26 × (2 × 26 + 1)/3 .

(83)

defined by the following conjunction (1%):
2+1/2

Note that p/g0 is close to the above weak mixing angle
(0.3 %). This ratio appears as calculation base in the product of cardinal orders of the Monster and the baby-Monster
groups, to 1%, 0.2 %, and 1 %:
O M OB ≈ H 2H/a ≈ (g0 /p)a ≈ (496/ j)137

f (k = e2 ) = exp(2e

) ≈ exp(e2e + e2 )

(93)

where the supplementary term exp(e2 ) is close to a3/2 . Note
e
the following properties of the “economic number” ee , to 0.4
%, 6 ppm and 0.8 ppm:
p
e
(84)
ee ≈ (ln p)ln p ≈ 137(ee )3 ≈ ee a pH(p/p0 )2 .
(94)

confirming the central role of the weak mixing angle. The With a1 = a − 1 (8 ppm, 0.2 ppm, and 0.05 %):
photon number in the visible universe is (0.1 % and 0.2 %):
e
7
ee /a21 ≈ 4 ln P ≈ a ln(9/2) ≈ 52
(95)
√
e6 /2
(85)
n ph ≈ (3/π) e
≈ δ O M OB .
showing the role of musical bases 2, 3 and 5. Note that the
With N ph the photon number in the Grandcosmos, and Nn = Topological Axis terminal term e2 is the limit of the following
MGC /mn the equivalent neutron number in the Grandcosmos, musical series:
one observes (3 %, 0.5 %):
(3/2)5 ≈ (4/3)7 ≈ (5/4)9 ≈ (6/5)11 ≈ ... ≈ (1 + 1/n)2n+1
p
N ph Nn ≈ en/3 ≈ (O3M /U)2
(86)
a series converging more rapidly than the classical (1 + 1/n)n .
confirming that the Grandcosmos is the external thermostat of The first two terms defines the occidental 12 tones scale. Note
the visible Universe. This is tied to (3 %, 0.08%, 2.5%,1%): that, to 0.6 % and 0.03 %:
e137e ≈ Uen/6 ≈ (e/3)eea ≈ O3M ≈ 49660 .
F. M. Sanchez et al. Back to Cosmos
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R/oe ≈ 22

7

(96)
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(97) The corresponding approximation πR of π shows the fracThe canonical ratio RGC /o M = 2P /a pH confirms the tional series 3, 7, 16, −u, with u ≈ 2 × 137, confirming
again the rationalization hypothesis of Section 3. This leads
Full Holographic Principle, to 0.04 %:
to the rational value πR = (355u − 22)/(113u − 7). This corRGC /o M ≈ (137e/a)2×210
(98) responds to the above G value to 10 ppb accuracy. Since
(R/oe )2 ≈ 2256 , this illustrates the following musical relaexhibiting (0.3 ppm): (a/137)420 ≈ (137 − 3)/120 with 137 − tion involving again 137: 21/155 ≈ π1/256 ≈ (2π)1/3×137 . The
3 = 7 + 127 showing the Combinatorial Hierarchy terms [3]. scale with 155 notes is not known, but 137 appears also in the
classical musical scales [3]. Whole powers of π appear in the
9.2 The Lenz-Wyler formula
even order Riemann series, and in: a ≈ 4π3 + π2 + π (Reilly
Wyler published a value approaching a to 0.6 ppm and con- formula, 2 ppm), while a ≈ π9/2 2−1/3 (8 ppm). Moreover,
firmed the pertinence of the Lenz approximation which plays with P = oe /lP (0.3 and 0.07 %):
a central role above: p0 = 6π5 ≈ p to 18.824 ppm.
The Lenz-Wyler formula is the product of the area by the
P3 ≈ πa−2 ≈ (2πR/oe )(2πlK /re )
(100)
volume of a 3D cube with side π. If one considers a 3D cube
with side 5, privileging again the identification dimension = confirming the Planck volume and the Kotov length.
exponent, this gives 6 × 55 = 1372 − 19. This is not a chance
coincidence because this relation has long time been deduced 9.4 The four forces connection in ppb fine-tuning
from basic considerations on quarks [29]. Indeed with u = 5 The particle standard model achieved the unification between
and d = 6, the combination uud = 150, whose power 3/2 electromagnetism and weak nuclear force, with extension to
is close to H, while the combination udd ≈ (n/a)2 shows strong nuclear force in the Grand Unification Theory (GUT),
the neutron/electron mass ratio n. This leads to (0.012 %) but without any synthesis with gravitational force. However,
6 × 55 ≈ (aH/n)2 . Note that, with q = 212 to 0.03 %, 2.5 % the Topological Axis shows clearly that GUT gauge boson
and 41 ppm:
with 2.3 × 1016 GeV seems confirmed. Very precisely, in Sec√
tion 4.2, it is proven that the CCO oscillation reveals a symRGC /oe ≈ q × 5137 ≈ 6137 /q2 ≈ 6128 /(1 + 1/ 2) .
metry between the electroweak and gravitational forces. So
Since R/oe ≈ 2128 , the factorisation of 6 leads to a nat- we look here for a precise relation involving the 4 force paural Universe-Grandcosmos partition, and to the following rameters, a (electric), aw (weak nuclear), f (strong nuclear)
approximation for the tachyonic celerity ratio (0.01%)
and aG (gravitation). The later force is equivalently represented by pG = P/2127/2 , with P = mP /me .
128
2
U = C/c ≈ 3 (pK /pG δ)
With the Atiyah constant Γ = γa/π (Section 8.2), inside
2
3
where pK is the Koide-Sanchez constant (see Section 9.5). the 0.5 ppm measurement precision: aw = F = (137 × 2Γ) .
3
2 1/3
This confirms the role of the correspondence quark up = 5 Now aw is a cube: aw = (oe /leF ) , with leF = (G F /me c ) :
and quark d = 6 with a double structure. This elimination of
oe /leF ≈ 137 × 2Γ
(101)
q leads to (2.6 %): (RGC /oe )3 ≈ (uud)137 .
It is an example of immergence, i.e. deducing the small
2
F = a1/2
(102)
w = E F /me c ≈ 573007.3652
from the large, in a striking similitude between cosmology
p
and nuclear physics. Another example was encountered in
(103)
aF/ (pH) = 2πa f pH/F ≈ π(4n/Γ)3 /pG ≈ µ2
Section 2.4, where dimensional analysis gives the visible Universe radius, in an easier way than the equivalent one for the where µ is the muon/electron mass ratio, inside its 20 ppb
hydrogen atom radius, since for this case there is no evidence undetermination, so proposing the value:
that c must be left out. Another example signals a general
µ ≈ 206.7682869 .
(104)
misconception: the coherence of the stimulated emission in a
laser is a global effect in a homogeneous media (atomic coNote that 4n/Γ is close (3.4 ppm) to the monstrous 5th term
herence).
292.6345909 in the fractional development of π which is it9.3 The Archimedes constant π as a calculation base
self very close to n/2π to 3.4 ppm. Since the fractional deFrom (27), the value of the topological function for the main velopment of π is to this date an unsolved problem, this constring dimension 26 renders, to 0.1%, the same Lenz-Wyler firms that current mathematics is incomplete and that Nature
form f (26) ≈ 6(2π2 a3 )5 , where 2π2 a3 is the area of a 4- uses rational approximations of π. From the Koide relation,
sphere of radius a. Moreover, with n/p the mass ratio neu- the corresponding value is τ ≈ 3477.441701, tied to the economic number (0.6 ppm):
tron/proton, to 0/3%, 0.02% and 1 ppm:
R0 /oe ≈ (33 )(3 ) .

9

6

(p/n)(R/oe )2 ≈ ( f (26)/6)2 ≈ (2π2 a3 )10 ≈ π155 .
138

(99)

e

ee ≈ τ(2a)3 /1372 .

(105)
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From τ ≈ e3e and 8a ≈ e7 , this illustrates the reduction ee ≈
7 + 3e. The pertinence of the economic number is confirmed.
The corresponding Koide-Sanchez constant is

This means also that the International System must go
back to only three fundamental unities, Mass, Length and
Time.
The Hierarchy and Computation principles presented in
pK ≈ 1842.604994 .
Section 1 are confirmed both by the Topological axis, the geoThis leads to three ppb√relations, where πa = (355u + 22)/ dimensional Universe-Grandcosmos couple, and the mono(113u + 7), with u = a 2/3, and He = 8e2e is the economic mial relations (i.e. merely products of parameters). These accurate monomial relations reunify mathematics and physics.
33 ppm approximation of H:
The precision reaches the ppb domain: they cannot be due to
p4K /pH ≈ (4πa )4 a ≈ (pG He /aH)4 D2 /n(D + 1)
(106) chance. This shows how the so-called “free parameters” are
misnamed: they are imposed by Nature proving the Cosmos
nτ/2 ≈ HHe (D/(D + 1))3 (pK /pG )9
(107) unicity. As Atiyah wrote, rather misleadingly [42]:
where D and D + 1 are the characteristic numbers of the
Nobody has ever wondered what the Universe would
Moonshine correlation [43]. This confirms the Eddington
be if π were not equal to 3.14159.... Similarly no one
should be worried what the Universe would be if a
symmetry hydrogen-tau lepton [5].
were not 137.035999...
The above relations show a dual form, the first one without any numerical factor:
In fact a must be rational, and the mathematical π is illusion.
p
Nevertheless, this article is a definite refutation of the Mul2 3 3
3
(108)
apG /π (pH) ≈ (nF/137 Γ ) ≈ (4n/Γ) /F .
tiverse hypothesis. In this respect, the high precision in the
Now, as was recalled above, the exponents represent the num- measurement of the electric and Fermi constants, proton, neuber of dimensions. So, this represents a dimensional reduc- tron and muon masses, Kotov cosmic period, and, with lesser
tion, eliminating 137, from 9-D and 6-D to 3-D, which could precision, the background temperature, must be saluted as debe associated with the superstring theory, where the equations cisive achievements.
The pertinence of these simple monomial relations cannot
are coherent only if space has 9 dimensions, and if the 6 supplementary dimensions unfold on very small distances [47]. be admitted by the standard community, arguing for instance
that since the proton is composite, its mass cannot enter sim√The following weak boson ratios W and Z match (1):
ple relations. The same argument is presented for the theoretiR/ (o p oH ) ≈ (WZ)4 in the ppb range:
cal dependence of the electric constant a with other constants,
W ≈ 1372 Γ/3de
(109) or with the energy level. These are reductionist arguments,
unable to explain the fine-tuning phenomena, and leading to
Z ≈ ap2 π4 /137de n .
(110) the sterile concept of unexplained emergences. By contrast,
the holistic approach implies the concept of immergence, reThe ultimate theory must explain these ppb relations.
sulting from the ancestral idea that Cosmos simplicity is the
10 Discussion
real origin of science. It is strange, revealing and troubling
For many, cosmology is the hardest chapter of physics. This that this term immergence is a neologism.
The Cosmos concept has long been forgotten. This is the
modern negative opinion is in fact in contrast with the ancient
culture, for which the cosmology is the first of all sciences, so reason why quantum physics is not really understood. Inmust be the simplest. In the original meaning of the word deed, the simple fact that the propagation of anything, light
“revolution”, this article is a return to the source of science, or matter, is wavy, while the reception is a quantum, was a
the “all is whole number” of Pythagoras. Even the degener- central mystery along the last century. This simple fact inate form of topological or holographic relations, the simplest duces non-locality, so the necessary intervention of cosmoldiophantine equations, the Holic Principle, shows direct perti- ogy. Moreover, the optimal utilisation of the wavy propaganence. In particular, it emphasizes the 30 dimensions, which tion is holography, whose formalism is similar to the quantum
appear decisive in the Topological Axis, and are identified one. Thus it is logical to find holographic relations in coswith the sum of 26 string dimensions and 4 of usual space- mology. Moreover, the similitude between the formalisms of
quantum physics and holography is so tight that the doubletime.
The distinction between length and time must be empha- step holography is similar to the double step of any interacsized, as Poincaré, the father of 4-D relativity theory recom- tion: tachyonic propagation – non-local cosmic optimisation
mended [25]. Indeed their confusion, by writing c = 1, im- – local quantum reception.
peded the fact that the Hubble-Lemaı̂tre radius R is a trivial
Thus tachyonic-holography physics is necessary. Hence,
length, directly given by the prospective c-free dimensional it was an error to reject the bosonic string theory under the
analysis, which gives also the cosmic temperature (37) and pretext it involves tachyons [49]. Quite the contrary, it is an
the cosmic supercycle period (22).
essential advantage. This is confirmed by the central imporF. M. Sanchez et al. Back to Cosmos
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tance of the bosonic dimension d = 26 in the Topological
Axis, which is nothing that the extension to smaller numbers of the Double Large Number coincidence, that only Eddington interpreted correctly, by rejecting the single Bang
model. Many invoked the temporal variation of the parameters, which is a negation of the idea that physics have universal laws. Finally, the expedient of the Anthropic Principle
was imposed to the community by some leaders: this is definitely refuted in this article.
Moreover, the standard Holographic Principle must be
generalized to wavelengths other than the Planck length, in
particular the topon, the visible Universe wavelength, in 1-D
holography, which breaks by an enormous factor, about 1061
a taboo of current thinking: the Planck wall, resolving the
vacuum energy dilemma factor 10122 , and sustaining the Oscillatory bounce model which unifies the two main cosmologies.
This leads back to the main hypothesis of this article: the
Cosmos is a computer, and the dimensionless parameters are
calculation bases. A common point with the brain is precisely
this multibase character, experienced in musical sensation. It
is no chance that the parameters are encountered in the musical scales and DNA chain. Thus, intelligent life receives a
justification: to help the cosmological computation. This Inverted Anthropic Principle answers the first of all questions:
why one asks questions?
Thus, intelligent life must be universal. The famous Fermi
question “where are they?” is not a paradox, since any abnormal observation is a priori rejected by a dogmatic community. This destroys the Darwin “accidental life” approach, a
generally admitted so-called “theory” with too much missing
links [48].
The same rejection seems to apply now to the Sternheimer
“scale wave” and Atiyah’s last work. The present article shows
that at least parts of these works are very pertinent. This follows the rejection (with the notable exception of Schrödinger)
of Eddington [5] himself. Only Eddington interpreted rightly
the Cosmic Large Number correlations, as recalled in this
article. While he dared to apply the exclusion principle in
cosmology, it is the basis of our single electron cosmologic
model (Section 4.1) which rehabilitates once more his work.
Also, fortunately, the large theoretical advance of Eddington is now recognized [51], but without mentioning a crucial point: he predicted the tau fermion with a right order
of mass, 30 years before its surprising discovery, calling it
heavy mesotron [5]. Moreover, it seems that no one realizes
that the Eddington prediction for the baryon number in the
visible Universe is so accurate. Note that many mocked the
Eddington Large Number, not to speak of his number 137,
completely rehabilitated by the monomial relations.
However, curiously, Eddington believed in the Copenhagen statistical interpretation. Thus, he did not reach the
above conclusions. At his epoch the holography was not
yet discovered: it is a strange, and revealing, fact of science
140
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history that this essential property of wave propagation was
so lately discovered [33]. However, with his Large Number
which fits so well the cosmic neutron population, Eddington anticipated the present physics-arithmetic fusion and its
touchstone, the Holic Principle.
11

Conclusions: cosmic simplicity at work

The present article confirms the Topological Axis, which was
obtained by the simplest visualizing method to represent in
a single figure the characteristic lengths in macro and microphysics, taking the electron reduced Compton wavelength
as unity. The double logarithm representation was the simplest one, and it appeared later that this was the reunion of a
series of height 1D-2D holographic relations, respecting the
topologico-algebraic Bott sequence.
The application of the old direct scientific method, looking for fine tuning between physical parameters leads to a return to the Perfect Cosmological Principle implying a steadystate Cosmos, confirmed by holographic relations. The standard cosmological principle was unduly limited to spatial homogeneity. The relativity theory, unable to define an inertial
frame, is a local one and do not apply to cosmology at large:
the absolute space is reestablished, realized by the Microwave
Cosmic Background, which identifies with the Grandcosmos
frame. Meanwhile, the Kotov period is an absolute clock,
the déphasage of coherent oscillations between quasars being ruled by the tachyonic celerity.
The simplest model, the gravitational hydrogen molecule
gives the Hubble radius R, explaining the 2 factor and justifying the elimination of c, as in the hydrogen atom Haas-Bohr
model [3]. This corresponds to a Hubble constant 70.790
(km/s)/Megaparsec, consistent with the recent measurement
[6]: 72(3) Megaparsec/(km/s), which confirms the direct novae measurement, but disagrees (3σ) with the standard value.
The simplest statistical theory of Eddington gave another
justification to R. Also, particularly simple and elegant is the
Large Eddington number, giving correctly the number of neutrons in the trivial fraction 3M/10 of the observable universe,
probably the most dramatic prediction in scientific history.
The simplest proof of the computation basis character of
the electrical parameter a is provided by the multiple appearance of the terms ea and aa .
The profound significance of a number of dimensions is
the number of independent variables, which is a fundamental
invariant, whatever the theory [54]. So, it is logical to advance
a hypothesis that 26 physical parameters are defined by the 26
sporadic cardinal orders. Since Sporadic Groups are associated with octonion algebra [55], this rejoins a prediction of
Atiyah’s last work, the essential role of octonion algebra in
the final theory [42].
The problem of the stability of the solar system must be
revisited, taking into account seriously a cosmic influence,
characterized by the Kotov period and length. Also the PiF. M. Sanchez et al. Back to Cosmos
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oneer, Tifft and Arp effects must be seriously considered,
guided by the flickering time-length-mass concept.
This article answers several main problems:
• 1/ Unification gravitation-quantum physics, by rehabilitating the forgotten Eddington statistical theory.
• 2/ The real significance of quantum physics, by assuming physics is based on arithmetics.
• 3/ The overall unification by showing that cosmology
is the basis of united science.
• 4/ The role of dimensionless parameters, by proving
that they are optimal basis of computation tied with
the Holographic Principle and its arithmetic form, the
Holic Principle, which explains why normal space has
3 dimensions.
• 5/ The necessity of the Cosmos vasteness resultingfrom
holographic scanning and the rationalization of e and π.

Volume 15 (2019)

multiverse, ..., will not save the standard evolutionary
model, based on the imperfect cosmological principle.
• 2/ The CMB temperature and the baryon mean density
will appear temporal invariant.
• 3/ The particle physics will integrate the Koide relation
together with the Koide-Sanchez constant, and introduce composite quark down and massive photon, graviton, gluons and string. Also the supersymmetry will
restablish the Eddington connection proton-tau.
• 4/ The computational software should be boosted by
the principle of multibase computation.
• 5/ The DNA chain will reveal as a 1-D temporal hologram, see [52].
• 6/ The Lucas-Lehmer √series,√in connection with the
n + (n + 1)), especially the
canonical generators ( √
Planck-Fermat one (1 + 2) will define a.

• 6/ The acceleration of expansion, which was predicted
by theEddington invariant cosmological constant 1/R2 ,
is tied to a repulsiveforce proportional to distance, leading to exponential recession. There is no need of the
so-called “dark energy”.

• 7/ The 26 sporadic groups as well as the Titts one will
reveal determinant in the Ultimate Theory.

• 7/ The very existence of dark matter is proven, from
the number of neutrons in the trivial fraction 3/10 of the
visible Universe critical mass, which identifies with the
very symmetric Eddington number 136 × 2256 . The nature of dark matter would be simply a matter-antimatter
oscillation in phase quadrature with the ordinary one
[3].

• 9/ The Combinatorial Hierarchy [41] and Moulin systemic approach [45] will be reconsidered.

• 8/ The introduction of the topon in the Holographic
Principle justifies at last the 10122 gap between vacuum
energy and that of the visible Universe.
• 9/ The Grandcosmos is huge, but not infinite, in conformity with the Cosmological Computational Principle.
In short, the rediscovered Cosmos unifies the two main
modern cosmologies in a rapid matter- antimatter oscillatory bounce. The Cosmos appears as simple, unique,
permanent, computational, deterministic, transplanckian, cyclic, topological and inverse-anthropic. It is now
clear that present mathematics and particle physics are
incomplete, and this Coherent Cosmology announces a
reunification of philosophy, mathematics, physics, chemistry, computational science and biology. In particular, the pre-Socratic Parmenide philosophy of permanence must be reconsidered favorably.
12

Predictions

This article leads to many predictions, in particular:
• 1/ The very large infrared telescopes will show in the
very far field old galaxies instead of expected young
ones. Then no artifice, such as inflation, dark energy,
F. M. Sanchez et al. Back to Cosmos

• 8/ The Eddington Fundamental Theory will be revisited, especially the genesis of his Large Number, so
clearly tied to the 16 × 16 symmetric matrix.
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